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FOREWORD
Michele Di Natale

The young department of Civil Engineering, Design, Construction and Environment
of the Second University of Naples is born by fusing enthusiasms of a group of architects, designers and engineers who wanted to challenge the old practice of a
sectorial action, by forming a composite and well-matched new team of researchers
and teachers. They are called to many difficult enterprises, among which there is the
urgency to enforce and implement the share with colleagues in the international
scene. Immediate efforts have been made for this aim, despite the contingent difficulties in which the Italian Academy operates.
That is why we are very pleased to present this text, which documents the first international initiative of the new department, seeing together researchers from Campania with Belgian colleagues from Ecole Supérieure des Arts Saint-Luc in Brussels, in
an interesting project for the exchange of research and teaching, started from the
agreements drawn up by the European project Erasmus, continuously harbinger
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of growth opportunities for students, faculty, institutions and graduates. A strong
interdisciplinary component has characterized all the work. On one hand this has
required a significant commitment to ensure a consistent understanding; on the
other side it has determined stimulant results in comparisons of urban themes in
different contexts. Suggestions have been countless, from those about other areas
of shared research, to those on the insights that the text suggests. This project is therefore forerunner of a long series of other proposals for international collaborations,
aimed at making researchers, students and teachers part of the vast global scientific
community. Another exciting aspect was the participation, support and availability
of the City of Naples to host the work of the Neapolitan stage of the workshop in the
structure of the Palace of the Arts in Naples, that has opened its magnificent spaces
for scholars from Campania and their guests, allowing to work in the core of the city.
I therefore thank the promoters, organizers and all participants, for the perseverance and tenacity, despite the complexity of the project, for happily succeeding and
having allowed us to be able to document such an interesting job through a wide
European diffusion.

PRÉSENTATION
Le Département de Ingegneria Civile, Design, Edilizia ed Ambiente de la Seconda Università di Napoli est né de la fusion d’un group de architectes, designers et ingénieurs, de leur
enthousiasme à travailler ensemble pour croiser disciplines et compétences. Renforcer les
relations avec les collègues d’autres pays pour ouvrir le Département à une dimension
internationale est un des premières efforts qui ont été faits: pour cette raison je suis heureux de présenter ce livre, qui est le résultat d’un projet d’exchange et recherche qui voit la
collaborations entre la Seconda Università di Napoli et l’Ecole Supérieure des Arts SaintLuc Bruxelles. Le projet est inclus dans les Accords Erasmus qui représentent toujours une
opportunité de croissance pour les étudiants, le corps professoral, les Institutions. Une
8

forte interdisciplinarité a caractérisé tout le travail, un engagement considérable a été
donc nécessaire pour permettre le dialogue entre des approches scientifiques différentes.
Mais, d’autre côté, cet effort même a exhorté la comparaison sur les thèmes urbains et les
approfondissements témoignés dans ce texte. Ce projet est donc seulement le première, j’espère, d’une longue série d’initiatives de collaborations internationales. Je voudrais
remercier tous les Institutions, les professeurs et les étudiants qui ont participé à la réalisation du workshop. Je remercie en particulier Le Comune di Napoli, qui nous a permis
d’utiliser les magnifiques espaces du Palazzo delle Arti de Naples.

INTRODUZIONE
Il dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, Design, Edilizia ed Ambiente della Seconda Università di Napoli nasce dall’entusiasmo di architetti, designers e ingegneri di lavorare
insieme per incrociare discipline e competenze, rafforzando il confronto con i colleghi di altri paesi. Sono quindi molto lieto di presentare questo testo, risultato di un
progetto tra la Seconda Univerisità di Napoli e l’ Ecole Supérieure des Arts Saint-Luc
Bruxelles, incluso negli accordi Erasmus, continuamente forieri di occasioni di crescita. Una forte componente interdisciplinare ha caratterizzato tutto il lavoro, che si
pone quindi come antesignano di una serie di collaborazioni internazionali, volte a
rendere ricercatori, studenti e docenti parte della vasta comunità scientifica globale.
Entusiasmanti sono stati la partecipazione e l’appoggio del Comune di Napoli ad
ospitare i lavori della fase napoletana del workshop nella struttura del Palazzo delle
Arti di Napoli, che con questa occasione ha aperto i suoi magnifici spazi. Ringrazio
quindi i promotori ed organizzatori ed i partecipanti tutti, per aver consentito di
poter documentare un lavoro così interessante.
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LIMEN
Anna Giannetti

The first experiment of collective work by the former departments of Industrial Design, Environment, History and Civil Engineering has been on purpose enhanced
from the interdisciplinary international exchange with colleagues from Ecòle Superieure des Arts Saint Luc in Brussels. In this way architects, engineers, designers,
scenographers have really worked together, reasoning on a unique topic declined
in two different contexts. The theme chosen for collaboration between two schools,
seemingly distant from each other both geographically and culturally, was the threshold, or rather the limen, the porous boundary between the interior and extrerior
of a building.
The Working Group was invited to rethink the fixtures, which are the most obvious
and changeable features, based on the concept of the“decorated window” formulated by Gio Ponti. An issue, then, which has become central to contemporary design,
thanks to the possibilities offered by the use of mobile equipment capable of rede10

fining the hierarchy of interior spaces. In fact the dynamic set of needs by users of
all types of environments suggests new ideas on how the constructive element can
evolve and be rewritten by adding new values to traditional performance. Windows,
doors, balconies and loggias can become frames through which to see the landscape, mirrors to capture the light, devices for production of energy, elements to shade,
to isolate from noise or to purify air. Moreover, they can become transformed into
new forms: in the case of the “inhabited greenhouse” proposed by Umberto Riva,
and also some reflections by Ettore Sottsass on the possibility of developing fixtures
into three dimensions. These thresholds may supplement benefits for the internal
space (monitors, shelves, bookcases) or record external weather conditions, comparing them with those inside. These places would be pleasant to stay in and could
also liberate other spaces from some elements, revealing a new order of distribution.
The project has been developed on buildings in Naples in a working-class neighborhood, in via Cocchia in Bagnoli, dating from the early twentieth century and
adjacent to a large area occupied by ILVA, the past steel industry. Unlike the other
neighborhoods nearby, the buildings selected had lost decoration features and this
allowed the group to study new balconies, windows and doorways, designed as
thresholds between the interior and exterior, resolving the different needs of the
four facades respectively facing the not particularly busy road, the panorama of the
magnificent Gulf of Pozzuoli, the gardens of the neighborhood and a nearby condominium.

LIMEN
Le seuil est le thème choisi pour cette expérience de collaboration enter le deux écoles,
en invitant les étudiants à interpréter sa nature de frontière entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur.
L’inspiration est le concept de « finestra arredata » formulé par Giò Ponti. Dans le scénario
contemporain du projet le seuil peut être pensé d’une façon originelle, en ajoutant de
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nouvelles performances a son role traditionnel : châssis du paysage, espace-filtre de propriétés thermo physiques, volume pour habiter ou espace tridimensionnel comme dans
les propositions de Umberto Riva et Ettore Sottsass.
Le projet dans le contexte napolitaine a été développé avec une application dans le district industriel de Bagnoli qui est en train de rénovation urbaine, où se trouvent les immeuble d’habitation des premiers années du XX siècle sélectionnés.

LIMEN
Il primo esperimento di lavoro collettivo – che ha visto insieme componenti dell’ex
Dipartimento IDEAS (Industrial Design Edilizia Ambiente Storia) insieme con i colleghi dell’ex Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile – è stato di proposito ulteriormente
arricchito con dalla presenza dello scambio interdisciplinare, internazionale con i
colleghi dellì Ecòle supérieure des arts di Bruxelles.
Il tema scelto per la collaborazione tra due scuole europee, solo apparentemente
lontane geograficamente e culturalmente, è stato la soglia, o meglio il limen, il poroso confine tra interno ed esterno di un edificio, invitando a ripensare gli infissi a
partire dal concetto di “finestra arredata” formulato da Giò Ponti. Un tema divenuto
centrale nel progetto contemporaneo, grazie anche alle possibilità offerte dall’uso
di attrezzature mobili in grado di ridefinire le gerarchie degli spazi interni. L’insieme
dinamico delle esigenze degli utenti di tutti i tipi ambienti suggerisce, infatti, nuove
considerazioni su come l’elemento costruttivo possa essere ripensato aggiungendo nuove performance a quelle tradizionali. Finestre, porte, balconi, logge possono
diventare cornici per guardare il paesaggio, specchi per catturare la luce, dispositivi
per produrre energia, elementi per ombreggiare o per isolare dal rumore o depurare
l’aria. Inoltre, possono arrivare a trasformarsi in nuovi volumi: è questo il caso delle
“serre abitate” proposte da Umberto Riva, ma anche di alcune riflessioni di Ettore
Sottsass sulla possibile evoluzione dell’infisso fino a raggiungere le tre dimensioni.
12

Tali soglie possono integrare le prestazioni per lo spazio interno (monitor, scaffali,
librerie) o registrare le condizioni climatiche esterne, confrontandole con quelle interne. Luoghi di piacevole permanenza, potrebbero anche liberare gli ambienti da
altri elementi, mostrando nuovi assetti distributivi.
La prima parte del Workshop è stata sviluppata in Belgio, la seconda in Italia a Napoli;
qui l’attenzione si è concentrata su alcuni edifici del quartiere operaio di via Cocchia
a Bagnoli, databile agli inizi del Novecento e adiacente alla vasta area all’epoca occupata dall’industria siderurgica ILVA. A differenza delle altre vicine, le palazzine selezionate erano state spogliate delle caratteristiche decorazioni, consentendo così al
gruppo di studiare nuove soglie, raccogliendo le differenti sollecitazioni dei quattro
fronti che affacciano rispettivamente sulla strada, non particolarmente trafficata, sul
panorama del magnifico golfo di Pozzuoli, sui giardinetti di quartiere e sul condominio vicino.
L’interesse dell’iniziativa e gli incoraggianti risultati stimolano noi tutti curiosi ricercatori e docenti a proseguire in tale direzione confortati dall’entusiasmo e l’impegno
dei giovani partecipanti.
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GMA la Fabbrica Biodinamica, 2013
Stilelibero+

MEDIAN MEANS
Salvatore Cozzolino

Scendeva dalla soglia d’uno di quegli usci, e veniva verso il convoglio,
una donna, il cui aspetto annunziava una giovinezza avanzata, ma non trascorsa.
La peste a Milano ne “ I Promessi Sposi” di Alessandro Manzoni

Coming down the steps at one of the doorways, and advancing towards the convoy,
he beheld a woman, whose appearance announced still-remaining,
though somewhat advanced youthfulness.

A memorable description of a threshold, is given by Alessandro Manzoni when Renzo enters Milan, “and no one says a word”. The atrocious silence (that alarms the
peasants) is a symbol of a perceptual zero. This has become the unsurpassed negative definition of urban design, understood as a complex system of visions and construction, as well as sensitivity to noise, smell and touch, that all focus while crossing
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something. The threshold is everywhere, between the countryside and the city, the
inner and the outer, one material and another, the private and the public. It becomes a central tool, halfway among two conditions, a way to be crossed, a vehicle of
passage, intermediate space, a median means, meant as an artefact placed in the
middle. It also indicates the door or entrance, the beginning and at the same time
the limit or extremity of a physical enclosure, the lowest level and conclusion of a
building envelope.
It is therefore a authentic hybrid that divides and unites architecture and interior design with architecture and the urban open space. It confuses the margins and thresholds between disciplines attributable to the project by the product designer, the
interior architect, the building designer and the one responsible for street furniture.
The interdisciplinary proposal lets foresee another experimental contribution. If the
town constitutes the true nature of people1 and the artificiality is the more specific man instinct2, the moment of transition between the outside and the inside (or
between the under and above) represents the peak experience that we can try and
the most exciting opportunity for the project.
Only with the poetics of the Rationalism sign is reduced to a simple punch functionally aimed at serving the need for light and air. In the history of the opening was
always declined with emphasis, from the classical world, passing under the stressful
need for static, until the Middle Ages and up to figurative art from the Renaissance
to the Baroque grandeur. It was not a break in continuity of the wall, but a compositional opportunity to communicate with the universe.
The entrance, but also the window, involves the sensitive point of fruition because
it adds the visual understanding to physicality and in the moment of access the
material contact is enhanced. The relationship of contiguity is enriched with the

1 J. HILLMAN, Politica della Bellezza, Moretti & Vitali, Bergamo 1999.
2 A. GEHLEN, Der Mensch, 1940.
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perception of architecture and converts it into everyday scene, in a sequence of relationships at the height of eye and body contact. In the intermediate space between
the inside and the outside is played most of the common people understanding of
the architecture and it is materialized the best connection with the most exclusive
creation of mankind, realizing a part of what James Hillman calls “the psychological
life of the city” 3.
The mix of sensory and petty utility that takes place in the transition through the
opening marks the knowledge of things and approaches the disciplinary content
to the common perception. Then the project of the threshold is a wonderful opportunity to speak to everyone and affect the perception of beauty and utility; basically,
a facade can be seen as a sequence of gates - elegant and speaking - broken from
the walls. For this reason the Threshold Workshop, organized in Brussels and Naples,
brings together Belgian and Italian students from various courses studying scenery and architecture, design and construction engineering, pushing them to tackle
an ambiguous project, lightly-defined and marginal, almost evaporating, but at the
same time of a deep psychology, suspended between premises destined for trade
by the Gare du Midi railway passing through Brussels, and the facades of twentieth
century workers’ residences at Ilva, Bagnoli in Italy.
In this sense and disciplinary uncertainty, it could be useful to read the sequence of
paragraphs that follows. They define the outline of a single discipline, the project,
feasible with a meta-method4 and that can be distinguished in different operating
specifications: architecture, interior design, environmental design, industrial design.
The innovative ideas of this essay are hopefully to be found in this text contribution
and in the lessons that at the same time developed a research project and a survey
on teaching and learning hybrid skills and knowledge.
3 J. HILLMANN, op cit
4 Neologism to describe a method that will work for most, but also which goes beyond
individual differences, transcending disciplines.
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TEAM 1 Proposal for Via Cocchia building, Bagnoli, Naples (Italy)
Charlotte Buron (BE) 		
scenography 2
Jonathan Di Giovanni (BE)
building 2
Maud Grommen (BE) 		
scenography 1
Margherita Pennacchio (IT)
engineering 5
Roberto Tortora (IT) 		
design
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METHOD: Time, context, constraints, responsibility

In my opinion, to have a high level of experimentation and teaching,
instructors should also teach things they ignore and not just what they already know.

Lecture by Gaetano Pesce during “ Giornate Napoletane del Design”, Naples, 1988

On the initiative of Renata Valente, since 2009 the Second University of Naples has
developed a series of contacts with educational institutions of Belgium, producing
strategic agreements with the Ecole Superieure des Arts Saint Luc, but also with the
ISA Saint-Luc de Bruxelles and the Université Catholique de Louvain. The purpose of
the agreements is the development of common education experiments, including
postgraduate level, and the sharing of research aimed to investigate the boundary
between the disciplines of the project, the threshold between the inside and the
outside, the indefinable margin between design, architecture, scenery and engineering. The experiment we present here is divided into two training workshops with
the participation of 4 operational teams consisting of 4-6 students each of the two
institutions, with mixed skills, languages and abilities, which apply on a single theme.
In the Belgian capital, the choice falls on a transit train station, elevated of 5 meters
from the road, leaving a sequence of rooms and spaces, now abandoned, on the
ground floor.
Proposed projects point to a commercial use of the places and articulate different
solutions for the perimeter, sealing built area and designing the front, visible from
pedestrians and cars. The proposals go even to mark the surfaces of urban transit
and generally tend to export meanings and performances from the interior space
to the outside. In the work carried out at Bagnoli, in Naples, on historical housing
buildings once destined to workers of the steel plants, now dismissed, the 4 groups
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focus on increasing the functional offer of the dwellings, suggesting a different variation of the windows, that become equipped gashes, sunscreens, chests of domestic intimacy.
According to our shared educational setting, the threshold is meant as the representation of the limit, and together, the meeting point between commonly distinguished training, and, simultaneously, the transition ground that unites and discriminate objects from the building, the apparent view of the construction, and each
of them from all others.
More explicitly: working on the margin of disciplinary skills we wanted to address
precisely the space between where you do not understand if you find yourself here
or there.
A methodological calculated risk, but also an attitude of testing and teaching gambling, carried out in a slippery and ambiguous field, but with the ambition to establish a preliminary point never explored in teaching design.
On the other hand, the empirical path of Italian design culture is not made of specialists that “stop an inch before the work of others,” but by generalists that apply indifferent for example to the family house and urban design, to the chair, the scenes
of the opera house and to the metro station.
In fact, the strong sectorization, typical of the Anglo-Saxon culture, generates professional top-products, but more difficult leads to genius. Conversely trans-disciplinary contamination, promotes the transfer of technology and knowledge, orients
towards experimentation in expressive languages and the unusual types, joins the
edges and proceeds by jumps.
At the end we will also have to define a peculiarity of passion for the whim of the
project (and research) in Southern Europe, in competition with the Mittel Europe
systematic obsession. Perhaps it is the eternal conflict between the uncertain visions
of Latins, that accepts and encompasses any dichotomy and preconceived scenario
20

of classicism that proceeds by rigid skills. Patrizia Ranzo reports with accuracy in
Visioni a_moderne that:

There is more than the European design culture of the twentieth-century, a root over ancient
material culture from which the design takes shape, structure and its history. A culture that
goes beyond the concept of local membership but at the same time, describes it in all its forms
and differences, which does not express how the new break with the past, but as a perspective
view of existence; that manages to blend admirably different ways of human action and to
overlay them. The Mediterranean enclave of material culture is all this. It is expressed beyond
modernity and its linear view of time, but not in contradiction with it5.

Another plan of research for teaching is what identifies a relationship between moods and paths of creativity (by designers, artists and ingenious enterprises) and the
Theory of Abduction, as meant by Massimo Bonfantini, Italian philosopher of semiology school. He connects all of this with changes in behavioral states, well describable with models of the Theory of Catastrophes derived by mathematical physics.
The synthesis of this thesis, as bold as intriguing, provides that the indefinable relationship between culture, the flesh and the feelings of creative and moments of his
inventiveness find coincidences, to be verified, with the “catastrophe of invention”.
The moment of apnea, the hiatus in which every time the whole life of an individual
passes by and exposes in the form of the invented thing.
The special characters of unconsciousness of this activity, of nonchalant venture towards the new, but also the extraordinary importance of the constraints, random
impediments, emerge.
“The hypothesis is that we can get to define the ingenuity Mediterranean as a pro-

5 Visioni a_moderne, AA.VV., 4° di copertina, Alinea, Firenze 2010.
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TEAM 2 Proposal for Via Cocchia building, Bagnoli, Naples (Italy)
Léa Bonnaud (FR) 		
design 4 (Erasmus)
Giselle Decnop (BE) 		
scenography 2
Jonathan Manes (BE) 		
building 2
Giuseppe Miele (IT) 		
design
Grazia Pellegrino (IT) 		
engineering 5
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cess, some intermittent, but positive and fruitful. At the same time we will have to
understand how the inventive process is an undemonstrable, but describable and
improvable phenomenon, that, when dissected, appears to be made up of many
small inventions that lead you to other smaller (as in fractal geometry and the infinite number of its irregular “bays”). A process based on an a priori choice (the intuition
of the subject, the idea to which bring all strategies), powered by intrusions in other
disciplines, ductile, conducted in the belief that it’s impossible to know everything
and that, in the long run, efficiency and specialism wear down.
An system available to error, to unilateral consideration; it is specific to the paranoid
not wanting to miss and deduce any action from all-inclusive systems. In the meantime, it is necessary to cultivate creativity: it must become a way of life. It is a typical
post-industrial need, in a condition of scarcity of resources such as the Mediterranean way. It is urgent and congenial to the Mediterranean countries and, among them,
it is vital for Italy. “6 So this is not a misguided teaching, but a reckless and passionate
proceed, rooted in the Mediterranean way of doing, which brings together distant
expertise and unexpected connections. It is likely to have no constant products,
but indelible experiences. But let’s see what must be the habitat characteristics that
shape the designers of tomorrow, the process of learning the project or, rather, how
it is taught to become a designer of buildings (or products or other) in European
universities seeking integration paths.
The delicate alchemy of the project, to create quality products, must have continuous research at every stage of the work, needs vigilant evaluation from others
and should not overestimate itself, but neither should it lack appreciation. It feeds
on temporal stress and intense procedures, but must unfold each possible critical
review of what has been developed over a reasonable period of time. It should anticipate objections, correct inadequacies, experiment with alternatives, eliminate
6 Visioni a_moderne, AA. VV., 4° di copertina, Alinea, Firenze 2010
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non-conformities and search for innovative results.
Managing such a complex process needs stimulation, gratification and constraint; it
does not function in the latency of the clientele, in systematic contrast to those who
translate plans into reality in the negativity preconceived by the user. Beyond the
immediate scenario, psychological and direct, the project is under the influence of
the cultural skyline, the shared dream to affect the universal flow of communication
and knowledge. As in the domestic scene, continuous feedback is also configured
in the public setting, with its subjection to interference, lack of awareness and with
influences transmitted whose scope it is difficult to understand.
The culture of design and engineering practice have an interesting but limiting horizon. Maintaining a healthy suspicion for what already exists, especially if only just
carried out, provides essential tools for systematic and fruitful criticism. Constantly
asking for reasons for established solutions, the consolidated typologies, the materials used or the procedures adopted, generates a meta-dialectic that produces ideas and solutions of greater interest. Innovation is not always the aim of the outcome:
on the contrary, accurate assessment of the state of the art, without taking for granted the positive value of what is already widespread, leads us to find that reworking
old methods and originalities, even updating them, can be useful, the actualization
of a historic proposal that can also find meaning in contemporary.
Evidently this type of operative criticism can create ideas which are exclusively expressive, perhaps reacting to flattening media indifference to the place, producing
proposals of figurative models which are remote and linked with the land and its
past history.
The cultural context, made up of messages, habits, history and visions, determines
some of the choices inspired by the desire to assimilate the new in comparison to
the existing, or to use the project to oppose consolidated status.
In fact, the designer well knows that it is not always best to invent new solutions:
24

sometimes it is also useful to rethink or simply improve things that already exist, and
that even a small but clever variation made at a key historical moment, represents
a significant advance. A good deal of interest in product planning derives from the
moment it materializes and it is known. Plans can be made for many different kinds
of needs, dimensions and occasions. Referring to inventive processes, and therefore
also to timing, meant as rapid and precise, and with the limits imposed (constraints),
we can achieve results by means of application to different typologies, provided the
planning is always based on the universal criterion that projects can be eternally
improved or reinvented in relation to social, technological and economic changes.
This is divided into three operative convictions. On an operational level, it is helpful
to understand that the states of invention are “mental environments”, perpetually in
a whirl and involving everyone from designers to butchers. Since in the design process we have to support those with sagacity, rather than being dominated, it follows
that the best outcome is not the fastest, but the most timely. In the future, then, we
must speak of design in which the word rapidity is not intended as speed, but as
timely response. Timeliness is the primary characteristic of doing the right thing, that
is, promptly, conveniently and at the opportune moment.
This ‘temporal appropriateness’ in design applies to all disciplines of the applied arts
extended in contemporary, it allows anyone to get a grip on the situation, to stand
out and reflect at any given moment, it is an opportunity just to “be” and determines
to a large degree the positive relationship that is created between what has been
achieved and the consumer of the final product.
The relationship between speed and agility in the inventive process is a little like the
relationship established in sport between training and the race or, better, between
the mechanical loading of a spring and the explosion of force. During the early stages of creative design, speed is the fuel of the process, it functions as a continuous
‘drug’ for the inventive procedure, but the system to which it applies must have spe-
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by Something Fantastic (J. Schubert, E. Schütz, L. Streich),
Brazilian window (Domus n.962, October 2012)

TEAM 3 Proposal for Via Cocchia building, Bagnoli, Naples (Italy)
Antonio Arcieri (IT)
design
Camille Foquet (BE) scenography 1
Giselle Gutierrez (BE) scenography 2
Julie Ronsmans (BE) building 1
Federica Sarno (IT)
engineering 5
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cific features, especially a predisposition to agility. To clarify the details of the process
we need to draw on contemporary science where the mechanisms of invention,
architecture and literature, poetry and design can be found and are a manifestation
of universal laws. In the field of contemporary physics, groups of researchers study
meteorology and piles of sand with equal rigour. In practice, they apply the classical
laws of physics to phenomena that are difficult to describe but which have some
fundamental characteristics in common, for example sharing a clear discontinuity
in observed behaviours.
If we attempt to analyze the creative environment under the interpretative lens
of Discontinuity Physics (the area of science that accurately analyzes “strange” discontinuous and non-proportional phenomena) we may find that lightweight and
unstructured systems are needed to obtain the best results. These entities, very sensitive and continually “drugged” with the need for haste, very often reach a critical
state, heralding inventive release. Criticality generates innovative consequences, but
to stay fresh we need to feed constantly on stress, lack of resources, the drive given
by liberality (reduction of hierarchy) and ambitious goals, but controlled urgency
is among the most effective of propellants. In conclusion, to be constantly on the
brink of exciting design innovation, it is absolutely necessary to have ambitious
schedules, to take risks and to be flexible. But from that viewpoint ‘on the edge’, one
can see the distant horizons and the best (design) leaps to make.

SOLIDARITY THRESHOLD
Besides is what it is beyond the threshold.
Firouz Galdo

In order to be helpful, we need to define with the minimum of precision and the ma-
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ximum of abstraction, the concept of threshold, relating it to the principle, equally
immense, of the fence. According to Vittorio Gregotti, who edited the most comprehensive essay on the subject, the fence surrounds and stands out from the territory,
through the pure function of preventing the crossing, perhaps using a threshold.
“Not necessarily crossing of a physical body, possibly that of the eye, or by legislation. This definition in terms of pure function (but other functions often overlap)
is the one that allows us to subsume under a single concept apparently different
objects: the triumph of despotism of the Great Wall, to anonymous modesty, but
even more frightening, of a sign communicating to the public: White Only. “7
In this hypothesis, the existence of the closed assumes crossing according to the
double necessity of a psychological and technical nature. The first occurrence is
manifested in the case of closable entities that, by definition, must have a crossing
regulator, a filter which selects and denies, or less, the access or extend as a complex
experience, like in ancient architecture.
The second need concerns everything hollow, or enclosing, which although is now
impassable, must have been “made” from the inside and then assumes a solution of
continuity, masked somewhere, whatever the outcome of this output who realized,
as the seal of the valve in the ball of any game. In short, every impediment - partial
or temporary - to crossing, and then all the thresholds, even those that are not detected now, assume a segregation, but also announcing the ability to walk through
and therefore are not negative, but suggest the possibility of controlling and assess,
agree, mediate and connote a richer perception, adding security, connecting people and by relating distinct worlds. Through the threshold “maybe it is possible
to join the architecture with other fields of knowledge, and on the territory of this
heretical conjunction, we hope, and productive, to play with images and lend them

7 in: Visioni a_moderne, AA. VV., Nei Mediterranei, di S. Cozzolino, Alinea, Firenze 2010
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Sulla soglia, detail, 2013
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our words.” (9)8 This feature of solidarity between distinct entities (in the sense of
connection) puts “space gap” on the top step, together with the scale of the interest of composition. The threshold and the ramp have always been the focus of the
architectural project, scenic imagination, static commitment. Both places are synonymous with path and not of residence, but with the simplification of architectural
signs made in the last century, and with the current economistic pre-eminence of
the construction that reduces the bare walls and floor decking, are the last elements
of which to focus expressiveness and meaning.
Without recourse to the wonders of the medieval Hortus Conclusus and Eden iconography seen as heavenly place, as closed and opposed to an external horrible
because wild and dangerous, the crossing point must be practiced as a tremendous
opportunity for the project. In building the temples, the relationship with the deity
appears beautifully mediated by progression of colonnades and walls that irrefutable mark the door, introduce with measured slowness to worship, protect asceticism, prolong the ecstatic moment, suggest respect and contemplation.
From antiquity until the nineteenth century the celebrating attitude of the opening
(or the stair) finds admirable examples in religious and civil buildings, to magnify
the institution that the construction houses with the instrument of the entry. In the
twentieth century, the simplification of signs made by functionalism, with some notable exceptions such as the work of F.L. Wright, wrote off porches and hallways,
compressed the spatial sequence within 30 centimeters of one wall and brought
everything to a immediacy between the inside and the outside. A bit like the white
plaster that has suspended the sense of color and reduced subtle color to white and
black, full light and totally dark, forgetting the slow reading of middle tones. As it
often happens, to overcome the distraction it was not until the digestion of the lesson of Pop Art, we rethought architecture as a healthy and functional place, but also
8 in: Recinti, Rassegna, anno 1, n.1, del 12/1979, p. 24, direttore V. Gregotti, ed. C.I.P.I.A.
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Samos, Heraeum, 6th century B.C.
Keviyur, Shiva temple, mid 10th century

emotional, made of highly evocative doorways and windows as in dilated windows
by Gio Ponti, Umberto Riva and in the outstanding solutions by Ettore Sottsass and
Johanna Grawunder. In this regard to consider the deeper meaning of the threshold
as a necessary, but not sufficient, technicality, finally covering the (horizontal and
vertical) crossings as an opportunity to redefine the relationship, however sacred,
between people and things, including the buildings. All this nowadays when we
recognize communication and packaging as inescapable thresholds for access to
objects and as preparatory to the full enjoyment of physical and intangible entities.

OUTIL MÉDIANE
Le Workshop Threshold, organisé dans les villes de Bruxelles et Naples, est un projet né de
la collaboration des étudiants italiens e français qui viennent des cours de scénographie
et architecture, dessin industriel et ingegneria civile. L’expérience formative a été développée avec deux workshop, qui ont vu la participation de quatre group de travail, sur le
thèmes suivantes: créer des locaux sous la Gare du Midi de la ligne ferroviaire de Bruxelles
et changer les façades des résidences ouvrières du XXe siècle de L’Ilva de Bagnoli.
Dans la capitale belge le choix est tombé sur une gare de transit qui voit le quai à cinq
mètres de hauteur de la route, en délivrant une série d’espaces, aujourd’hui abandonnée,
au rez-de-chaussée. Les projets impliquent l’utilisation commerciale pour ces espaces et
proposent plusieurs solutions pour le périmètre du bâtiment qui ferme la construction et
dessine la face visible par les piétons et les automobiles.
Le travail à Naples a concerné les immeubles historiques destinés aux ouvriers de l’aciérie
de Bagnoli avant sa fermeture. Le quatre groups ont concentré leur attention sur la possibilité de améliorer la fonctionnalité des logements, en agissant surtout sur l’espace-
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In a cloudy day, 1989
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fenêtre. Les fenêtres deviennent des entailles équipées, des filtres solaires, des éléments de
protection de la vie privée. L’approche d’enseignement a entendu le seuil comme représentation de la limite et, dans le même temps, comme point de rencontre entre magistères de la formation généralement distincts; lieu de transition qui unit et sépare les objets
du bâtiment, système qui influence la vision apparente de la construction.
Plus explicitement: en travaillant sur la marge des compétences des disciplines on a voulu
traiter avec l’espace intermédiaire, avec l’ambiguïté de comprendre d’être d’un côté ou de
l’autre. Un risque calculé de méthodologie, mais aussi un test des attitudes , une expérience pédagogique sur la versatilité du champ d’étude, avec l’ambition d’établir une limite
inexploré de la méthodologie du projet.
D’ailleurs la trajectoire empirique de la culture italienne du projet n’est pas faite de spécialistes, mais son attitude est un processus qui on peut appliquer indifféremment à la
maison unifamilial et au dessin urbain, à la chaise, à la scénographie du théâtre lyrique
ou à la gare du métro. Le mélange de disciplines encourage le transfert technologique et
du savoir, conduit à l’expérimentation des langages expressifs e des typologies insolites,
rejoint les extrêmes et avance par bonds.
On peut donc résumer la philosophie qui a guidé le workshop: l’alchimie du projet, pour
créer des produits de qualité, a besoin de rechercher dans chaque phase du travail, a nécessité de l’estimation attentive des autres; elle se nourrit de procédures parfois instinctives et soudaines, mais doit se dérouler dans une période de temps raisonnable. Toute
éventuelle révision critique de ce qui a été développé dans le processus du projet doit
anticiper les objections, remplir les lacunes, éliminer la non-conformité, rechercher des
résultats innovateurs.
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MEZZO MEDIANO
Il Workshop Threshold, organizzato tra Brussels e Napoli, mette insieme studenti
belgi e italiani, di diversi corsi tra scenografia e architettura, design e ingegneria edile, costringendoli a misurarsi con il progetto forse più ambiguo e più evanescente,
sospeso sotto la Gare du Midi del passante ferroviario di Brussels in locali destinati
al commercio e sulle facciate delle residenze operaie novecentesche dell’Ilva di Bagnoli in Italia.
L’esperimento formativo si articola in due workshop a cui partecipano 4 gruppi di
lavoro formati ognuno da 4-6 studenti delle due istituzioni, mescolati per competenze, lingua e capacità, che si applicano su un unico tema.
Nella capitale belga la scelta ricade su una stazione ferroviaria di transito che, avendo
il “piano del ferro” a 5 metri di altezza rispetto alla strada, libera tutta una sequenza di
locali, oggi abbandonati, al piano terra. I progetti prefigurano un uso commerciale
degli ambienti e articolano diverse soluzioni per il perimetro che sigilla il costruito
e disegna il fronte visibile dai pedoni e dalle auto. Le proposte si spingono anche a
segnare le superfici del transito urbano e in genere tendono a esportare significati e
prestazioni dello spazio interno verso l’esterno.
Nel lavoro svolto a Napoli sui caseggiati storici destinati un tempo agli operai dell’acciaieria di Bagnoli, oggi in dismissione, i 4 gruppi si concentrano sul tentativo di
potenziare l’offerta funzionale delle abitazioni, suggerendo una diversa declinazione
delle finestre che diventano squarci attrezzati, filtri solari, scrigni di intimità domestica. Secondo l’impostazione didattica la soglia viene intesa come la rappresentazione
del limite e, insieme, del punto di incontro tra magisteri formativi comunemente
distinti e, contemporaneamente, il terreno di transizione che unisce e discrimina gli
oggetti dall’edificio, l’apparente visione dalla costruzione, e ognuno di essi da tutti
gli altri. Più esplicitamente: lavorando sul margine delle competenze disciplinari si è
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voluto affrontare proprio lo spazio di mezzo, dove non si capisce se ci si trova di qua
o di là. Un rischio metodologico calcolato, ma anche un atteggiamento di prova e di
azzardo didattico, svolto in un campo sdrucciolo e ambiguo, con la difficoltà di non
avere esperienze a cui riferirsi, ma con l’ambizione di stabilire un limine mai esplorato nella docenza di progettazione.
Insomma ogni impedimento - parziale o temporaneo - all’attraversamento, e quindi
tutte le soglie, anche quelle che ora non si individuano, presuppongono una segregazione, ma ugualmente annunciano la possibilità di essere varcate e quindi non
sono negative, ma suggeriscono la possibilità di controllare e valutare, acconsentire,
mediare e connotare, arricchendo la percezione, aggiungendo sicurezza, collegando e relazionando persone e mondi distinti.
Questa funzione di solidarietà tra entità distinte (nel senso di collegamento) pone “lo
spazio del varco” sul gradino più alto, insieme alla scala, dell’interesse compositivo.
La soglia e la rampa sono da sempre i focus del progetto architettonico, dell’immaginazione scenografica, dell’impegno statico. Entrambi i luoghi restano gli ultimi
elementi su cui concentrare espressività e significati.
Il processo inventivo ha seguito una strada precisa nella convinzione che l’alchimia
delicata del progetto, per generare prodotti di qualità, deve fruttare da una ricerca continua in ogni fase del lavoro, ha bisogno della stima vigile degli altri e non
progredisce nella sopravvalutazione, ma neanche nella carenza di apprezzamenti, si
alimenta di stress temporale e di procedure concitate, ma deve dispiegarsi lungo un
adeguato periodo, ogni possibile riesame critico di quanto sviluppato, deve anticipare le obiezioni, correggere le inadeguatezze, sperimentare le alternative, eliminare
le non-conformità, ricercare risultati innovativi.
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South station, 2012
Brussels

THE THRESHOLD
Françoise Klein

…Then 3 steps made of blue stone lead up to door. Leaping over the abyss, one takes refuge
on the top step, sheltered between the protective adult and the door. The door which used to
be painted red, has become green. Up above shines its brass central handle which is combined
with a letterbox. –May I ring the bell?

In the course of this double approach centered around the notion of the threshold,
a form of articulation between two spaces was considered. That of the articulation
between an external space and an internal space: both public in Brussels ; private
and public in Naples. In Brussels it was a matter of taking an interest in the articulation between South Station and its surrounding esplanades whereas in Naples, it
concerned the articulation between the windows and balconies of a building and
the street.
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ARTICULATION 1: internal private space versus external public space. The threshold
is often presented as a step to be crossed before reaching the quietness of the house, shelter, refuge and even cradle according to Bachelard. There we meet, we rest,
we eat, we converse and put our memories of the world in order. It is the intimate
territory which we have built to shelter us from the fury and noise of the world.
A shelter surrounded by walls into which we have taken the care to pierce a door
allowing us to flee if necessary. This door, from the intimacy of the bedroom, connects us to the landing, the street, the world, the rain, the wind bringing us echoes
of the outside. As we felt crossing through the alleyways at night in the old Naples,
not all types of habitat possess a threshold guaranteeing the privacy necessary to
man. However we must have crossed invisible boundaries delimiting the territories
of neighbouring families. This is because these boundaries imply having power over
a plot of land however tiny and also because the individual needs these if he is to
succeed in structuring his identity. There are different thresholds depending on the
climate. The Mackintosh threshold appears in a hall of dark wood and equipped
with a fireplace next to the entrance. In the Arab Orient, windows dominate - like the
wooden lattice “moucharaby” and the kiosk- allowing the street or courtyard to be
observed without being seen. Loggias or balconies can also become annexes where
condiments are grown or where a temporary nomadic study is set up. Thin or pierced partitions shelter or filter the light, the heat, the rain, the gazes. The gaze which,
through the window, will want to appropriate the landscape, playing with the idea
of it as a frame for some whereas others will consider lighting as its sole function.
ARTICULATION 2: internal public space versus external public space.
The internal public space of the train station implies a very strong sense of transit.
Crossing its threshold the individual from elsewhere will have to leave behind his
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former skin to become a stranger in the city. Often, he comes to build a new life and
must manage to leave this warm womb, his last refuge. This approach implies interdisciplinary work related to the change of scale and the multiplicity of functions.
Indeed, the urban station, through its social uses, is a public space of political, historical and architectural dimenensions, the object of all that is at stake.

LE SEUIL
« …Viennent ensuite les trois marches du seuil en pierre bleue. On saute au-dessus du
gouffre et se réfugie sur la dernière, à l’abri, entre l’adulte protecteur et la porte. La porte
qui était peinte en rouge, est devenue verte. Là-haut brille sa poignée centrale, en cuivre,
combinée avec une boîte aux lettres.-Je peux sonner ? »1 Avant de développer cette réflexion sur la notion de seuil, il est utile d’en présenter les étapes car la notion de seuil est liée
au type d’espace qu’il articule et au caractère de sa limite. L’articulation entre deux espaces peut être de trois sortes : entre deux espaces externes (limite entre un square et une rue,
une ville et sa périphérie) ; entre un espace externe et un espace interne interne (limite entre un espace public et un bâtiment, un jardin et un séjour) ; entre deux espaces intérieurs
(la cage d’escalier et l’entrée de l’appartement, la chambre et le séjour)2. Pour rester en
lien avec les expériences vécues lors des workshops de Bruxelles et de Naples, j’ai écarté
la première articulation. Elle aurait pu nous mener aux « confins » qui sont les seuils de
la géographie3. Mais, cela c’est pour l’appel des horizons sans fin. Par contre, la seconde
s’applique à nos deux sujets. En effet, à Bruxelles, il s’agissait de s’intéresser à l’articulation
1 P. LOZE, L’éloge de la maison, CFC édition, Bruxelles, 2001, p.5.
2 P. MESTERLAN, L’ordre et la règle, Presses polytechniques et universitaires romandes, Lausanne, 2005, p.257.
3 M. Cl. ROBIC, Confins, routes et seuils : l’au-delà du pays dans la géographie française du
début du XXème siècle, in Communications, n°70, 2000, pp.93-119 et de la M. SOUDIERE, Le
paradigme du passage, id, pp.5-31. L’ensemble du numéro peut être lu utilement par tout qui
souhaiterait pénétrer plus avant ces champs de recherche.
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entre la gare du Midi et les esplanades l’environnant tandis qu’à Naples il s’agissait de
s’intéresser à l’articulation entre les fenêtres et balcons d’un immeuble et la rue. On parlait
donc bien d’un côté de la limite entre un bâtiment et un espace publics, et de l’autre, de la
limite entre un espace privé et la rue. On débutera cette recherche en se penchant d’abord
sur l’articulation entre l’espace interne et l’espace externe : le lieu privé et la rue.
ARTICULATION 1° : ESPACE INTERNE PRIVE VERSUS ESPACE EXTERNE PUBLIC
Première image mise en exergue, celle d’un seuil lié à l’enfance : celui de la maison de
la grand-mère de l’auteur. Vision simple d’une étape à franchir, assortie d’échelons : les
marches, la poignée, la sonnette qui permettront l’accès . Accès à l’intimité de la demeure
mais la porte eût aussi bien pu donner « par un étroit passage, pas plus large qu’un trou
à rat, sur le jardin le plus adorable que l’on pût rêver.4 » L’enfance comme premier seuil à
franchir sur le chemin qui mène à l’âge adulte ? Seuil à franchir pour se retrouver dans la
quiétude de la maison, à l’abri des autres, de la sauvagerie du monde ? C’est la vision de
Bachelar reprise par Norberg-Schulz : « Avant d’être jeté au monde, l’homme est placé
dans le berceau de sa maison ». Promesse du réconfort et de la chaleur, de l’accueil des
proches qui nous y attendent. C’est l’endroit du refuge « qui n’est pas un endroit où l’on
oublie le monde mais un endroit où l’individu rassemble les souvenirs de ce monde et les
met en relation avec les actes quotidiens de repas, de sommeil, de la conversation et de
la détente5. » . Et l’auteur d’ajouter cet élégant hommage corbuséen au seuil : « voici le
petit vestibule qui libère l’âme de la rue ». Car voilà bien ce à quoi l’on veut échapper en
franchissant le seuil : la rue avec sa part de bruit et de menace, d’inconnu et d’ombre. Puisque nous voilà largués sur le long chemin menant du seuil initial, la naissance, au seuil
ultime, celui de la mort. Et, tout au long, nous chercherons à nous protéger des dangers

4 L. CARROLL cité dans Les mots de la maison, l’extérieur vol1, Archives d’architecture moderne,
Bruxelles, 1995, p.24.
5 NORBERT-SCHULZ (Chr.), Habiter , ed. Electa-Moniteur, Paris, 1958, p.89.
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en bâtissant des murs et des clôtures, en délimitant des territoires pour signifier à l’autre
qu’au-delà de cette limite il n’est pas le bienvenu. En ménageant malgré tout, grâce à la
porte, le passage nécessaire tant à l’accès qu’à la fuite comme l’exprime très justement
Georg Simmel : « …Parce que justement elle peut être aussi ouverte, on a plus fortement
le sentiment d’être bien enfermé et protégé des incursions de l’extérieur derrière une porte
fermée que derrière un simple mur. Le mur est muet tandis que la porte parle…L’homme
cesse d’être lui quand il franchit la porte ; cela signifie, certes, qu’il rompt, part de l’éternité
ininterrompue de l’existence naturelle… Les frontières qu’il se fixe ne trouvent leur sens et
leur dignité que grâce au symbole que représente la mobilité de la porte, grâce à la possibilité d’échapper à tout instant à cette limitation pour être libre6»
La porte contribuera à conférer au seuil cette ambiguïté d’être à la fois du dedans et du
dehors, parce que là se rencontrent l’intime et le dehors. Grâce au seuil, on s’ouvre à la
différence. Et la différence, c’est la rue, c’est le monde qu’on ne veut pas nier, l’une et l’autre
nous étant nécessaires, nous stimulant à nous intégrer dans le réseau des idées et des
relations. Henri Gaudin, architecte à la plume de poète et au crayon buissonnier, déroule
le fil de cet écheveau. Il écrit dans Seuil et d’ailleurs : « J’habite bien sûr mon appartement,
mais bien aussi mon escalier et ma ruelle et ma rue et ma ville. Le monde ainsi. En quelque sorte, tous m’abritent. J’ai un abri particulier mais ma porte s’ouvre et j’entends de
chez moi la pluie et le vent et me viennent quelques échos du dehors7, et quand je suis dehors, quelques échos du dedans. Pour mon bonheur, ma maison est couverte et ouverte
sur son seuil et ses fenêtres, ma cour aussi est une longue pièce ouverte au ciel avec une
ouverture latérale et la rue sur laquelle elle débouche s’échancre aussi à ses extrémités et
elle croise d’autres rues qui se creusent sur d’autres porches8». Et je ne peux m’empêcher
ici d’évoquer un moment de l’expérience napolitaine de mars dernier. Me reviennent les
6 G. SIMMEL, Pont et porte, in Cahier de l’Herne: les symboles du lieu, l’habitation de l’homme, ed.
de l’Herne, Paris, 1983, p.98.
7 B. SALIGNON, Le seuil, un chiasme intime-dehors, in Le sens du lieu/recueil, éd. Ousia, Bruxelles,
1996, pp.55-66.
8 H. GAUDIN, Seuil et d’ailleurs, éd. de l’Imprimeur, 2003, p.11.
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images des rues du vieux Naples que nous traversions à pied le matin et le soir, parcourant
dans les deux sens le chemin menant de notre logement au lieu du workshop. Le soir, les
fenêtres et les portes des rez des maisons s’ouvraient et c’était là des seuils exacerbés dans
leur dimension d’ouverture. Parce que l’œil captait d’un seul regard et les hommes assis
sur le trottoir, et la table de la salle à manger, et la cuisine où s’activait la mère, et, derrière
une armoire, dans l’enfilade, les lits. L’intime de ces familles vivant dans une seule pièce
était jeté à nos visages de passants. Ce qui suscitait une gêne semblable à celle que l’on
ressentirait dans une réunion à laquelle on n’aurait pas été conviés.
On pensera que le dépouillement de ces gens est tel qu’il ne leur est même pas permis de
s’approprier un espace, de délimiter un territoire aussi limité soit-il. Point d’intime, point de
refuge puisque nous qui empruntions la rue, frôlions ces portes et fenêtres béantes sur leur
« privacy » inexistante. On est loin ici de l’appropriation de l’espace évoquée par Marion
Segaud qui écrit avec raison pourtant que cette appropriation se vit « pour pouvoir exercer sur cet espace une maîtrise, un contrôle, un certain pouvoir; on se l’approprie par rapport aux autres en affirmant que l’espace en question est le sien; l’appropriation est donc
liée à la territorialité, à la proximité (proxemie de Hall), au privé (privacy). » Si j’ai le loisir
de le faire, en m’appropriant l’espace, je vais le singulariser pour le construire selon mes
sentiments et ma culture. Ce sera au choix une statuette, une jardinière, un fanion, une
croix accrochée au mur comme un signe d’identification et de reconnaissance indiquant
que ce lieu là, malgré les apparences, est à nul autre pareil. Marion Segaud évoquera
là une «capacité symbolique de l’habitat qui, dans les sociétés étudiées par les anthropologues, peut aller bien plus loin que ces manifestations qui apparaissent chez nous»
(impliquant des rituels de construction et de marquage par exemple). Et cette démarche
aide à structurer «l’identité des individus, comme une compensation incontournable de
la personnalité9». Si cette appropriation semble si vitale dans ses aspects structurants et
compensatoires, dans ces rues, il semblerait que nous ayons franchi les limites invisibles
9 M. SEGAUD, Anthropologie de l’espace, ed. Armand Colin, Paris, 2007, pp.68-69.
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de territoires infimes mais visibles, acceptables et acceptées par les occupants de ces logements. C’était sans doute le pied d’une chaise ici, le pot en terre vernissé là. Car, à défaut
de soustraire un espace à l’infini de la prairie, de la steppe ou de la banquise, comme le
fera l’occupant du tipi, de la yourte ou de l’igloo, l’habitant de la rue napolitaine construira lui aussi une limite, à défaut de clôture, qui, à la fois, empêchera, dissuadera et interdira
d’y pénétrer à ceux qui n’en n’ont pas le droit10. A notre corps défendant, nous voyons
souvent sans voir. Ces soirs de mars, nous approchions des seuils d’une conception toute à l’opposé de celle d’un architecte comme Mackintosh. Lui, dès le franchissement de
la porte de la Hill House11, par l’usage du bois foncé dans le hall, par l’installation de la
cheminée placée juste à côté de la porte d’entrée, a voulu susciter le sentiment d’accéder
à un refuge chaleureux et amical12. Autres cieux : les pluies de Glasgow génèrent ce type
de réponse aux besoins de l’être transi franchissant le seuil de sa maison. Car on ne peut
nier l’influence des climats sur le rôle et les caractéristiques des seuils, considérés dans leur
lien intrinsèque avec la rue, théâtre de vie très changeant du Nord au Sud. A titre indicatif,
on évoquera l’analyse de Depaule qui s’est intéressé aux habitations des villes de l’Orient
arabe et, notamment, à leurs fenêtres. Il relève que les fenêtres de ces maisons sont avant
tout habitées dans le but d’observer -la rue, la cour-, depuis un lieu –le moucharabieh
cairote ou le kiosque syrien- qui est accessoirement le prolongement naturel de l’intérieur
vers l’extérieur. La fenêtre doit permettre une communication directe avec le dehors, -y
compris par les vues latérales- comme un raccourci : de plus, on y voit sans être vu13. Comme passage, la fenêtre ne permet pas le franchissement physique (sauf accident) mais
elle concerne bien le franchissement du regard. N’allons pas croire pour autant que la rue
soit davantage un théâtre sous ces cieux puisque souvent, la chaleur impose de vivre à
10 Ph. BONNIN, Dispositifs et rituels du seuil: une topologie sociale. Détour japonais , in “Communications”, n°70, 2000, p.69.
11Maison construite près de Glasgow en 1902 par Charles Rennie Mackintosh, architecte
anglais né à Glasgow en 1868 et décédé à Londres en 1928.
12 Chr. NORBERG-SCHULZ, op.cit.
13 J.-Ch. DEPAULE, A travers le mur, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 1985, pp. 220-224.
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l’abri de murs garants d’un peu de fraîcheur. Il est intéressant, en outre, de remarquer que
l’espace de la fenêtre, du balcon, du kiosque ou de la loggia est souvent devenu nécessaire
comme annexe pour certaines activités qui doivent, comme la cuisine par exemple, ou
non être protégées des regards14. Les étudiants l’avaient bien compris lors du workshop de
Naples, proposant de convertir ces baies ou balcons de l’immeuble étudié en liaison avec
sa rue. Certains en firent de minuscules jardins sur des rails amovibles: citronnelle et géraniums repoussaient les mouches et moustiques et embaumaient l’intérieur ; fines herbes
et tomates complétaient les menus des habitants; des plantes grimpantes protégeaient
l’intimité du lieu. D’autres en firent des bureaux ou tables de salon de complément grâce
à des plaques à emboîter. Tous jouèrent des fonctions multiples de ces baies : aération,
vue, ensoleillement, protection, puisqu’en traitant du seuil, on traite du parcours en tant
que trajet parcouru physiquement par l’homme mais aussi du passage de la lumière, du
regard, des sons, de l’air et des odeurs, de la chaleur et de l’humidité15. Oeil, bouche, nez
et oreille à la fois, la fenêtre est pour l’édifice non seulement un élément déterminant de
sa physionomie, mais aussi l’intermédiaire qui permet aux habitants de voir, d’entendre
et de sentir un lieu16. Dans ces échanges constants entre l’extérieur et l’intérieur, pouvaient
intervenir des claustras, des grilles, des voiles, des tentures qui permettent de moduler ces
incessants brassages.
Flux et parcours donc qui peuvent s’appréhender depuis les deux univers reliés par le seuil.
De l’extérieur vers l’intérieur –on scrute, on observe dans la position du voyeur non bienvenu-, ce regard incitera à préserver l’intimité en la protégeant de l’extérieur. De l’intérieur
vers l’extérieur, le regard voudra s’approprier le paysage urbain ou campagnard17. Désir
partagé par von Meiss qui voit dans la fenêtre, mais aussi la porte, une ouverture devenant « tableau » cadré d’un extérieur18. Et exprimé également par Le Corbusier (cité par
14 op.cit., p.224.
15 P. MESTERLAN, op.cit.
16 P. VON MEISS, De la forme au lieu, Presses polytechniques romandes, Lausanne, 1986, p.15.
17 P. MESTERLAN, ibid.,p.259.
18 P. VON MEISS, ibid. , p.120
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Beatriz Colomina) qui estime que « les murs sont construits pour cadrer le paysage ». A un
point tel que le regard est dirigé vers l’extérieur d’une façon si délibérée que l’on est enclin à
lire ces maisons comme des cadres pour une vue19. Mais cette opinion n’est pas partagée
par tous puisque, en 1925, c’est Le Corbusier également qui rapporte ces propos : « Loose
m’affirmait un jour : « un homme cultivé ne regarde pas par la fenêtre ; sa fenêtre est en
verre dépoli ; elle n’est là que pour donner de la lumière, non pour laisser passer le regard. »
D’ailleurs, l’organisation des espaces dans ses maisons et la disposition de l’ameublement
encastré semblent empêcher qu’on y accède20. Bizarre ou respectable point-de-vue loosien dont chacun pensera ce qu’il voudra. Mais qui n’est certainement pas partagé par
von Meiss qui affirme pour sa part que la fenêtre sous-tend trois projets : un projet de lumière, un projet de vue et un projet d’articulation entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, rejoignant
en cela la majorité des architectes21.
ARTICULATION 2 : ESPACE INTERNE PUBLIC VERSUS ESPACE EXTERNE PUBLIC
Après avoir investi le champ de la porte et de la fenêtre comme seuils, lieux de passage et de transition dans la sphère intime, j’aborderai la deuxième articulation entre un
espace interne, dans notre cas, un bâtiment public, la gare du Midi et un espace externe,
les places publiques qui l’entourent. Autre échelle de seuil, autre démarche. Même si la
notion d’un espace qui lie deux espaces n’est pas elle, spécifique, car elle traite du territoire
comme de la chambre. On peut estimer que la différence d’échelle engendrera par contre
des pratiques et des usages divers aux significations multiples. La conception de seuil
abordée ici appelle un travail interdisciplinaire.

19 B. COLOMINA, La publicité du privé, ed. Hyx, Orléans, 1998, p.217
20 B. COLOMINA, ibid, p.183.
21 P. VON MEISS, ibid., p.15.
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Cette conception vise à concevoir l’espace comme un « continuum » tel qu’il est réellement perçu :
lorsque je parcours la ville jusqu’à ma chambre, je traverse nécessairement de multiples seuils qui
ressortent d’échelles différentes22 .

L’approche dynamique de Mesterlan séduit car elle englobe et emporte et l’on retrouve
ici le vertige suscité plus haut par le souffle des mots de Gaudin nous soulevant tels des
fétus de paille à travers les escaliers puis les corridors, les porches, les ruelles, les rues, les
villes, jusqu’à frôler le monde pour, en finale, regagner le secret des chambres. Et, effectivement, à l’échelle publique, est-il lieu plus symbolique qu’une gare dans la ville? Lieu de
passage s’il en est, non seulement par les flux humains qui s’y brassent mais aussi comme
lieu d’arrachement d’une vie, d’un statut, d’une histoire, d’une identité à une autre. Qu’il
s’agisse du voyageur, du campagnard, de l’immigré, de l’aventurier, chacun se dépouillera
de sa vieille peau au moment de franchir le seuil de la gare pour entrer dans une nouvelle
ville, une nouvelle vie. Certains y échoueront dramatiquement, ne repartiront pas de ce
vaste ventre chaud et vivant : les sdf, les perdus de la vie qui ne trouvent plus l’énergie de
passer le seuil. La pulsion minimale a disparu qui les pousserait à aller vers un projet, des
démarches…
Lors du workshop de janvier à Bruxelles, des étudiants avaient naturellement présenté un
projet convertissant les anciennes boutiques sous voie en vaste centre d’accueil pour SDF.
D’autres, par le biais de points d’accueil et d’information avaient spontanément pensé à
faciliter la transition de l’arrivant entre son lieu d’origine et la ville inconnue qui s’offrait
à lui, dès le franchissement des portes. D’autres encore s’étaient un peu égarés dans la
séduction des boutiques et panneaux publicitaires, autre transition possible, pourquoi
pas. Il est vrai que le traitement de ce seuil emblématique à l’échelle d’une ville appelle
des compétences multiples, tant par les dimensions du site que par les champs couverts
allant du social au commercial en passant par le sécuritaire et le culturel. Les regards croi22 P. MESTERLAN, op.cit., p.257.
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sés d’architectes, d’ingénieurs, d’architectes d’intérieur, de designers, d’urbanistes, de sociologues, de politiques, d’humanitaires et de promoteurs seraient nécessaires à une étude concertée et approfondie du sujet. C’est David Ban qui écrit dans sa thèse de doctorat
que la gare est le lieu public le plus récent de l’espace urbain, riche d’enjeux architecturaux,
industriels et historiques. Que par les usages sociaux faits de la gare urbaine, elle constitue
un espace public dans ses dimensions politiques, historiques et architecturales. Qu’elle
est un lieu de relation entre l’urbanisme et la société, un espace d’activité, d’interaction et
de communication interurbaine devenu terrain de référence pour la recherche urbaine23.
Cette approche concise, résumé des vastes recherches de l’auteur, confirme bien le changement d’échelle et donc, de moyens du traitement du sujet. Les démarches volontaires
des étudiants accomplies en janvier à Bruxelles ont consisté à poser des jalons. Les projets
présentés mériteraient de recevoir un jour un développement plus conséquent mais sans
doute hors du cadre d’un atelier de master.
SUR LE POINT DE CLORE
Parvenant à la conclusion de cet article, je constate que j’ai ouvert quelques portes livrant
l’accès à des chemins sur lesquels je ne m’aventurerai pas, m’étant octroyé le privilège
d’une pérégrination libre autour du thème du seuil. Au fil des pages des livres et articles de
revues consultés dans ce contexte, au fil de la réflexion entamée, de multiples ouvertures
sont apparues : L’approche historique, l’approche sémantique, l’approche symbolique,
l’approche géographique en sont quelques-unes. L’exploration de ces voies aurait nécessité une démarche pointue et exclusive débordant du cadre de la publication prévue. Je
bouclerai donc la boucle en offrant au lecteur le plaisir discret de savourer dans l’intimité
de ses pensées ces mots de Michel Haar :

23 D. BAN, Les sciences sociales face à la gare. Bilan et lecture critique , in “Revue d’histoire des
chemins de fer”,n° 38, La gare et la ville, 2008, pp.11-18.
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Il y a, jusqu’au plus haut Seuil, plusieurs seuils, et tous sont à quitter, ou symboles d‘exil : nos étroits
seuils domestiques, les plages et grèves, la mort elle-même. La Mer-langage, lieu de ressourcement
du poème, est l’unique seuil « fréquentable », parce qu’ <inhabitable>, c’est-à-dire interdisant de
bâtir, de s’arrêter, de fonder24.

LA SOGLIA
Nel corso di questo doppio approccio centrato attorno alla nozione di soglia, è stata
considerata una forma di articolazione tra due spazi. Quella dell’articolazione tra uno
spazio esterno e uno spazio interno: entrambi pubblici a Bruxelles, privato e pubblico a Napoli. A Bruxelles ci si è interessati all’articolazione tra la stazione Sud ed i suoi
spazi circostanti, mentre a Napoli, riguardava l’articolazione tra le finestre e balconi
di un edificio e la strada.
ARTICOLAZIONE 1: SPAZIO INTERNO CONTRO SPAZIO PUBBLICO ESTERNO
La soglia è spesso presentata come un passo da attraversare prima di raggiungere la
tranquillità della casa, riparo, rifugio e anche culla secondo Bachelard. Lì ci incontriamo, ci riposiamo, mangiamo, conversiamo e mettiamo in ordine le nostre memorie
del mondo.
E’ il territorio intimo che abbiamo costruito per noi riparo dalla furia e dal rumore
del mondo. Un rifugio circondato da mura in cui abbiamo preso la cura di realizzare
una porta che ci permette di fuggire, se necessario. Questa porta, dall’intimità della
camera, ci collega al pianerottolo, alla strada, al mondo, alla pioggia, al vento che ci
porta echi del fuori. Come ci siamo sentiti attraversando i vicoli di notte nella vecchia
Napoli, non tutti i tipi di habitat possiedono una soglia di garantire la privacy neces24 M. HAAR, La demeure et l’exil: Hôlderlin et Saint-John Perse, in “Cahier de l’Herne”, op.cit. ,
p.38.
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saria per l’uomo. Tuttavia dobbiamo aver varcato i confini invisibili che delimitano i
territori di famiglie vicine. Questo perché questi confini implicano avere potere su
di un lotto di terreno anche il più piccolo e anche perché l’individuo ne ha bisogno,
strutturando la sua identità. Esistono soglie diverse a seconda del clima. La soglia
di Mackintosh appare in una sala di legno scuro e dotato di un camino accanto
all’ingresso. Nell’Oriente arabo, le finestre dominano - come la grata di legno “moucharabia” - permettendo di osservare la strada o il cortile senza essere visto. Logge o
balconi possono anche diventare luoghi di coltivazione o di uso temporaneo. Partizioni sottili o forate riparano o filtrano la luce, il calore, la pioggia, gli sguardi, che,
attraverso la finestra, si approprieranno del paesaggio, con una cornice o considerando l’illuminazione come la sua unica funzione.
ARTICOLAZIONE 2: SPAZIO PUBBLICO INTERNO CONTRO SPAZIO PUBBLICO ESTERNO
Lo spazio pubblico interno della stazione ferroviaria implica un forte senso di transito. Attraversando la sua soglia l’individuo da altrove dovrà lasciarsi alle spalle la sua
pelle precedente e diventare uno straniero in città. Spesso, si tratta di costruire una
nuova vita, e deve riuscire a lasciare questo ventre caldo, il suo ultimo rifugio. Questo approccio implica il lavoro interdisciplinare relativo al cambiamento di scala e la
molteplicità di funzioni. Così, la stazione urbana, attraverso i suoi usi sociali, è uno
spazio pubblico di dimensioni politiche, storiche e architettoniche.
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Michelangelo, The entrance of the Laurenziana
M. Graves, Hanselmann House, Fort Wayne, Indiana, 1967
Le Corbusier, Villa Savoye, Poissy, 1929
P. Zumthor, Chapelle Sainte-Bénédicte, Sumvitg, 1989

THIRD TERM
Marc Streker

The threshold is the beginning of something, the level to reach or the limit we establish between two moments. Being the lowest part of a bay frame, located between
the piers and under the door leaves, the threshold plays the role of the abutment
for the door. The word “sill” comes from the latin solea (“sandal, garnish of a sabot”),
it took the meaning of “kind of floor” through the influence in gender and sense of
solum (“the floor”).
The threshold is the base of a door, usually constituted by a hard stone or granit, in
order to avoid unequal compressions. The threshold takes part in any spatial construction. Its crossing means inseparably three things: a physical act cristalizing the
tensions between the inside and the outside, a material marking and the sign of a
highly symbolical action. Between the inside and the outside we discover a third
element that appears as a go-between. It stands at the limit of the two first ones.
That gives us the founding formula (inside, outside, border) that creates a bifid spa57    

ce (a gap aimed both to the inside and the outside). If there is a passage, it means
there is a separation, the stepping of a limit. The threshold might be extended to any
“open” border laying at the outcrop of a building (window, door, balcony,…) and has
always been percieved as a visual and material frontier that allows the outside inside
and, on the other hand, opens the interior to the landscape.
Crossing the threshold is entering someone else’s privacy. The usual expression “my
door remains open to you” actually significates that this privacy is granted to anyone
who is invited. In a way, the threshold creates spaces since it is created to separate a
place from the rest of the world. The topic of the limits and the threshold1 is indeed
the key point to set up a necessary social topology. The earth has been parceled and
organized into a definite territory providing limits and making sense. The threshold
is the place where the identity of a place (social marking) is being built, but also
where the symbolical structure of the inhabited space is being rebuilt. Courtyard,
bow-window, porch, portal or simple stone, everything is made in order to specify
the place and to underline the link between those who occupy these spaces and
those who come from the outside.
The threshold tags the rank of a place and give its codes. It stands as a limit between the domestic world and the outside world when talking about a house, and a
limit between the profane world and the holy world when talking about a shrine.
Windows, balconies, doors, peristyles, any form of aperture, extremity, notch or gash
are digged in the façades in order to cristalize the emergence of two spaces, of two
actions (the course and the use) and operate a link between the inside and the
outside. It is all about leaving the lanscape coming in while asserting the “presence”
of a privacy, of a familiar inside that would separate us from the sometimes deadly
strangeness of the outside”2. Caesura, passage, transgression, the threshold presents

1 P. BONNIN, Dispositifs et rituels du seuil: une topologie sociale. Détour japonais
2 J. ONIMUS, La Maison. Corps et âme. Essai sur la poésie domestique, Paris, P.U.F., 1991
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many aspects. No doubt that the most explicit, the most evident of them invites us
to remain on the threshold, since it is where we do really belong. A dwelling place
where we could not stay still.

TIERS TERM
Apostille
Il n’y a pas d’architecture sans violence. La relation entre un bâtiment et ses usagers est
brutale, car tout usage entraîne la pénétration d’un corps, l’intrusion d’un ordre dans un autre,
la mise en place d’une action dans un espace.
Pénétrer dans un bâtiment est un acte délicat car il viole l’équilibre d’une géométrie précisément ordonnée. C’est la copulation du corps et de la pierre morte.
Étrangement, cette violence procure du plaisir et comme toute violation, celle qui se cristallise dans l’architecture contient un sentiment profond de jubilation.
M. Streker, Architecture, lectures en marge du projet, 2003, éditions Saint-Luc

LE SEUIL
Seuil, nom masculin, partie inférieure du cadre de la baie, disposée entre les piédroits, et
sous le ou les vantaux de la porte ; sert de butée au vantail. Dans une construction de
maçonnerie, le seuil est en pierre, souvent un monolithe ; au figuré, désigne l’entrée, le
moment ou le point de passage : par exemple, “au seuil de l’âge adulte3”.
Le mot seuil, d’usage courant, se trouve dans de nombreux champs de recherche et de
facto est promu au rang de concept à part entière. En effet, l’architecte le sollicite, mais
également le statisticien, l’anthropologue, l’urbaniste, le géographe, le psychologue, le
cogniticien, le chercheur en éducation, l’économiste, etc. Le seuil c’est l’amorçage de quelque chose (être au seuil de quelque chose), le niveau à atteindre ou encore la charnière
ou la limite que l’on établit entre deux moments. A l’image de cette pierre, bois ou métal
3 G. MONNIER, La Porte, Instrument et symbole, collection Lieux-dits, éditions Alternatives,
2004
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empiétant le plus souvent sur l’espace du trottoir ou de la place, il a pour but à l’instar d’un
palier de poser le pied ou de s’arrêter. Quelque fois de battre le pied comme pour se débarasser des traces ou des scories du dehors. Du latin solea (« sandale, garniture de sabot »),
qui a pris le sens de « plancher » influencé pour le genre et le sens par solum (« sol »), un
seuil est la base d’une porte, généralement marquée par une pierre. Le seuil, c’est-à-dire
le lieu d’un percement dans une limite, là où dispositif (matériel et symbolique) et franchissement (rituel de passage) se rejoignent, constitue l’élément de toute construction
spatiale. Son franchissement est, indissociablement, une pratique physique, cristallisant
les tensions entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, un marquage matériel et le signe d’une action
hautement symbolique.
Généralement, celui-ci est construit à partir d’un matériau résistant : pierre dure ou granit,
si possible d’un seul tenant, pour éviter des tassements inégaux. Il doit résister à l’abrasion
et à l’usure. L’entrée se combine avec un emmarchement plus ou moins prononcé qui permet souvent de corriger la pente du sol extérieur et la mise à niveau du seuil. La présence
du seuil est lié aux contraintes du passage ce qui suppose que l’architecte devra concilier
le seuil avec une parfaite commodité d’accès. Par exemple pour une porte cochère, la surface de roulage passant sous les vantaux entraînera le proscrit du seuil.

Le seuil peut aussi avoir une composante esthétique, mais son rôle premier est la protection de l’entrée contre les infiltrations, la poussière, les insectes, etc. Il peut avoir également une charge symbolique en matérialisant le changement de lieu, souvent l’entrée dans un espace privé, au-delà duquel il
convient par exemple d’être déchaussé4.

Ceci prouve que matérialité et spatialité se confondent. En effet, le seuil est à la fois le lieu
du franchissement et celui d’une limite matérielle qui pose en tant qu’objet l’intervalle qui
4 WIKIPEDIA, l’Encyclopédie libre
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est franchi. Elle impose un moment d’arrêt. Lieu de passage, elle contraste avec les pavements, grossiers ou soignés, avec les gravillonnements, le bitume ou les empierrements de
la voirie, des allées et des trottoirs. Ainsi sent-on tout à la fois la scission de deux mondes,
violente et irrémédiable, en même temps que leur proximité, leur adjacence et leur frôlement en ce point, leur indivisibilité : clôture et discernement, articulation du passage et
de la frontière.
LE SEUIL COMME TIERS TERME
Entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, nous avons une contrariété logique, dira Pierre Boudon5, une
relation impliquant un troisième terme médiateur (leur relation) ; ce n’est pas une contradiction où, entre A et B, il n’y a rien (la négation fait basculer le positif en négatif ) alors
qu’entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur d’une édification, nous n’avons pas rien mais une paroi (ou
enveloppe) et un seuil. Bref, il y a quelque chose qu’on appellera un tiers terme (implicite)
et on aura la formule fondatrice : [intérieur, extérieur, bord], constitutive d’un « espace
bifide » (intervalle orienté vers un intérieur et vers un extérieur). S’il y a passage, c’est qu’il y
a séparation, franchissement d’une limite.
Les seuils qu’on peut étendre à toutes les frontières « ouvertes » posées à l’affleurement
d’un bâtiment (fenêtre, porte, balcon…) ont toujours été perçus comme des frontières
visuelles et matérielles qui font entrer l’extérieur dans la maison et inversement ouvrent
l’habitacle au paysage. Ils sont le lieu de passage, « dialectique du passage et de la frontière, dialectique du diaphane et de l’opacité ajourée 6» . Comme Baudelaire l’a admirablement écrit des fenêtres : Dans ce trou noir ou lumineux vit la vie7, rêve la vie, souffre la
vie. Même quand il y a la volonté d’effacement de la porte d’accès dans un refus général
de convention ou de monumentalité, qui écarte d’un même mouvement porte, portail et
degré d’emmarchement, il existe toujours le besoin de signaler à distance le lieu précis de
5 P. BOUDON, Le Processus architectural et la question des lieux, 2008
6 P. CONVERT, Villa Itxasgoïty, Archéologie de l’enfance, de l’histoire, du corps, 1996
7 C. BAUDELAIRE, Les fenêtres, Petits poèmes en prose, 1869
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l’entrée du bâtiment. Très souvent ce besoin se cristallise dans la construction d’un auvent,
exercice de construction, par une lame mince de béton, cintrée ou non en porte-à-faux 8.
Dans la nature, il existe aussi une relation intérieur-extérieur. De fait, nous allons en forêt
ou à la mer. Or, ces deux propositions n’entraînent pas pour autant que la forêt est plus
familière que la mer. Mais la forêt étant par définition plus structurée que la mer, elle entretient une relation plus étroite avec notre corporéité : elle nous conduit et nous enferme
dans un horizon limité, tandis que la mer ouvre un espace infini.
On sait que les prépositions jouent un rôle clarificateur. Ce sont des instruments fondamentaux de l’organisation spatiale. Le terme de préposition contient la détermination
d’une “position” dans l’espace; effectivement, l’avoir lieu de la vie se produit toujours dans,
sur, près de, le long de, autour de, entre, au-dessus, en dessous, devant, derrière, etc. - toutes formes de relations qui ramènent aux notions de dedans et de dehors. A ce propos,
il est intéressant de relever que la première forme d’espace absolu, illimité où cette dislocation entre dedans et dehors n’existait pas, est la maison du paradis. Au paradis, Adam
n’avait pas de maison ou s’il en avait une, celle-ci n’avait pas de dehors, et ne constituait
pas par conséquent, un dedans. L’espace paradisiaque est sans partage, il est, à proprement parler, un nulle part, et seul l’Arbre de connaissance vient introduire une rupture
dans un champ d’immanence tel que n’importe où, “c’est le paradis”. En quittant ce lieu, en
quittant le Lieu, le premier homme et la première femme n’ont pas seulement découvert
le travail et la peine, ils ont découvert le dehors, et en cherchant à construire un dedans,
ils ont inventé l’architecture.
Le seuil est ce lieu ténu où s’entretissent l’espace public et l’espace privé, où se cristallisent
les tensions entre le monde mouvementé de l’extérieur et le domaine de l’intériorité dans
lequel on peut se retirer comme dans un lieu d’asile. (…) Avec la demeure, l’homme se
sépare de son terroir et rompt avec son existence naturelle9. Le seuil est lié à un besoin
constant et universel de marquer un territoire, symbole d’une intimité ou du franchisse8 G. MONNIER, op. cit.
9 E. VOLANT, La Maison de l’éthique, Montréal, 2003
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ment du public au privé. Ce qui change c’est la manière spécifique dont on le définit. Il
varie selon les cultures et les époques. Non seulement les définitions de seuil varient mais
il se trouve lui-même à des endroits différents dans l’espace total. Le seuil est situé plus en
avant dans l’enceinte indienne ou dans la maison mexicaine ou musulmane que dans la
maison occidentale et la clôture de la maison anglaise en détermine un emplacement
plus avancé que la pelouse non clôturée des faubourgs américains. Mais, dans chaque
cas, le seuil séparant les domaines public et privé existent10.
Pour Robert venturi11, le seuil de la Villa Savoye devient courbure nécessaire au braquage
de l’automobile, symbole par excellence du progrès et de la vitesse (ambiguïté qu’il définira sous la forme d’une « contradiction adaptée »). Dans cet exemple, on a la juxtaposition
d’un plan carré, de l’oblique de la pente et du cintrage de la façade donnée respectivement par la trame des pilotis, le plan libre et le rayon de braquage d’une automobile.
SEUIL ET IDENTITÈ DU LIEU
Franchir le seuil c’est accéder à l’intimité de l’autre. L’expression courante “ma porte vous
est ouverte” signifie que cette intériorité est garantie à quiconque y est convié. D’une certaine manière, le seuil fonde les espaces puisque son intention est de séparer un lieu du
reste du monde. La question des limites et du seuil, selon Philippe Bonnin12, apparaît comme l’élément central d’une nécessaire topologie sociale. L’étendue terrestre a été morcelée
puis organisée en territoire défini, délimité et porteur de sens. Le seuil est ce lieu où se construit l’identité du lieu (marquage social) mais aussi où se reconstruit la structure symbolique de l’espace habité. Parvis, fausse porte, perron, péristyle, portail, ou simple pierre, tout
concourt à caractériser le lieu et à préciser le lien qu’entretiennent ceux qui occupent ces
espaces et ceux qui viennent du dehors. Le seuil donne le rang du bâtiment et les usages
qui y ont lieu. Limite entre le monde domestique et le monde étranger si on parle de la
10 A. RAPOPORT, Anthropologie de la maison , Dunod, 1972
11 R. VENTURI, De l’Ambiguïté en architecture, Dunod, 1976
12 P. BONNIN, op. cit.
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maison ou limite entre le monde profane et le monde sacré si on parle du temple.
Quand on se réfère à la Hanselmann House et au traitement ritualisé de ses plans d’entrée, devenant tour à tour portique, limite réelle et limite projetée, ces doublures d’enveloppe répondent métaphoriquement au parti de sacraliser l’espace interne de la maison
et d’instaurer un repère qui soit à la fois compris comme limite et réflexion sur le lien devant exister entre nature et construit. Peter Zumthor envisage l’architecture comme un
langage dont une des “articulations” est la création de “paliers d’intimité”, modulés par
des jeux d’échelles, de proximités et de distances, d’ouvertures et de fermetures.
Réceptacle d’ambiances sensorielles, l’espace architectural doit, selon lui, ménager de
véritables seuils ou de larges baies profondes qui font ressentir la tension entre l’intérieur
et l’extérieur.
A l’opposé, la maison japonaise dont la localisation n’est pas aisée puisque la rue ne comporte aucun nom propre ne nécessite aucun marquage particulier. Le postier y parvient
facilement, ainsi que les voisins, auxquels il faut s’adresser pour trouver la maison. Mais
sorti de ce cercle de familiarité locale, il devient difficile de l’identifier.
Exister, c’est demeurer chez soi, se soustraire aux regards d’autrui et se rendre invisible13.
D’après Emmanuel Levinas, c’est même parce que l’humain habite en lui-même, dans ce
chez-soi intime, qu’il peut habiter le monde14.
PASSAGE A’ LA MODERNITE’
Si on se réfère au passage historique à une Modernité en architecture; on sait -et ce fut
l’un de ses dogmes- que la paroi transparente a pour fonction d’abolir cette opposition
entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur. L’extérieur devait « pénétrer » l’intérieur sous la forme de clarté
solaire, tout comme le regard situé à l’intérieur devait « embrasser » le paysage extérieur
comme panorama. Bref, la Modernité a voulu établir une continuité visuelle entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, abolissant la notion de l’ « enclos » architectural ou de l’ « îlot » urbain
13 E. VOLANT, Ibidem
14 E. LEVINAS, Totalité et infini, Paris, Kluwer Academic, 1988
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qui constitue un intérieur communautaire. Afin de représenter ce clivage fondateur de
deux « visions du monde » radicalement différentes, nous avons, d’une part, la Tradition
qui, de par ses moyens techniques limités, crée une forme d’organisation reposant sur la
notion d’autonomie de l’intérieur par différence avec l’extérieur et de l’autre, la Modernité
qui en abolissant la frontière (au moyen du pan de verre par exemple) a rompu cette
coupure franche faisant de l’espace intérieur un espace « traversé » par l’extérieur de part
en part, comme si la lumière avait pour vocation d’inonder ces mondes clos que sont les
intériorités architecturales.
Fenêtres, balcons, portes et baies, toutes formes de retrait, d’appendice ou d’échancrure
creusées dans les façades sont là afin de cristalliser l’émergence de deux espaces, de deux
actions (le parcours et l’usage) et opérer une liaison entre le dehors et le dedans. Il s’agit de
faire entrer le paysage, l’environnement externe tout en affirmant la « présence » d’une intimité, d’un dedans familier qui nous sépare de l’étrangeté parfois mortelles des dehors15».
C’est parce qu’il existe une organisation interne que l’on parvient à moduler le rapport
général entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur tant en termes de dimensions des embrasures, de leur
orientation, de leur modulation (fenestrage) et de leur rythme (leur pluralité).
LA PORTE
Si on on se recentre sur la porte, on constate qu’elle entretient un rapport spécifique avec
l’espace bâti et le mur qui l’enceint. Elle relie deux demi espaces, un lieu et un autre. Elle
marque aussi l’action d’entrer ou sortir. Elle est encore un instrument sécuritaire, un accès
à la quiétude. Enfin, la porte a valeur politique et symbolique. La porte de la ville percée
dans l’enceinte marque, même longtemps après sa démolition, son tracé dans la ville.
Inscrite à jamais dans la toponymie de la ville (Porte d’Italie, Porte d’Orléans, Porte des Lilas, cf. plan de Paris), elle devient un repère dans la ville et l’amorçage d’une direction vers
d’autres cités. Il est à noter à l’extrême que la résidence du Premier Ministre britannique
15 J. ONIMUS, op. cit.
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(sis au 10 Downing street) est représentée exclusivement par sa porte d’entrée, artefact et
symbole du lieu où se conjugue et demeure la vie politique anglaise.
Exaltation du symbole de l’entrée avec la porte monumentale ou organisation précautionneuse de l’intimité, le sens que nos civilisations donnent à la porte oriente le travail
de l’architecte, l’agencement de l’accès au bâtiment et l’articulation du plan (exemples
du contre mur dans la civilisation islamique, du « ma » dans la culture japonaise ou encore de l’escalier qui, à l’instar de celui qui donne accès à la bibliothèque Laurentienne, se
déploie comme un livre ouvert marquant de facto une limite à franchir pour atteindre
l’espace « initiatique » du savoir).
IN FINE
Césure, passage, transgression, le seuil se fragmente dans une multitude d’aspects dont
le plus explicite et le plus évident nous invite à demeurer sur le seuil, car le seuil est notre
demeure. Une demeure dans laquelle on ne saurait s’immobiliser au risque de se couper
du monde et des autres.

TERZO TERMINE
La soglia è l’inizio di qualcosa, il livello da raggiungere o il limite che stabiliamo tra
due momenti. La parola “davanzale” deriva dal latino solea (“sandalo, contorno di un
sabot”). Soglia è la base di una porta, di solito costituito da una pietra dura o granito, per evitare compressioni disuguali. Essa prende parte a qualsiasi costruzione
spaziale. Il suo attraversamento significa inseparabilmente tre cose: un atto fisico
cristallizante le tensioni tra l’interno e l’esterno, una marcatura materiale e il segno di
un’azione altamente simbolica. Tra l’interno e l’esterno si scopre un terzo elemento
che appare come qualcosa che si trova al limite delle prime due. Questo ce ne dà la
formula (interno, esterno, di frontiera), che crea uno spazio bifido (una lacuna rivolta
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sia verso l’interno che l’esterno).
Se c’è un passaggio, significa che c’è una separazione, il rafforzamento di un limite.
Il concetto di soglia può essere esteso a qualsiasi confine “aperto” di un edificio (finestra, porta, balcone), sempre percepita come frontiera visiva e materiale che permette l’esterno all’interno e, dall’altro, apre l’interno al paesaggio. Varcare la soglia è
entrare nella privacy di qualcun altro. La solita espressione “la mia porta resta aperta
per te” significata in realtà che questa privacy è concesso a chi è invitato. In un modo,
la soglia crea spazi per separare un luogo dal resto del mondo.
Il tema dei limiti è infatti il punto chiave per impostare una topologia. La terra è stata
parcellizzata e organizzata in un determinato territorio fornendo limiti e dando sensi.
La soglia è sia il luogo dove si costruisce l’identità di un luogo (marcatura sociale),
sia dove si sta ricostruendo la struttura simbolica dello spazio abitato. Cortile, bowwindow, veranda, portale o semplice pietra, tutto è fatto in modo da specificare il
luogo e per sottolineare il legame tra coloro che occupano questi spazi e di coloro
che vengono da fuori. La soglia segnala il rango di un luogo e ne da i codici.
Si erge come un limite tra il mondo interno e il mondo esterno quando si parla di
una casa, e un limite tra il mondo profano e il mondo sacro quando si parla di un
santuario.
Finestre, balconi, porte, peristili, qualsiasi forma di apertura, estremità, tacca o squarcio sono scavate nelle facciate per cristallizzare l’emergere di due spazi, di due azioni
(il corso e l’uso) e operare un collegamento tra l’interno e l’esterno. Si tratta solo di
lasciare entrare il paesaggio, asseverando la presenza di uno spazio privato, di un interno familiare che ci separerebbe dalla stranezza a volte mortale del fuori “. Cesura, il
passaggio, la trasgressione, la soglia presenta molti aspetti. Non c’è dubbio che il più
esplicito, il più evidente di essi ci invita a rimanere nel luogo al quale apparteniamo
davvero.
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Front view of building in Via Cocchia, Bagnoli, Naples (Italy), detail, 2012

LIVING THRESHOLDS
ON URBAN OPEN SPACES
Renata Valente
…AND THOSE CAUGHT IN THE RAIN
One of Kevin Lynch’s latest contributions was for the foundation of the journal that
later become “Places”, the international Environmental Design magazine; this comprised a list, dated 1983, with notes on those points which he considered most important to be debated for the destiny of the city. Strangely enough, these themes
are still crucial today. Among them, listed in no particular order, we find “Reuse of
doorways as public shelters: bums, lurkers, loafers, and those caught in the rain.”1
With the reassurance of this noble viaticum in mind it is probably the constant personal fluctuation between a main interest in sustainable design of open space and
the long-lasting attention to practical building construction, which led to our specific choice of the boundary of the building being the central theme of latest spe-

1 K. LYNCH, In No Order Whatsoever, “Places” n. 1, vol 1, p. 2 , 1983
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culations, and inviting discussion from colleagues and friends. Conviction about the
singularity of this field is well supported in scientific literature, as in continual human
experience, and it is suitable for reading general cultural aspects as well as those
of technology theory. The intention is to discuss on updated criteria, on both the
epistemology of design and the technology of construction, leading us to reflect on
current users’ needs and design requirements.
If the regulations of open urban space refer to physical limits, legally defined and
with a clear distinction between private and public space, boundaries of transition
space between them identified by the threshold can be modified in different places
and worlds. The space in-between is defined in literature as a subsystem of open
urban space which includes sidewalks, gardens and open spaces between the building and the road, building elevation and correlated elements, and the internal
space inside a building directly adjacent to the sidewalk. It is a place created and
spatially defined by the relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces2. When
passing through the meeting point between two such different domains, we all
perceive that we undergo an even variable psychological stress in some way; these transitions are normally overcome in a subconscious way, when we attempt to
leave outside all that belongs to the external environment, or the doubt that such
an environment will produce in us. The complexity of contemporary everyday life,
in all its diverse declinations and habits, reveals how it can be interesting to reflect
on the possibility of empowering, improving and enriching the physical crossing of
thresholds which punctuate people’s lives many thousands of times3.
In his 20044 text, Bobić observes how: “the transformable nature of the contact
2 NOORADDIN, HOSHIAR, 1996, Al-Fina: A Study of “In-Between” Spaces Along Streets as an
Urban Design Concept in the Cities of The Middle East, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway.
3 The tradition where the bridegroom takes his wife in his arms in the doorway to ward off
the danger of tripping, a sign of great misfortune, refers to the awareness of a delicate and
challenging transition from one kind of life to another one profoundly different.
4 M. BOBIĆ, Between the Edges Street-building transition as urbanity interface, Thoth publi
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zone between differing domains stands as one of the major preconditions for their
dynamic balance. The change of needs of one domain – public or private – or a
chain reaction due to a change in one of their conditions will cause the need for
the physical transformation on their boundary”5. Following a rigorous examination
of the morphological and compositional typology of the threshold in urban space,
the author closes his work by underlining the importance of the responsibility of the
designers and researchers in their reflection of the needs relative to the interface
zone between the building and public space:

The opposing nature of the public and private domain evokes their mutual transformation, an evolution occurring within the city that is itself in a state of flux. Therefore, the building interface has to
react properly to these changes […] Consequently, forms that are able to fulfill this task have more
chance to cause and maintain dialogue between an individual and the collective. Only such transition forms can be perceived as an urbanity interface. […]
In defining a future framework and regulations concerning the relationship between public and private domains, the goal should be to emphasize the urban impact of buildings on open space […] A
fixed spatial framework, appropriate to the context […] that can generate different forms that can
be transfigured and changed.6”

The objective of these considerations is then to lay out a technological framework
for new possible requirements relevant to the project of the filters for the flows of
open urban spaces. The constant updates of the elements constituting the threshold and its components, such as those led by the people who cross it and the
evolution of social and personal habits, give clues which suggest the possibility of
shers, Bussum (NL), 2004
5 Ibidem, p. 46
6 Ibidem, p. 140-1
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rethinking the characteristics of the place of transition between the road and different types of buildings. Observation of these spaces for osmosis can have a strong
effect, both on the agreeableness of lives of people who pass over or pause on the
threshold, and on the quality of the urban landscape and therefore on the city itself.
Therefore it would be interesting and appropriate to carry out an in-depth scientific
investigation.
CRYSTALLIZED TIME (A short history of the study of the threshold)
The space in-between could also be described by Borges’s short story The Man on
the Threshold7, where the narrator encounters a very old man sitting on the threshold
of a house. A series of sequential courtyards can be seen through the doorway. The
man tells the story of a murder by a crowd that happened long before. Afterwards
the narrator sees when going through the courtyards that the murder has just happened, inferring that the position of the man was both on a physical outdoor-indoor
threshold and a time threshold of before and after. It is a place of continuous present, contemporary for the teller, the narrator, the writer and the reader.
If this idea has enchanted much of precious literature, from Borges to Carroll, it has
also affected the thinking of the most refined theorists of modern planning, from Le
Corbusier to Aldo van Eyck, leader of Team 10, who really loved this theme:

Well, perhaps the greater reality of a door is the localized setting for a wonderful human gesture: conscious entry and departure. That’s what a door is, something that frames your coming
and going, for it’s a vital experience not only for those that do so, but also for those encountered or left behind. A door is a place made for an occasion. A door is a place made for an act that
is repeated millions of times in a lifetime between the first entry and the last exit8.
7 in J.L. BORGES, The Aleph and Other Short Stories, 1952
8 from The Team 10 Primer (1968) ed Smithson, quoted by Unwin
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From the late 19709s the issue was critically developed, above all by Jan Gehl in
his research in which he introduces the concept of the soft edge. By that time, a
gradual transition between public and private space was defined as a soft interface,
while a hard interface was an abrupt confrontation between them. The study was
conducted by monitoring activities for several days, checking how many and which
patterns of activities took place near the semi-private front yard. The research was
based on all the studies of the previous fifteen years, from Oscar Newman, Christopher Alexander, Jane Jacobs and Clare Cooper, seen as a reaction to the growth of
urban areas in the post-World War II period. According to this way of thinking the
threshold becomes a wider space of three or even four dimensions and we will see,
as in this topic, that the time dimension continually recurs.
The author’s ideas were further developed in successive publications10 , where the
subject of the edge of the open space becomes examined in depth, also in merit of
the diverse typology of residences and building in general, observing for example
how the thresholds of multi-floor apartment blocks are places lacking in animation
because they cannot be reached quickly by residents from their homes and, as in
large multi-floor residential/commercial buildings, it is not possible to keep an ”eye
on the street” other than from the commercial activities, which however in some
way assume a specific but contradictory role in checking public space, implicitly
determining the rules of participation. For Gehl the concept of the threshold, other
than in its vertical plane, is extended on the horizontal plane through which, using
the transversal section, a height can be defined from which contact with the road
can no longer be maintained. Three levels have been identified by the author, the
third, the fourth (Major threshold) and the sixth floors, beyond which the one-toone relationship is completely interrupted. Underlining how crucial the edge of pu9 in the publication J. GEHL, Interface between Public and Private Territories in residential Areas,
Department of Architecture and Building, Melbourne university, Parkville, 1977
10 J. GEHL, Life between buildings Using public space, R. VAN NOSTRAND, N. Y. p. 186
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blic space is to the definition of its quality, governing the transition between public
and private space beyond the reciprocal relationship between interior and exterior,
Gehl highlights the link with the quality of the place and defines five determining
factors relative to the connection between the building and the ground: width of
the lot and frequency of apertures, variety of function, opacity of the façade, monotony of prospect and the elements of detail and interest11, a curious mix of positive
and negative aspects. In any case flexible boundaries are considered appropriate for
transient and stationary activities, in order to design sites suitable for good resting
spaces. For the same reason, the importance of the low fence is underlined for occasional but socially useful communications between neighbors.
This thinking underlines the importance of the distance of the house from the sidewalk, above all with reference to row houses or surbaban lots on an American
or British matrix, where Gehl observes the potential to provide improvised events
which elsewhere can take place in open urban space in a different way. A rather
striking comparison could be made with Italian experiments such as the Villaggio
Matteotti by Giancarlo De Carlo, or more dramatically with the tragic social failure of
the Vele in Scampia, Naples.
In some ways these considerations about colonization of outdoor spaces may also
remind us, in strong contrast, of the Neapolitan bassi in the narrow streets known as
vicoli. Obviously the needs there are completely different, as very poor people use
inappropriate spaces to live and maintain contact with light, air and communication
and with their neighbors living on home thresholds. In fact these bassi are often
(illegally) modified, adding performance, for example, to putting clothes to dry, sitting watching the street, to meeting and talking. Despite this, the situation can be
adequately described by the words of Jane Jacobs or Christopher Alexander12.
11 Last definition in J. GEHL, Cities for people Imprint Washington, DC : Island Press, 2010
12 J. JACOBS, The Death and Life of Great American cities, C. Alexander, House generated by
patterns.
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Again Gehl, when discussing the boundary of public space and the behaviour of
people passing through it, proposes edge effect as its definition, a psychological
phenomenon for which people always prefer one side above others for its position
in all open space situations, allowing them to monitor the place as Derk de Jonge13 says, and because, according to Edmond T. Hall, it determines qualification of
the position14. Also on the same topic, according to C. Alexander: “if the edge fails,
then the space never becomes lively”. Thinkers, philosophers, intellectuals and artists
have always found the threshold space to be a place of inspiration for its continuous
oscillation from one dimension to another, stimulating deep thought and sensation.
Following this belief, S. Unwin in his noteworthy 200715 publication collected many
important testimonials on the theme around the world of planning, going on to
affirm that the doorway “is an embodiment of the moment we pass through it. […]
It crystalizes that moment in time.” This thinking can be compared to the position
of people such as Marina Abramovic, performance artist who highlighted how the
temporal dimension was essential to transition space, crucial for creativity and effecting a connection between the ‘in-between’ and the idea of expectation.

And my main concept is the space “in-between”. You know, the time when you leave one countryyou’ve called everywhere, you take a plane, you go to the train station, to wherever. And then you
go somewhere else. But before you arrive, that space in-between –that’s the space where it is most
intense. It’s the space where you’re open, where you’re sensitive, vulnerable – and anything can happen. And another space I propose is the waiting space. We always consider waiting as losing of time,
but waiting is extremely important. It is the place we use to put emphasis, because to wait is to deal
with doing nothing. Doing nothing is exactly what’s it’s all about.16
13 D. DE JONGE in Applied Hodology, in “Landscape” n. 17 n. 2 (1968-9), 10-11
14 E. T. HALL, The Hidden Dimension, N. Y: Doubleday, 1966
15 S. UNWIN, Doorway, Routledge, London and New York 2007
16 from Marina Abramovic: interview in The Twentieth Century Performance Reader, 1996, eds.
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In the same book, the literal meaning of the English word threshold is illustrated
through the concept of a screen and sieve17. In the agricultural methods of the past,
threshold was the name given to the wooden beams placed across the two facing
parts of the room in a granary during the threshing, which consisted of beating
the harvested grain to separate it from its protective chaff. The air current between
the two apertures caused this to be blown away. The threshold concept therefore
refers to a ‘sieve’ or filter between that which is accepted and that which is not, for
weight, form or quality, but the term has come to be dramatically extended to include wealth, religion and social belonging. Unwin is surely right when he notices that
thresholds are places where the most interesting things happen “because of their
uncertainty and sense of dynamic, they are edgy, more stimulating to the nerves
and the intellect; more in tune with our existence as creatures of space-time.” While
the Japanese concept of engawa is also described further on in the second part of
this book, we can also refer to its link to the Mediterranean loggia, a filter of sun, breeze, light and views, often hosting many pleasant activities in such a hybrid space. In
Unwin’s book, Gaston Bachelard reminds us in a charming way about scent bringing
to mind a room or a place in collective memory. The same happens to Juhani Pallasmaa, evoking tactile sensations and smell as a chance to perceive and understand,
just as happens for some of the most talented writers of the 20th Century.
Finally, there is a stimulating description of the path a person who wishes to participate in a tea ceremony must take, explaining the importance of the sense of threshold, the preparation and the time during which a space is crossed before entering
the actual place we want to go, for which growth and transition is required. Thinking
again of Italy and recent times, Italian researchers G. Piccinno and E. Lega have also
appropriately given their meaning of the threshold and in-between spaces:

HUXLEY, WITTS, quoted by Unwin, op.cit.
17 Ibidem, pag 79
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Naming this spatial category in-between is mainly due to the need for underlining its value/
characteristic, betweenness, both from a spatial and a temporal point of view. […]
A possible analysis of the in-between spaces divides them into two open categories that differ
according to the predominant character component of the space: in-between spaces understood as discontinuous to the surroundings or in-between spaces as continuous and/or in
transition. In-between as discontinuity refers to the concept of limit that arises between realities considered different and therefore distinguishable. A plethora of synonyms can be used to
describe it, in a spatial sense, the character expressed by the break-off and cracks: crack, fissure,
crevice, opening, cavity, recess, gap, hole, window, as well as distance, separation, rejection, offset, to which it is possible to add additional sense – such as that which fills the gap - insertion,
insertion interposition. A second group of terms refers, in a temporal sense, to the discontinuity
expressed by the in-between spaces: break, intermission, interruption, suspension, stop, pause,
respite, delay.
The second open category refers to in-between, as continuity and transition, a limit that can
be exceeded depending on the location and circumstances in one or both directions, the
continuum between space, time or other dimensions. This type of in-between is characterized
by the presence of a line or demarcation band that establishes a relationship of inclusion/
exclusion among internal and external elements to it. The group of terms related to its spatial
value indicates being at the margin, threshold, edge, rim, border, frontier, limit, end.18

Following this thinking, a technological interpretation can be drawn to imagine new
features for edges and borders of urban open spaces.

18 G. PICCINNO, E. LEGA, Spatial Design for new typologies of places: in-between urban spaces
in Space and Place Exploring Critical Issues, International Conference, Prague (CZ), november
2011
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POSSIBLE ASPECTS OF THE INTERFACE
Imagining innovative characteristics for the threshold in open urban space brings
us to recall the diverse aspects which can present themselves, to refer to a type of
codified and/or reviewed needs and finally to question ourselves on the possibilities
of retrofit which exist in the diverse configurations, to be able to design dedicated
design tools which will be of help to pratictioners.
An exhaustive examination of the typology of the relationship between spaces,
according to the definition of systems of ownership, which can therefore lead to
more accurate description of user needs, includes, beyond that of basic transition
between public and private space, more exactly multi-familial buildings or public
buildings, and commercial properties, indeed specific conditions such as the threshold between public and semi-private places. High on the list in this category
are environments such as the gardens around the residential lots, which provide a
right of way from the sidewalk, and in fact mark an area configured as semi-private
around the property (figure1).
Under similar conditions, the diverse types of lines and spaces of thresholds can be
greatly multiplied, as the successive diaphragm trespassed by who enters the house
is the environment of the entrance, which defines the passing from semi-private
space to true private space. In this case, the passage is mediated in space and in the
time taken to traverse it, during which one gradually enters into the house before
crossing into its most sacred confines.
Another condition of the soft-edged passageway, even if delineated, is that of the
threshold between public and so-called semi-public or nearly-public space, as they
have been defined by Margaret Crawford and Marco Cenzatti19. This is a more or less
evident line that surrounds spaces known as POPS, Privately Owned Public Spaces,

19 M. CRAWFORD, M. CENZATTI, On Public Spaces, Quasi-public Spaces and Public Quasi-Spaces
in “Modulus” 24, 1998
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in the United States, granted by private investors for collective use to take advantage
of reductions in constructing multi-floor buildings, thanks to a law passed in 1961.
And it is this boundary that has been crossed, on occasion of occupation (some less
legal than others), in the name of the conquest of a liberty that is not subject to the
market.
The concept of ownership also alludes directly to the dichotomy between open and
closed, underlined by every threshold with its different aspects of being controlled
or not controlled, in any case with connotations of a strong symbolic value like a
place that does not give unconditional hospitality, even though potentially it could
be crossed by anyone20.
The distinction between the principal typological functions of construction on the
confines of open space, such as residential, commercial and mixed-use buildings,
can also define macro-categories in the requisites of function. The contribution
made by Jan Gehl has examined in great depth in merit of the typology of residence,
while purely iconographic technical studies have been carried out on commercial
property on whose borders a good part of the game has been played on the quality
of open urban space. In fact, the display systems of various typologies of shopwindows can be considered merely as visual thresholds, and there is a specific literature
of scientific social criticism dedicated to them21, where it is revealed that responsibility for spontaneous actions by each trader has great relevance on the road where
the business is located. This can easily be demonstrated during the summer season,
when passing in front of the air-conditioning equipment of commercial premises
the passer-by, who within moments could become a good customer, is assaulted by
loud annoying noise and jets of hot air.
20 However, this area also has its iron derogation in space-time on the evening of Halloween (October 31) in the United States, when crossing borders and the garden to the door is
officially freely permitted to all children seeking sweets.
21 La città vetrina I luoghi del commercio e le nuove forme del consumo, edited by G. Amendola,
Liguori editore, Napoli 2006
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The threshold of commercial premises goes from the highest degree of selection
and control (jewelers and high-value merchandisers in general) to a level of blurring
of the confines that overlap into public space, typically bar and restaurant tables: the
technical solutions adopted are not always consistent in themselves and with their
location. Figure 4 gives an example of an installation, which gives account of the
daytime configuration of equipment pertinent to a commercial business active at
night. We are struck by the contradiction between the paradoxal permanent frame
structures surrounded by open space; by the rainwater collection systems that flow
uncontrolled onto the flooring; on the co-existence of the greenery and the structure which damages, limits and suffocates the communal planting; of the chaotic
disposition of the recycling containers, besides the lack of co-ordination with the
existing communal urban street furniture. Notwithstanding the lack of success of
this solution, the example illustrates the necessity for accurate technical thinking
on the urban threshold, and requires the use of transformability and control in its
various intermediary configurations.
In general, the importance of the belonging of the threshold to the building which
it borders and often connotes, is evident. In this sense it is possible to distinguish
from among the technological solutions an introverted one, or an appendix to the
building system, or lastly simply coplanar with the building envelope.
Most of the systems, components, elements and materials available when design a
boundary to be built on public space allow us to visualise a hypothetical classification, from the strongest to the most immaterial, on a scale that goes from the hardest to the softest and most indistinct, unstable boundaries. From main entrances
of every kind, solid enclosure, to the filtering threshold of every portico or loggia,
from the naked doorway to a pair of supporting uprights, or two single plantpots,
from the lines on the floor to a change of materials, or colours or sounds, to alarm systems, to lights or lines of shadow or colour, from the limits of perception to scents,
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from the soccer goal made with jackets laid on the ground up to the latest contribution made by new technology, GSM signals, 3G and wifi, but also the markings in the
flooring, which indicate to those passing over that they are going from true public
space to an area belonging to someone esle, in return for a bit of their freedom.
Everywhere in public space, the doorway has a symbolic meaning and is a signal of
possession of territory, passage, a fork in the road, which once stepped over implies
that permission is at least owed to someone else. Therefore the threshold defines
the relationship between two realities, in this case the public one of the open space
and that of passing into the private space of the building; stepping over brings the
temporal dimension of the duration, linked with its direction. In this respect Bobić22,
in his study of urban interfaces, introduces the distinction between individual and
collective, where the former controls the relationship between a single building and
public space, defining how in these cases the transition can be marked by an entrance, a niche, steps, or by the change in surface, even if only in the planting. The
archetypes are countless, depending on the tradition of the place, in its turn influenced by geographic and social conditions. In this sense there is an interesting dissertation on the evolution of the typology of the stoop (a little step that leads to the
entrance) in Holland, Great Britain and New York, with different materials and forms,
different uses and heights23. He considers the so-called collective interfaces in a
different way to the ideas proposed by Gehl, belonging to the historical city, connected with larger sets of stairs. Among various examples, the transversal section of
Strada Maggiore di Bologna (IT) with its porticoes, stands out as does the distinctive
raised portico above the main street in Bridge Street, Chester (GB).

22 BOBIĆ, 2004, pag. 71
23 Ibidem, The chapter also discusses the results of user customization of single-access areas
of Amsterdam and Noorderhof Hof van Versaille, pag 73
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Figure 1. Sidewalk that crosses private property, Berkeley, CA (USA)
Figure 2. Symbolic threshold, Berkeley, CA (USA)
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NEW REQUIREMENTS
From the ideas discussed so far, we can deduce that the threshold can be intended
as a physical environment that corresponds to an indication of status, insofar as crossing the threshold leads us to understand the difference in diversity between the
two conditions. Therefore the threshold can be defined as a place of transition and
therefore of awareness, but from a constructive point of view we can then define
and plan as managers of the quality of transition, through means of appropriate
tools that potentiate its performance. To do this it is useful to understand what the
necessities are in the physical transition through a place, studying these needs and
identifying the characteristics and the possible implementation of technical or evocative performance. For this aim, we also make reference here to the concept of
spaces as places of intensity of performance, as shown by the writer in recent publications defining the urban quality of urban open spaces24. Four principal characteristics are outlined in these works: maximum integration of existing systems into
volume and surfaces, raising the possibilities for use; transformability of the physical
equipment and the control of configurations; renewable energy sources; performativity, that is, the provision both to supply a direct benefit and to produce new
participatory relationships between users and the site. Through the use of published tables, to which we now refer, we can reflect on the possibilities and desirable
characteristics identified, which we provide the threshold with in order to enhance
its effectiveness and functional semantics (see table 1). The scheme refers both to
classes of canonical needs, and the corresponding categories defined in the publi24 A. BOSCO, S. RINALDI, R. VALENTE, Strumenti per il progetto di microlandscape urbano, Alinea
editore, Firenze 2012, L. FOGLIA, R. VALENTE, Nuove configurazioni dello spazio pubblico per luoghi urbani a intensità prestazionale autonoma, in national conference proceedings for Città-Energia, held in Naples in January 2012 and published in May 2012, editor L. Colombo, edizioni Le
Penseur, Brienza (Potenza), pp 535-546, L. FOGLIA, R. VALENTE, Rethinking the Public Space for
Urban Intensive Performance Places, in the proceedings of the International Conference Rethinking the Human in Technology-Driven Architecture, European Network of Heads of Schools of
Architecture European Association for Architectural Education, Chania (Gr), 2011
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Figure 3. Dissolved commercial threshold, Berkeley, CA (USA)
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cation cited. In relation to the type of well-being need, the innovative project is concerned with taking care of the comfort, both environmental and in psychological
perception, of the person who crosses the threshold. First of all, we should consider
the possible effects of glare or dimness, thermal microshocks, humidity, pressure,
violent sound stress, smell or touch, then govern the administration of these types
of stimuli and possibly using them in a measured way to increase pleasurable sensations (perfumes, sounds, warmth, freshness). The psychological aspect, however,
in addition to combating any issues of discomfort in the surroundings, for example,
can be treated by controlling the phenomena of crowding, waiting or confusion in
the direction to take.
three useful techniques are available to assess environmental quality based on exploration
and understanding of their context. These range from subjective to objective measurements:
Environmental Quality Index - objective assessment that could be used to measure light, temperature, noise, etc. and guarantees rigour in understanding the physical properties of an envi
ronment; Perceived Environmental Quality Index - a subjective assessment that could be used
to provide our perceived presence of environmental quality; Environmental Emotion Reaction
Index - assesses the emotional response to an environment and is useful for a subjective impression of a place. 25

The class of requirement of usability mainly concerns the treatment of the ease of
passage, either through control of the dimensions of the openings and gradient and
height as may be present, or the possible widening of the usability of the threshold,
through the extension of the use of the place to new, non-predefined categories of
users and to further times needed to pass through. The requirement of intensity of

25 S. ALTOMONTE, P. RUTHERFORD, R. WILSON, Transitions, Department of Architecture And
Built Environment, The University of Nottingham (UK), 2010
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Figure 4. Unresolved commercial threshold, Pozzuoli (NA), Italy
Figure 5. Threshold of public WC at Codornices Park, Berkeley, CA (USA)
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use, referring in general to all urban space, comes in this case with the ability to easily accommodate and to encourage the mutual osmotic exchange between closed
and open space, encouraging the presence of public life. An example application is
the consideration of the connective semi private threshold spaces in the condominium: the entrance hall, the staircase, the lift, the landing, all constitute a threshold
from a large space, which could be best experienced and lived-in and then equipped. This is often a remarkable opportunity for the amount of people involved, who
could benefit from it, although there is a widespread view of the difficulties in condominium relations, a kind of coexistence which is not chosen and is often difficult.
The possibility of morphological evolution of the place of transition can be related
to the requirement of appearance, interpreting the requirement of flexibility as an
indicator of the evolutionary capacity of the structural system of a transition range
to adapt to the changing needs dictated, for example, by meteorological conditions,
flow of users entering and leaving, seasonal variations or temporary conditions. In
general, we refer to widening the conformative process of the space. In fact Gehl’s
reflection, on the need to avert the danger that a rigid and non-permeable threshold renders the way forward difficult and blocks the necessary osmosis with its
borders, connects with this requirement.
The integrability class of needs takes into account the requirement of suitability to
integration, increasing the density of existing elements, through the elimination of
unnecessary components in urban open space and the inclusion of those necessary to interventions characterized by formal and linguistic unity. This means increasing threshold performance by making them absorb those features that are often
scattered in neighboring systems, such as information and devices, making greater
impact and for this reason making them more inviting. An example of this approach
is the ability to add additional features and increased performance to the provisional structures of construction works, occupying urban open spaces on their own
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thresholds, thus being able to also increase monitoring of security of buildings and
works themselves, not confining itself to ‘current widespread exploitation of screening for communication26. This would allow the possibility of colonization of empty
space crossed by new infrastructures, and environmental subsystems as pathways
added on to existing facades.
Aspects of eco-friendliness are reflected in the widespread bias towards common
devices that contribute to energy independence, through the use of systems of
energy production from renewable sources, or devices now widely available for
glass walls and rigid or flexible shields. And every solution that, simultaneously
with those listed above, governs saving of resources moves towards compliance
with environmental protection requirements. Furthermore, the possibility to create
temporary apertures to satisfy the needs in specific circumstances, using reversible
technical-constructive systems, allows for conservation of materials, components
and energy for a higher performance result. Finally, needs related to management
may here also be correlated with enhancing the reactivity aspect of the technological system under consideration, through computerization and the exchange of data
within the context. This point is connected directly to sensitivity, or the possibility
that threshold space could register the changes occurring by human reaction or in
the environment in an adequate manner through innovative systems and materials,
and then offer an interactive relationship with the variables that stimulate it.

POSSIBILITY FOR RETROFIT
If the reflection on the theme of the threshold in a new building is reserved to the
compositional aspects of the project, then the issue of where it is possible to retrofit

26 proposed by B. GOLLER Andamios y medianeras: laboratorios urbanos, in “Quaderns”, n. 224,
pag. 88, Font y Prat publisher, Barcelona(SP), 1999
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gates and access, making each perform better in the most appropriate way, is purely technological. Geographical location, features, temporal aspects, and above all
building systems affect the attitude to be taken from time to time, for example in
the case of highly expressive historic urban or suburban courtyards in the Mediterranean, with and without open stairways, which constitute the local soft edge. The
extension of the simultaneous operation of these spaces and the technical systems
that make them up is not always painless: from the typical closing through metal or
alloy fixtures, to misappropriation / colonization of collective voids by nearby private
properties, often the concept of threshold is annihilated by new arbitrary arrangements supported by inappropriate technologies, thus missing the opportunity to
experiment with new conditions dissimilar to historical ones, and not penalizing as
those frequently experienced.
The thresholds of buildings can easily be enriched by technical services that do not
superimpose the advancement of communication technologies, but rather absorb
the integrated systems of technical adjustments that enhance the possibly historic
support structure that hosts them, also explaining their characteristics and value.
Often the capacity to produce even a limited amount of energy can permeate more
than one component, now also without altering the quality of existing facades. Like
this, screening and protection in natural or artificial materials can reinterpret new
uses and needs for reinhabited building systems. In the past we have thought about
the possible design criteria targets for redesigning the border of open spaces, particularly green space, as a social retrofit whose positive results are underlined by
the authors mentioned so far. We observed27 that the starting point, represented by
walls and fences for isolation rather than actual defense, often bring the germ of a
possible stimulus to designing the link between parts of the urban scene.
27 MUZZILLO, VALENTE, 2006 Margine e centro dello spazio verde nel paesaggio urbano postindu
striale, in R. Valente, La riqualificazione delle aree dismesse Conversazioni sull’ecosistema
urbano, edited by Liguori editore, Napoli, 2006
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requirements for intensive performance spaces
classes of
needs

classes of
requirements

well-being

comfort

suitability
to
fruition

usability

appearance variability
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requirements

urban threshold
design guidance

Welcoming environment: ability of
the system to ensure appropriate
levels of environmental comfort.

Control glare, dimness,
thermal microshocks,
humidity, pressure,
violent sound stress,
smell or touch. Administration of stimuli
and increase pleasurable sensations (smells,
sounds, warmth,
freshness).

Psycho-perceptual welcome: ability
of the system to ensure appropriate
levels of psycho-perceptive comfort.

Control uncomfortable
aspects surrounding
the phenomena of
crowding, waiting
and confusion over
direction.

Increased usability: extension of the
use of space to non-specific categories of user and times of use.

Facilitation of passage,
controlling the size of
openings, slopes and
steps if any, also increasing the usability of
the threshold, through
the extension of the
use of the place to
non-specific categories
of user and more time
to pass through.

Intensity of use: optimization of use
of space variables; versatility and
extending supply to a wide range
of users, integrating dedicated and
spontaneous use.

Ability to easily accommodate and enhance
mutual osmotic
exchange between
closed and open space, encouraging the
presence of public life.

Flexibility: evolution and adaptation
of environments to changes in users’
lifestyles; widening the conformative process of space, allowing the
user customization in their use and
enjoyment.

Capacity of the building system to adapt
to the changing needs
dictated by climatic
conditions, flow of
people entering or
leaving, seasonal variations or temporary
conditions.

Table 1. Requirements of intensive perfomance spaces inherent the threshold space

requirements for intensive performance spaces
classes of
requirements

suitability
to
integration

density

Integration: elimination of unnecessary elements from urban open
space and integrating those needed
in interventions characterized by
linguistic and formal unity.

Increased threshold
performance by
absorbing capabilities
often scattered in neighboring systems.

environmental
protection

ecocompatibility

Energy independence: use of systems
for producing energy from renewable
sources, not using fossil fuels, not
adding strain to existing networks
in support of dedicated or transient
use, avoiding damage in places of
attachment to the ground.

Integration of PV
elements in shielding
systems that may be
present.

Reversibility: ability to return to the
condition before the intervention,
using light technology and industrial
performance techniques. Connects to
the understanding of the relationship
between the environment and its
resources.

Possibility to build
temporary apertures,
meeting the needs of
specific circumstances, using reversible
technical-constructive means that save
materials, components and energy.

Information/IT: data exchange with
the environment, computerizing
processes of design, use and management.

Provision of data to
the user such as weather and location.

Sensitivity: ability of the architectural
space to read changes by humans
and the environment, to react in an
adequate manner through innovative
materials and systems.

Adaptation of the
microclimate to
recorded data and
the ability to selfregulate on that basis
to provide comfort
and guidance to the
user

management

reactivity

requirements

urban threshold

classes of
needs

Interactivity: active relationship
between architectural space and the
variables that it stimulates.

design guidance

Gradual conditioning
by means of micro
filters to lower the
power consumption
of the indoor environment.
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On these occasions, in fact, actions or rather reactions opposing the physical barriers
have frequently taken place, such as extensions of murals, from the Berlin Wall to all
those imposed on us in every metropolis in the world. And in these, among other
things, we find representations of natural views, trompe l’oeil windows onto dream
landscapes prohibited to life in the suburbs or even provocative and poetic graffiti
such as Banksy’s or those on the wall built around the territories occupied by Israel.
We proposed, therefore, the germ of an examination of the different attitudes to
the redesign project28 , from the most minimalist to the most radical and invasive,
to be taken when a hard urban edge could be softened. Approaches to be proposed range from the opening of gaps in pre-existent local barrier masses treated as
postmodern propylaea to ensure access to nature, to the removal of elements that
determine punctures and openings that give unexpected perspective, or, starting
from the presence of a barrier of different materials (for example a masonry wall with
a fence above to be removed), to the conservation of a low track transformed into
a path that guides the visitor into the new available space, or even the use of the
framework of a pre-existing fence to create filter spaces and passage towards the
delimited interior. Each of these solutions provides different interpretations of the
threshold and the type of suggestion chosen; in each case the construction technology employed is the determining factor. In the first and second case, the thickness
of the barrier has great scenic responsibility achievable with solid masonry, whose
holes can also be highlighted by metal frames or new contrasting lintels. In the third
and fourth cases, however, the quality of the techniques and materials used may
allow unexpected interpretations of standardized structural elements dating back
to times long ago. Also in this case, amplification of the permeability of the margin
can be achieved by integrating the expanse of vegetation, extended and expanded
toward the layout of the construction, through rows and scrub planting that antici28 ibidem
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pates and reconnects the various parts, to build ecological corridors within the built
fabric and its interstitial spaces. At the same time, another factor to be considered
is the relationship between the elevation of the place and the building around it to
the presence of steep slopes and unexpected possibilities for viewpoints, optical
sights or other physical barriers to connection across the threshold.
A LESSON IN MAGIC: Holl+Acconci, Storefront for Art and Architecture, N.Y
If the filter is the device that informs the transmission and the message itself, the
passage and the element that passes through a space, sometimes some of the most
successful devices in threshold design may in a certain way have multiple meanings
because they evoke practical technical messages and theoretical cultural messages:
emblematic examples were the facade of the Institute du Monde Arabe by Jean
Nouvel in Paris and, later and in another sense, photovoltaic facades, which not only
offer traditional performance but are also able to provide energy. The concept of
drilling proposed for the Storefront for Art and Architecture in New York by Steven
Holl and Vito Acconci, designers alert to osmotic exchange, is certainly among the
most complete and semantically-made experiments in urban thresholds. A facade
with no apertures or traditional windows, which also confuses patrons when decoding the main entrance, changes itself into what is required depending on the day
and time, the Platonic idea of transformation, which has the task of relating the private with the public aspect, the center of speculative interest of the art of Acconci,
inventing the possibility of extending the space29. The history of the gallery reminds
us that in the beginning, for budgetary reasons, this place was used just as it was,
in its own specific location in New York between Little Italy and Chinatown, making
every time the space itself and the setting of the various activities the theme of the

29 Cfr. R. VALENTE, Osmosi performative in Dalla Finestra Sguardi sull’architettura, edited by F.
Ippolito, Il melangolo ed. 2011
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exhibition. The intervention by Holl and Acconci, with the movable wall produces a
container for art, defining a space that radiates the charm of improvisation. The mild
season is designated the most comfortable to use, thanks to the interior not being
thermally isolated, yet this attractive solution continuously attracts just the same
multitudes of public, who then become part of the street population, thanks to the
work of the designers that makes a new relationship possible with the public space.
If when describing the project Vito Acconci said “What I like is that this façade is not
a cover, not a surface – it’s a space-maker, it’s an instrument between the inside and
the outside.30” , Holl instead talked about Hinged Space, where the dynamic interactive gallery has maintained an inside-out facade, which addresses art to the public
way, inviting passers-by on the road to cross the threshold. With hinged walls that
rotate on two axes, becoming tables and benches, the architect noted that the body
of the project was linked to the forms of the walls in the crude manner in which
the raw space could be pushed outward or inward with the shoulders. In addition,
perfect magic, the three-dimensional space changes to four-dimensional because
this permits changes in time31.
This sophisticated condition generates a steady stream of spatial and visual relationships for the interested viewer and the passer-by, relationships deeply informed by
the corporeal and tactile dimension of the person standing in front of or behind the
catalyst wall, pushing and shaping it, forging phenomenal connections with bodies,
a physical social network ahead of its time, intending the design as the creation of
space for people’s activities. This dense work was to last only two years but fortunately the success achieved, led to keep it and even to refurbish it in 2008. The material
chosen at the time of construction for building the wall, 30 meters long and little
more than 10 centimeters thick, was a compound of concrete and recycled new30 da ACCONCI, HOLL, Storefront for Art and Architecture, text A. Ritter, Kub, Herausgeber
Bregens, 2000
31 S. HOLL, Parallax, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 2000 p. 234
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spapers, even for the limited budget and the presumed duration this was a transient
work. In the recovery, panels of new composite cement were chosen to be used, the
previous semi-finished products being no longer available.
The facade still serves as a support for successful exhibitions of artists such as the
space-performative element, either for the benefits directly offered, or for the relational dynamics that give rise to it, according to the designer’s intention of activating
emotional and social reactions, determining special conditions of proximity, artistic
and participatory interaction. In this way the linguistic meaning of the term performative is verified, which establishes a role and a particular condition. To confirm
this proposed reading, the facade of Storefront has been compared to the dissection of Gordon Matta-Clark: however, if his approach was highly aggressive towards
architecture, Acconci and Holl intervened by reinventing the skin, for provocative
new mediations between the private interior and the public conditions of the city
outside.

At a time when contemporary architecture threatens increasingly to become an art of appearance,
the wall of Storefront turns to be a phenomenon that stimulates the whole body and especially the
senses. Thus one needs muscle power to move the panels, and their fiberboard surface tempts passersby to touch them. Their unusual materiality as well as the rough texture of their surface evidently
awaken a sensory desire that wants to be gratified. […] If the gallery is wide open and the panels are
either at right angles to the flow of pedestrians or go with this flow, it encourages the city user by way
of this unusual gesture to stop and linger or to enter the unfamiliar space. It diverts the usual trot of
the big city and crosses, that is to say counter to, the automatism of the direction of flow. And even
if, as in many cases, the reason for this intervention goes unrecognized, the seed sown in the form of
Acconci and Holl’s fundamental idea does indeed take root, for we have been presented here with a
new kind of relation between private and public space32.
32 Ibidem, p. 56
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It is just this new relationship that we have to look for and research, as our everyday
life suggests in the world all around and inside us.

LES SEUILSDE L’ESPACE URBAIN OUVERT
... ET CEUX QUI SONT PRIS PAR LA PLUIE. Dans la liste du 1983, avec des notes sur les questions qu’il juge importantes pour le sort de la ville, Kevin Lynch a également énuméré les
ré-utilisation d’intrants tels que les abris publics pour les sans-abri et ceux qui flânent pris
par la pluie. Même avec ce confort, le thème central du texte se trouve sur le bord de la
fente intégrée avec un raisonnement d’épistémologie viable, du projet, de la technologie
de la construction, des besoins des utilisateurs et de nouvelles exigences.
PETITE HISTOIRE. Les intellectuels et les artistes ont trouvé l’inspiration dans l’espace du
seuil, mais depuis les années 70 l’argument a été développé par Jan Gehl, en introduisant
le concept de bord doux. S. Unwin a recueilli le témoignage le plus important sur le sujet,
comme Marina Abramovic, qui, en reliant l’IN-BETWEEN et l’idée d’attendre, a souligné
que la dimension temporelle est essentielle dans l’espace de transition, ce qui est crucial
pour la créativité. Expliquer le sens du mot THRESHOLD en anglais (tamisage), Unwin reconnais que au-dessus des seuils se passent les choses plus intéressantes, en raison de leur
incertitude, dynamiques, stimulantes pour les nerfs et l’intellect, tandis que les chercheurs
G. Piccinno et E. Lega ont défini ces espaces en les différentiant en transition continue et /
ou discontinue par rapport a l’environnement.
NOUVELLE QUALITÉ. La discussion sur les aspects de l’interface sont les différents seuils
entre public et privé, symbolique, plus ou moins contrôlée, sont les différents types de
fonctions, de la résidence pour le secteur tertiaire et le commerce qui en articule la déclinaison. L’étude des éléments techniques distingue seuils fluctuants, la communication et
actifs, avec une échelle de l’image de la plus forte a la plus immatérielle. Pour les nouveaux besoins du projet nous nous referont à la notion d’espace-intensité performance. En
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considérant le confort de l’environnement par rapport à la classe d’exigence du bien-être,
la facilité d’utilisation élargie et l’intensité de l’utilisation de la convivialité, la flexibilité
de la classe d’exigence morphologique de l’aspect, la capacité d’intégration et de densité
pour intégrabilité, l’indépendance énergétique pour les aspects de l’éco-compatibilité, se
termine avec les exigences liées à la gestion, en relation avec la réactivité du système. Enfin, nous examinons la question d’une éventuelle modernisation et les moyens de repenser le seuil, aussi en se référant également aux transitions des traditions de construction
de patios et escaliers ouverts.
UNE LEÇON DE MAGIE. Le Storefront for Art and Architecture de New York, de Holl et Vito
Acconci, parmi les expériences les plus complètes au seuil urbaine, ni ouvertures traditionnelles, change selon le jour et l’heure, l’apparition de rapports privés le secteur public,
avec la possibilité d’étendre l’espace. Les sept rotatif articulé sur deux axes, ce qui en tables
et bancs, en reliant les corps des visiteurs de remplissage, entraîné conjointement avec
l’espace à l’extérieur ou à l’intérieur. Le matériau de construction du mur était fait de béton
et de journaux recyclés, le budget et la durée prévue limité. Récupérés en 2008, a encore
le soutien aux expositions d’art, espace performatif élément qui déclenche des réactions
émotionnelles et sociales.

LE SOGLIE DELLO SPAZIO APERTO URBANO
…E QUELLI COLTI DALLA PIOGGIA. Nella lista del 1983, con gli appunti sulle questioni a suo giudizio più importanti per il destino delle città, Kevin Lynch elencava anche
il riuso degli ingressi come ripari pubblici per barboni, bighelloni e quelli colti dalla
pioggia. Anche con questo conforto, il tema centrale del testo è il varco percorribile
sul confine del costruito, ragionando di epistemologia del progetto, tecnologia per
la costruzione, bisogni degli utenti e nuovi requisiti.
PICCOLA STORIA. Intellettuali ed artisti hanno trovato ispirazione nello spazio della
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soglia, ma sin dagli anni 70 l’argomento è stato sviluppato da Jan Gehl, introducendo il concetto del soft edge. S. Unwin ha raccolto le più importanti testimonianze
sul tema, come quelle di Marina Abramovic, che, connettendo l’in-between e l’idea
dell’attesa, sottolinea come la dimensione temporale sia essenziale nello spazio della transizione, cruciale per la creatività. Illustrando il significato letterale della parola
threshold in inglese (setacciatura), Unwin nota come sulle soglie accadono le cose
più interessanti, per la loro incertezza e dinamica, stimolanti per nervi ed intelletto,
mentre le ricercatrici G. Piccinno e E. Lega hanno definito tali spazi distinguendoli in
continui e/o in transizione e discontinui rispetto all’ambiente circostante.
NUOVE QUALITÀ. La disamina sugli aspetti dell’interfaccia comprende le varie soglie
tra pubblico e privato, simboliche, più o meno controllate, sui diversi tipi di funzione, dalla residenza al terziario, al commercio che ne articola la declinazione. Lo
studio degli elementi tecnici distingue soglie fluttuanti, comunicanti ed immateriali,
con una classificazione scalare dall’immagine più forte a quella più immateriale. Per
nuovi requisiti di progetto si fa riferimento al concetto di spazi ad intensità prestazionale. Considerando il confort ambientale e psicopercettivo in relazione alla classe
di esigenza del benessere, l’utilizzabilità allargata e l’intensità d’uso per la fruibilità, la
flessibilità morfologica per la classe di esigenza dell’aspetto, la capacità di integrazione e la densità per l’integrabilità, l’autonomia energetica per gli aspetti di eco compatibilità, si conclude con le esigenze legate alla gestione, correlate con la reattività
del sistema. Infine si valuta la questione dei possibili retrofit ed i modi di ripensare
la soglia, anche riferendosi alle transizioni delle tradizioni costruttive di cortili e scale
aperte.
UNA LEZIONE DI MAGIA. Lo Storefront for Art and Architecture di New York, di Holl
e Acconci, tra i più completi esperimenti di soglia urbana, privo di aperture tradizionali, si modifica a seconda del giorno e dell’ora, relazionando l’aspetto privato con
quello pubblico, con la possibilità di ampliarne gli spazi. I setti incernierati ruotano
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su entrambi gli assi, diventando tavoli e panche, legando i corpi degli ospiti alla
tamponatura, spinta insieme con lo spazio verso l’esterno o l’interno. Il materiale
di costruzione della parete era un composto di calcestruzzo e giornali riciclati, per il
budget e la presunta durata limitata. Recuperato nell’anno 2008, a tutt’oggi è supporto per esposizioni artistiche, spazio-elemento performativo che attiva reazioni
emotive e sociali.
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J. Grawunder, Casablanca Bridge, 1989

A PROJECT FOR THE THRESHOLD
AS SENSITIVE ELEMENT
Patrizia Ranzo
History of architecture and its evolution can be described by the concept of the threshold much more effectively than by any other. In fact the ‘liveability’ of the world
is expressed in all its qualities, by the relationship between human habitations and
their exterior, meant each time as the relationship between nature as adversity from
which we have to defend and protect ourselves and nature as an ideal, mythical, a
mother and friend we can speak to, welcome and be welcomed by. This different
method generates the two fronts of architecture, one considering the threshold as
a closure from nature, city and climate and the other considering the threshold as
a transition between the intimacy of private living and the external world. Two opposing concepts which generate radically diverse approaches to the way of life and
living. Undoubtedly, Mediterranean houses, subscribe to the second way of interpreting architecture in its relationship with the world. Here the project of interfacing
with the external world is carried out in a culture of habitation which is expressed in
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the relationship between the threshold and the exterior not only in a material sense.
As Oskar Strnad, the eclectic Austrian architect and exponent of the Wiener Schule
der Architektur, would say “space should not be perceived only in material terms, it
should also be sensed, listened to, felt”1. The project of the threshold as a “porous”
architectural element, which allows for an osmotic exchange with the “other” world
in respect to the space enclosed by the architecture, is well described in literature by
Plinio il Giovane, in a letter to his friend Gallo. Villa Laurentina, Plinio’s retreat to the
south of the mouth of the Tiber, was planned as a sophisticated architectural mechanism to listen to the environment, to welcome its climatic and olfactory characteristics in a sensitive way through the design of openings, colonnades and galleries:

Here is a gallery which has been developed almost like a public monument. It has windows on both
sides, many of them facing the sea, some towards the garden: there is one of these for every two on
the other side. When the weather is clear and calm, these can all be opened without inconvenience;
when the wind causes disturbance here or there, they are opened only on the opposite side from
where the wind is blowing. In front of the gallery is a terrace perfumed with violets.
The gallery increases the heat from the sun’s rays, reflecting it, and, as it retains the sun, in the same
way it counteracts and holds off the north wind; when it is warm in front it is equally as cool behind. It even blocks the southeasterly scirocco, and in such a way stops and controls opposing winds,
some from one side and some from the other. If that is the comfort of the gallery in winter, it is even
more so in summer. In fact, before midday, the terrace, and in the afternoon the area nearest to the
garden and the avenue, are made cooler by the shadow from the gallery as, according to the time
of day, these can be extended or made longer or shorter. The gallery itself is never without sun, even
when on the hottest days it heavily warms the roof. And then the opened windows allow the west
wind to enter and circulate, and so the environment is never vexatious with heavy and stagnant air.
At the end of the terrace, and therefore also at the end of the gallery and the garden, there is a pavi1 O. STRNAD, Gedanke beim Entfurf eines Grundisses, in M. Eisler, O. Strnad, Wien 1936
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lion – my true passion. I have my place there. There is a room to enjoy the sun which faces the terrace
on one side and the sea on the other, it receives the sun from both sides; and a bedroom which has
a door to the gallery and a window facing the sea.
Opposite this, in the middle of the wall, there is a graceful alcove which can now become part of the
room or a separate one by opening and closing the glass and the curtains. A bed and two chairs
can be found there: at your feet is the sea, behind you the houses, behind your head the woods; these
diverse aspects of the landscape appear at the same time distinct and united through the windows2.

At Villa Laurentina, the game of the openings and their characteristics (shadowy
and long, open and sunny, narrow to allow speedy passage of the air currents) and
their disposition and recurrence allow to follow the daily movement of the sun, the
variations in light, the colors from dawn to dusk, to smell the perfume of the flowers intensified by the heat of the terrace and carried to the interior by the studied
airstream. Porosity is therefore the characteristic of the Latin domus, which considers nature as an animistic and vital key. The threshold does not constitute the limit
of the space, but its strategic amplification through the senses. Later in architectural history, the threshold is interpreted as a rythmic element, a part of the work
as a whole; from the bold musicality of the Baroque to the harmonic composition
between the solid structures and void spaces of eighteenth-century architecture.
Andrea Palladio created a relationship between the rhythm of the openings on the
one hand and the characteristics of the internal space and the quality of the light
he desired to obtain:

One cannot give certain and determined rules to the height and width of the main doors of the
buiding or to the doors and windows of the rooms. It is for this reason that when making the main

2 PLINIO IL GIOVANE, Lettere ai familiari, BUR, 1984.
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doors the Architect should deal with the size of the construction, the quality and the things that must
be brought and conducted through them. It seems to me it works well to divide the space of the floor
from its surface into three and a half parts, and make the lights two parts in height and one part in
width, leaving a twelfth part of the height. (…) One should be advised that in making the windows,
they should not be more infrequent or thicker than the need requires.
However one should have great regard for the size of the rooms, which should receive the light from
these: it is for this manifest reason that a large room has need of much more light, so that it is bright
and clear, than a small room: and if one makes the windows smaller and more infrequent than is
required, it makes the place dark: and if the size is too much exceeded, it is made almost uninhabitable, because the air in those places shall be brought to be hot or cold according to the hottest
or coldest seasons of the year, if the region of the sky to which they are turned does not contribute
some benefit.3

If in some way modernity cancels the complexity of the concept of the threshold,
through the radical autonomy of its composition in a natural and artificial context,
it is from protagonists of modern architecture that we find the characteristic of porosity as a primary quality.
The identity of the Italian house proposed by Ponti, probably for reasons of genetic
inheritance, draws on the highest characteristics of the Mediterranean house: for
Giò Ponti the “ideal home” should reflect every quality of light, sharing it and spreading it through the transiton of the threshold; the latter should become an integral
part of the habitable space, giving it functional and decorative use at the same time.
“Furnished window” demonstrates that architectural space is that which is totally
habitable, beyond functional division. Parallel to Giò Ponti, the activity of Bernard
Rudofsky unites, between theory and practice, the porosity of the Mediterranean
house with the essence and continuity with nature of the Japanese house.
3 A. PALLADIO, I quattro libri dell’architettura, Libro I, capitolo XXV.
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A complex mixture, but witnessed and shaped in many of Rudofsky’s constructions
and plans; the relationship of the exterior with the closed court in the Mediterranean house, the open spaces facing the sky and habitable in every season, the materials that create a dialogue with the sweet domestic nature of the gardens – all
of these refer, in a kind of austere splendor, to the essential domestic mysticism in
Japanese houses.
In all the architecture by Bernard Rudofsky, created or only imagined, this quality is
added by sensitivity in the perception of the archetypal qualities of living, in reflecting the essence of the place to its interior and giving it distinctive features through
the closure, the openings or the screening of the threshold element. His house at
Malaga, “La casa”, represents the manifestation of his desire to create architectural
absolutes, in which the materials create a dialogue with the immateriality of the
location. With this type of attitude to design all of architecture becomes a threshold.
Pictures from his travels constantly influence and suggest things for his projects:
the screening for arab windows, like the curtains in poor Mediterranean houses,
the shadows of leaves on white walls, pergolas and internal gardens, these are proposed as central components in his habitations, giving an anthropologically based
architecture.
“What I represent in my photographs are not models but sets of values” Rudofsky
affirms in a lecture held in Copenhagen in April 19754; with this he reasserts the
determining value, in his projects, of the way of life in Mediterranean cultures, the
places and porous spaces of everyday living. Giò Ponti has brought the element of
the threshold in architecture, anthropologically and compositionally based, to the
field of interior design and to design in general. He has treated the contemporary
culture of design, especially in its industrial element, as a modular and decontex-

4 Citato in M. PLATZER (a cura di ) Lessons from Bernard Rudofsky, Birkhauser Verlag, Basel, 2007,
p. 34.
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tualized element, above all in relationship to its purely economic and commercial
dimension. This has not contributed to evolution of the sensitive project in a qualitative sense but rather in terms of technical and functional reproducibility. Yet, in the
Siedlungen project, at the dawn of industrial construction, Bruno Taut entrusted the
distinctive character of the different volumes to the system of openings. In particular, repetitiveness in the volumetric construction at Siedlung Berlin Britz and the lack
of habitational identity, a problem increasing at the time in the culture of modern
architecture, was redeemed by differentiation and personalization of the frames as
identificative elements.
The view of elements of the threshold as key components, characteristic of contemporary culture in planning, split the organic relationship between the whole of
architecture and the culture of living which sustained it. Friedensreich Hundertwasser, an architect, painter and pioneer who experimented with sustainable urban
architecture, identified the distinctive quality of architecture in windows and their
relationship with greenery. His most famous creation, Hundertwasserhaus in Vienna, built between 1983 and 1986, is a true prototype for social housing, in which the
affirmation of anthropomorphic individuality is made transparent by differing treatment of the openings and frames in the façade: “Man – Hundertwasser affirmed – is
wrapped in 3 layers: his skin, his clothes and the walls of the house. The windows
are the bridge between the interior and the exterior, they are like pores in the skin.
The windows are equivalent to eyes.”5
One of the keys to read the works of Frank Gehry is the planning of the windows
and doorframes in general. If these are totally absent from some of his architecture,
such as the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation in Bilbao (1997) and the more
recent constructions in Abu Dhabi (planned for completion in 2013), in others they

5 A. CRAVACE, Teorie e progetti di Friedensreich Hundertwasser, pioniere della bioarchitettura, in
“Architettura ecosostenibile.it”, Febbraio 2012.
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are the distinctive theme of his works. The windows, the outward view towards the
exterior of the building, are now being designed in a boxy and volumetric way, in
positive, and in other cases they withdraw, in negative, creating chiaroscuro on the
building envelope:
In the case of the positive variant of the visual prominence the window appears to visibly “jump out”.
One of Gehry’s projects provides a fitting example, currently in course of construction in Australia at
the University of Technology in Sidney (UTS): the building by Dr. Chau Chak Wing. The project was
conceived as a block inscribed into a relatively narrow urban perimeter and mainly comprises an
entrance in the undulated eastern façade, constructed in such a way as to assume a contextualized
aspect, with projecting layers of sand-colored bricks (…) At UTS the curved brick structure is incisively
studded with windows, the accent on the east facade falls absolutely on the windows, almost using
them as an expedient to draw the attention from the undulations.
The windows with aluminium fittings of analogous projects differ from the regular windows only because they protrude from the facade in alternate measure. These boxy extrusions are perpendicular
to the ground floor, never distorted but pronounced, visible. They stand out.6

In the complex panorama of urban architecture, entirely defined by the existing
heritage of architecture and construction, the redefinition of the language of the
threshold as a porous aspect of architecture can been seen as a great opportunity
for renovation of existing buildings, in particular regarding those building without
quality which punctuate our cities and which remove humans from a civilized way
of life. The experience of an international workshop which takes as its point of departure the redefinition of the threshold as an architectural element, through a more
general reflection on the relationship between architecture and the environment,
6 M. HOLT, M. LOOBY, F. GEHRY: la ridefinizione incidentale della finestra, “Domus”, Maggio 2011.
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between man and the invisible qualities which underlie the reason for living in a
place and a philosophy of being, must be considered central within a design culture
oriented to listening.

LE SEUIL DE SENSIBILITÉ
L’évolution de la notion de seuil comprend des aspects fondamentaux de l’histoire de
l’architecture. On peut comprendre la relation entre la maison et l’homme comme rapport de défense avec une nature négative, ou autrement, comme une ouverture vers une
nature idéale qui nous accueille. Il ya donc deux fronts: ce qui considere le seuil une protection contre le paysage, la ville, le climat; ou des concepts, tels que l’ idée de la Méditerranée, qui voient le seuil comme un élément clé pour l’expansion de l’habiter. Les maisons
méditerranéennes de Ponti et Rudofsky expriment cette idée spécifique; mais aussi le travail des architectes comme Gehry ou Hundertwasser peut être lu en regardant le projet
des ouvertures. On peut dire que le seuil représente l’aspect poreux de l’architecture. En ce
sens, l’attention au langage du seuil est aujourd’hui une excellente occasion de réaménagement des espaces e des bâtiment sans qualitè qui pullulent la ville contemporaine.

IL PROGETTO DELLA SOGLIA COME ELEMENTO SENSIBILE
L’evoluzione del concetto di soglia racchiude aspetti fondamentali della storia
dell’architettura. La relazione tra la casa dell’uomo ed il suo esterno può essere intesa come rapporto difensivo con una natura avversa, o al contrario, come apertura
ad una natura ideale che ci accoglie. Due sono dunque i fronti: quello che considera
la soglia una chiusura, dal paesaggio, dalla città, dal clima; o concezioni come quella mediterranea, che considerano la soglia un elemento chiave per un’espansione
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dell’abitare. Le case mediterranee di Ponti e Rudofsky esprimono questa specifica
idea; ma anche l’opera di architetti come Hundertwasser o Gehry può essere letta
osservando proprio la progettazione delle aperture. In generale, si può dire che la
soglia rappresenta l’aspetto poroso dell’architettura. In tal senso, un’attenzione al
linguaggio delle soglie, racchiude oggi una grande opportunità di riqualificazione
degli spazi e di quell’edilizia senza qualità che punteggia le nostre città.
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Facade, building in Via Piagentina, Florence (Italy)

FROM THE «FINESTRA ARREDATA»
TO THE PREFAB WINDOW
Carolina De Falco
Of the elements of a room, the window is the most marvellous [...] Gratifying and unpredictable
are the permissions that the architect has given to the chose opening1.

With these words, spoken during the acceptance speech for the 1971 AIA Gold Medal, Louis Kahn emphasized not only the importance of openings in an interior, but
also the whim with which the professional decides their locations to favor the entry
of light to make the space more habitable.
In this regard, the famous invention in 1954 by Gio Ponti of the «finestra arredata»,
as told by the Modern Movement, marked a breakthrough in the formal language
of openings. «This decorated window», Ponti held, «is a sign of the presence of an
architect, of an artist. It creates infinite spectacles in a story that replays on the other
1 L. I. KAHN, The Room, The street, The Human Agreement, in «AIA Journal», n. 56, 1971, see M.
BONAITI, Architettura è. Louis I. Kahn, gli scritti, Electa, Milano 2009, p. 144.
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walls», while on the contrary an opening «as big as a wall, the so-called panoramic
window, is a monstrous window: it is in fact no longer a window, it is a missing wall
[...] a violation of the home»2. The connection with the external above all else must
be brought into human proportion. From this point of view, the ‘Ponti’ window also
offers the inhabitants of the house the possibility of inserting the mark of their own
“experience” through the decoration of the shelves that compose it.
A further step in this direction, with respect to the decisional will of the architect,
was made in the 1960’s by the use of prefabrication - a construction technique taken
into consideration after the misgivings encountered during Reconstruction3 - proposed as a system that allows the user the possibility of creating a space to the size
of their liking.
«The day will come when we rent or buy a house and they will just give us a roof with
toilet facilities, and we will need to provide for all the rest, including the walls. This
we will do without turning to the mason or even the carpenter: walls and furniture
will be cement prefabs»: the belief of Leonardo Savioli clearly describes the attitude
of a generation who strongly believed in individual participation4. If Le Corbusier
had already argued that the human is at the center of everything and architecture
must be built around her, stating in Le Modulor that «only the user has a voice»5, it

2 F. IRACE, Gio Ponti e la “casa attrezzata”, in «Ottagono», n. 82, 1986, p. 55 and see G. Ponti, La
finestra arredata, in «Domus», n. 298, 1954.
3 E. GENTILI, Prefabbricazione al convegno di Milano, in «Metron», nn.4-5, 1945, p. 49; La prefabbricazione oggi, in «Metron», n.3, 1945, pp. 45-48. See also La grande ricostruzione. Il piano
Ina-Casa e l’Italia degli anni ‘50, edited by P. Di Biagi, Donzelli editore, Roma 2001.
4 P. BUGIALLI, Gli architetti ci propongono l’appartamento «su misura», in «Corriere della Sera»,
Monday the 8th of March 1965, in Archivio di Stato of Florence (now ASF), Leonardo Savioli,
Materiali relativi a progetti, 218. On Savioli see C. DE FALCO, L. Savioli. Ipotesi di spazio: dalla
”casa abitata” al “frammento di città”, Edifir, Firenze, 2012
5 LE CORBUSIER, Il modulor 2: 1955 (la parola agli utenti), Mazzotta, Milano 1974; See finally: Le
Corbusier, Il Modulor + Modulor 2. Saggio su una misura armonica a scala umana universalmente
applicabile all’architettura e alla meccanica, edited by E. Saurwein, 2 volumes, Mendrisio, GCE,
Gabriele Cappelli Editore, 2004.
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is in the years in which Action Painting and Programmed Art dominated the international scene that the idea of user participation in architectural design found a
consensus. In the Florentine school the influence of the “open work” described by
Umberto Eco in 1962 is essential6. Savioli, in particular, has «a personal conception
of the relationship between technique-architecture, freedom, and prefabrication»7,
in the belief that this building practice may come to the aid of the user in packaging
the space that will be inhabited, modifying it to suit her needs.
In 1965 Savioli won the first ex aequo prize presenting the exhibition “La casa abitata” in Florence, the project of a living cell, a minimal duplex apartment inserted in
a macro-structure, built partly with fixed elements (bathroom blocks, kitchen, and
stairs) and partly with furniture and prefabs (panels, walls, and fixtures), to be positioned to the user’s tastes.
The project was exhibited the following year in Tokyo at the “Italia 1965” exhibition.
The project was also published in the «Lotus», «Architectural world», and «Domus»
journals where it was emphasized that the proposal made by Savioli «belongs to a
study of great interest that he is conducting on prefabrication, understanding it in
a new way»8. The Florentine architect criticized prefabricated buildings then under
construction, not only because of the one-way direction of the process between
architects and industry, with the former in the service of the latter and not viceversa,
but also «for the ’passivity‘ engendered in the user, who finds herself before perfect
objects about which she has nothing more to add»9.
Among the most significant prefabricated elements of Savioli there is the «finestra
6 See U. ECO, Opera Aperta, Bompiani, Milano 1962.
7 Brief report in ASF, Leonardo Savioli, Materiali relativi a progetti, 175. See also Savioli Leonardo, sub voce, in Immagini e temi, edited by M. L. Scalvini, F. Mangone, Dizionario dell’architettura del XX secolo, Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, Roma, 2004, p. 399.
8 L. VINCA MASINI, A. PICA, La casa abitata, in «Domus», n. 426, 1965, p. 43; see also B. Alfieri,
Cellula per una casa minima, in «Lotus», n. 3, 1966; M. Botero, Leonardo Savioli, in «Architectural
world», n. 3, 1966.
9 Brief report mentioned and ASF, Leonardo Savioli, Materiali relativi a progetti, 176.
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Building in via Piagentina, Florence. Prefabricated window,
axonometrics. ASF, Leonardo Savioli, Rotoli, P 58, T5, C45.

Studio Savioli, Florence. Detail of the window.

...
Prefabricated window, building in via
Piagentina, Florence. axonometrics.
ASF, L. Savioli, Rotoli, P 58, T5, C45.
Studio Savioli, Florence.
Detail of the window

Villa Bayon, Florence.
Detail of the balcony
Villa Nirenstein-Lattes a Tavarnuzze, Florence.
ASF, L. Savioli, Cartelle, 32, C9.

blocco»10. This is used in the building on via Piagentina, designed in 1964, which
recalls the architecture of Mike Webb, Paul Rudolph, and Kahn11. This palazzo was
picked for the 1967 IN/ARCH contest and received accolades abroad, appearing in
the pages of «Aujourd’hui», «Werk», and «Kenchiku Bunka»12. The opening elements
are prefabricated (even if decorated with wooden frames) and together with other
serial pieces, used also in the buildings of the Sorgane quarter, are considered the
facilitated modality of the new construction method13. The articulation of the volumes, which derive from the lifestyle needs of the interiors, corresponds to a huge
variety of the openings, made possible by the use of eight concrete modules assembled according to multiple combinational possibilities.
Balconies, windows, and jutting bow windows of different designs are freely distributed in the facade, making the interior very bright. In particular the original balconies, designed for villa Bayon, present the shaped parapet so as also to be used
for group sitting, at a slight overhang, while a simple metal tube with spherical endpoints completes the original railing. It concerns, Savioli underlines, the ability to
construct «a unique and unrepeatable piece with repeatable elements, to use prefabricated concrete elements in such a way as to allow freedom, fantasy, and thereby
ambience»14.
10 L. VINCA MASINI, Leonardo Savioli: il segno generatore di forma e spazio, in Leonardo Savioli: il
segno generatore di forma-spazio, exhibition catalog, edited by R. Manno Tolu, L.V. Masini, A. Poli,
Edimond, Firenze 1995, p. 15.
11 Leonardo Savioli, edited by G. FANELLI, texts by U. APOLLONIO, G.C. ARGAN, G. MARCHIORI,
L.V. MASINI, P. PORTOGHESI, L. RICCI, Edizioni Centro Proposte, Firenze 1966, p. 207. See also:
Savioli Leonardo, sub voce, in Dizionario Enciclopedico di Architettura e Urbanistica, directed by P.
Portoghesi, volume V, Istituto editoriale romano, Roma 1969, p. 420.
12 R. PEDIO, Edificio per abitazioni a Firenze, in «L’architettura. Cronache e storia», n. 138, 1967, p.
810; S. POLANO, Guida all’architettura italiana del Novecento, Electa, Milano 1991, pp. 354-355.
M. PARENT, H. GOULET, Architecture italienne, «Aujourd’hui», n. 48, 1965; Les architectes de Florence, G. GASSIO TALABOT, «Aujourd’hui», n. 53, 1966; P. Riani, L.Savioli e D.Santi, in «Kenchiku
Bunka», n. 279, 1970; Edificio per appartamenti in via Piagentina a Firenze, «Werk», n. 7, 1971.
13 See the tables: ASF, L. Savioli, Rotoli, P 58, T 4, C 42 e T5, C 45.
14 ASF, L. Savioli, Materiali relativi a progetti, 178.
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In the same years the prefabricated window is also used by Savioli in the NirensteinLattes villa in Tavarnuzze, with an interesting solution of a double opening on both
sides of a fireplace. This is yet again introduced for the openings of his study, presented as a leitmotif within the single-piece window, and becomes a design object
in every sense.

DE LA «FINESTRA ARREDATA» A LA FENÊTRE PRÉFABRIQUÉE
L’invention bien connue de la «finestra arredata» de Gio Ponti marque en 1954 une innovation dans le langage formel de l’ouverture, en offrant aussi à l’habitant la possibilité de
«meubler » sa fenêtre selon son «vécu».
En ce sens, un autre pas en avant est fait dans les années soixante lorsque la préfabrication est proposée comme système qui offre à l’utilisateur l’opportunité de créer son espace
architectural sur mesure. «un jour viendra où, lorsque nous louerons ou achèterons une
maison, on nous mettra à la disposition un toit, la salle de bains et la cuisine, et pour
l’aménagement intérieur nous devrons nous en occuper nous-mêmes […] les murs et les
meubles seront en éléments préfabriqués en béton»: la conviction de l’architecte Leonardo Savioli, exprimée dans le projet d’une cellule d’habitation, premier prix à l’exposition
“La casa abitata” à Florence an 1965, éclaire l’attitude d’une génération qui a fortement
cru à la participation individuelle. Parmi les éléments préfabriqués les plus significatifs de
Savioli on trouve la «finestra blocco», véritable objet de design.
A l’agencement des volumes, modelés aux exigences de vie des espaces intérieurs, correspond une très grande variété des ouvertures rendue possible en utilisant des modules en
béton assemblés selon plusieurs combinaisons.
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DALLA «FINESTRA ARREDATA» ALLA FINESTRA PREFABBRICATA
La nota invenzione di Gio Ponti della «finestra arredata» segna, nel 1954, un’innovazione del linguaggio formale dell’apertura, offrendo inoltre all’abitante la possibilità
di inserire il segno del proprio “vissuto”.
In tal senso, un ulteriore passo in avanti viene compiuto negli anni sessanta del
Novecento quando la prefabbricazione viene proposta come sistema che offre
all’utente l’opportunità di creare uno spazio architettonico a propria misura. «Giorno
verrà che quando affitteremo o compreremo una casa ci daranno un tetto e i servizi
e al resto dovremo provvedere da soli […] mura e mobili saranno prefabbricati in
cemento»: la convinzione dell’architetto Leonardo Savioli espressa nel progetto di
una cellula abitativa, primo premio alla mostra “La casa abitata” a Firenze nel 1965,
chiarisce al riguardo l’atteggiamento di una generazione che ha creduto fortemente
nella partecipazione individuale.
Tra gli elementi prefabbricati più significativi di Savioli vi è la “finestra-blocco”, vero e
proprio oggetto di design. All’articolazione dei volumi, che assecondano le esigenze
di vita degli spazi interni, corrisponde un’estrema varietà delle aperture resa possibile dall’utilizzo di moduli in cemento assemblati secondo molteplici possibilità
combinatorie.
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Figure1- Sketch of a typical TDR equipment

Figure3 – One of the metallic probes used for TDR
measurements

Figure 2 – Example of a typical TDR waveform

Figure 4 – Experimental results and relevant calibration relationships between εr and θ, according to equation (7), for the five tested
materials.

THE ECO-THRESHOLD OF BUILDINGS: A
PROPOSAL FOR IN-SITU MEASUREMENT
BY TDR OF THE HYGROSCOPIC
BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY
Roberto Greco, Luigi Mollo
The definition of a green building1 relies on its capability of establishing positive
relationships with the environment and its bio-climatic components. As in all organisms, the sensitive interface between a building and the environment is the skin,
which, in this case, is the building envelope.
Just as in the skin of living organisms, it plays a fundamental role in acting as an
1 Green building is the practice of creating structures and using processes that are environmentally responsible and resource-efficient throughout a building life-cycle from siting to
design, construction, operation, maintenance, renovation and deconstruction. This practice
expands and complements the classical building design concerns of economy, utility, durability, and comfort. Green building is also known as sustainable or high performance building.
Definition by US Environmental Protection Agency in http://www.epa.gov/greenbuilding/
pubs/about.htm
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adaptive interface with the environment, either as landscape or as natural elements
(soil, water, air). In fact,

if the envelope means the “skin” of the building, which protects the inside from weathering, but
at the same time exploits its power, then we can think about creating a protected and controlled space. Therefore, the external environmental conditions become a resource, rather than a
force to be fought, and the envelope becomes a “reactive skin”, which improves the internal
comfort and gives many possibilities of change2.

In this respect, the building envelope may be redefined as the eco-threshold. Such
definition should be intended, keeping in mind the semantic complexity of the concept of threshold, as

something “between” two “things”. As such, it would be equivalent to a space of passage, but
also of boundary, of differentiation. The threshold permits two places, two territories, two
fields, to communicate and, at the same time, to remain distinguishable. So, the threshold
seems close to concepts such as boundary, edge, passage, gate, etc. Indeed, it is definitely
different, since such concepts imply something that is beyond the concept of thresholds and,
at the same time, they cannot fulfil its meaning. We could say that the threshold is a boundary
as well as a passage. The threshold marks off and opens. Thus, is it just a misleading word to indicate what, with more clarity, could be divided into concepts like limit and gate? This is partly
true, but only because the threshold lays “before” every edge and boundary and their relevant
openings. The threshold of a place is something other than its edge or perimeter: in fact, first of
all it lets getting in; but it also differs from an opening, because the latter is inherently possible
as the opening of a closure. The threshold, instead, does not need any predefined space. Thus,
2 T. HERZOG, R. KRIPPNER, W. LANG, Atlante delle facciate, UTET, Torino, 2005
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it does not need sharp edges. The spaces which the threshold connects are “opened” by the
threshold itself, without setting a limit to each other. It is not “an” opening in the perimeter, but
“the” opening of the perimeter, giving rise to the perimeter and to the space that it includes3.

It is apparent that such a definition perfectly fits the concept of building envelope
as eco-threshold, since the indoor space delimited by the building envelope is not
“other” than the outdoor space but just a portion in osmotic contact with it, although organically structured to fulfill specific performance requirements.
MEASUREMENT OF MASONRY MOISTURE BY TDR
The performance of the building envelope must ensure the thermo-hygrometric
comfort of the confined space as well as the limitation of energy consumption. The
behaviour of the building envelope is affected by the thermo-hygrometric characteristics of the components used for its realization. Namely, modelling or experimentally testing the hygroscopic characteristics of building materials is mandatory
in order to model the envelope reliably and, during design, to evaluate its future
thermo-hygrometric behaviour. Such aspects affect the restoration and the environmental and energetic rehabilitation of existing buildings even more. Traditionally,
the envelope was made with materials and technologies strictly depending on the
location. The solid material of the outside walls played the roles of structural support
and of “boundary” between outdoor and indoor space. The literature4 shows that
the prediction of masonry hygroscopic behaviour, based upon direct observation
of porous microstructure of the involved materials, provides unreliable results. Therefore, direct gravimetric measurements of masonry moisture content are usually

3 A. ALTOBRANDO, Definire la soglia, “Trickster”, Anno I n. 1 giugno 2006
4 M. RAIMONDO, M. DONDI, F. MAZZANTI, P. STEFANIZZI, P. BONDI, Equilibrium misture content
of clay bricks: The influence of the porous structure, Build Env 2007;42:926- 932.
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carried out, which are destructive, time-consuming and often unreliable5. Only a few
examples can be found in the literature of non destructive measurement techniques
applied to real-scale masonry specimens, mainly focusing on surface moisture6.
During the last decades Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) has been commonly
used both in the laboratory and in the field, for the measurement of volumetric
water content of soil, owing to its capability of providing reliable estimates of water
content with little disturbance to the investigated medium. TDR measurements are
based upon the strong relationship between relative dielectric permittivity, εr, of a
wet porous medium and its volumetric water content, θ7. The sensitivity of TDR is
so high that it has been recently applied to the retrieval of non-homogenous water
content distribution in soils8. TDR has also been used for the determination of water

5 V. FASSINA, M. FAVARO, A. NACCARI, M. PIGO, Evaluation of compatibility and durability of
a hydraulic lime-based plaster applied on brick wall masonry of historical buildings affected by
rising damp phenomena, J Cult Herit 2002;3:45-51; B. LUBELLI, RPJ VAN HEES, CJWP GROOT, The
role of sea salts in the occurrence of different damage mechanisms and decay patterns on brick
masonry, Constr Build Mater 2004;18:119-124; AL-SAAD Z, ABDEL-HALIM MAH, Laboratory evaluation of various types of mortars for the conservation of Qasr al-Bint monument, Petra–Jordan,
Eng. Struct. 2001; 23:926- 933; CULTRONE G, SEBASTIÀN E, ORTEGA HUERTAS M., Durability of
masonry systems: A laboratory study, Constr Build Mater 2007;21:40-51;
6 MATSUKURA Y, TAKAHASHI K., A new technique for rapid and non-destructive measurement of
rock-surface moisture content; preliminary application to weathering studies of sandstone blocks,
Eng Geol 1999; 55:113-120.
7 TOPP GC, DAVIS JL, ANNAN AP., Electromagnetic determination of soil water content:
measurement in coaxial transmission lines, Water Resour Res 1980;16:574- 582; DALTON FN,
HERKELRATH WN, D.S. RAWLINS DS, RHOADES JD., Time domain reflectometry: simultaneous
assessment of the soil water content and electrical conductivity with a single probe, Science
1984;224:989-990; CAMPBELL JE. Dielectric properties and influence of conductivity in soils at one
to fifty megahertz, Soil Sci Soc Am J 1990;54:332-341.
8 OSWALD B, BENEDICKTER HR, BÄCHTOLD W, FLÜHLER H. Spatially resolved water content
profiles from inverted time domain reflectometry signals, Water Resour Res 2003;39(12):1357;
Greco R. Soil water content inverse profiling from single TDR waveforms, J Hydrol 2006;317:325339; MORET D, ARRÚE JL, LÓPEZ MV, GRACIA R. A new TDR waveform analysis approach for
soil moisture profiling using a single probe, “J Hydrol” 2006;321:163-172; Greco R, Guida A. Field
measurements of topsoil moisture profiles by vertical TDR probes, “J Hydrol” 2008;348:442-451.
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content in rocks9. Only recently some applications of TDR for the measurement of
moisture of building materials have been proposed10, showing that, in order to get
reliable quantitative results, a specific experimental calibration of the relationship
θ(εr) of the investigated material is required.
MEASUREMENT OF WATER CONTENT OF A POROUS MEDIUM BY TDR
Typical TDR equipment for measuring the water content of a porous medium consists of a pulse generator, an oscilloscope and a transmission line made up of a coaxial cable and a metallic probe of known length Lp (figure1).
A steep electromagnetic rectangular pulse is generated and transmitted through
the coaxial cable to the metallic probe embedded in the porous medium. At the
junction between the cable and the probe, a partial reflection of the signal takes
place and the reflected wave travels back to the origin of the line, giving rise to a
steep variation of voltage, which is detected by the oscilloscope.
The refracted wave moves along the probe with a propagation velocity directly
related to the relative dielectric permittivity of the porous medium. The electrical
conductivity of the medium causes an attenuation of the amplitude of the wave as
9 SAKAKI T, RAJARAM H. Performance of different types of time domain Reflectometry probes for
water content measurement in partially saturated rocks, “Water Resour Res” 2006;16:W07404;
SCHAAP MG, ROBINSON DA, FRIEDMAN SP. Measurement and modelling of the TDR signal
propagation through layered dielectric media, Soil Sci Soc Am J 2003;67:1113-1121; Sakaki T,
SUGIHARA K, ADACHI T. Application of time domain reflectometry to determination of volumetric
water content in rock, Water Resour Res 1998;34:2623- 2631.
10 ROELS S, CARMLIET J, HENS H, ADAN O, BROCKEN H, CERNY R, PAVLIK Z, ELLIS AT, HALL C,
KUMARAN K. A comparison of different techniques to quantify moisture content profiles in porous
building materials, J Therm Env Build Sci 2004;27(4):261-276; PAVLIK Z, JIRICKOVA M, CERNY R,
SOBCZUK H, SUCHORAB Z. Determination of moisture diffusivity using Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Method, J Build Phys 2006;30(1):59-70; MOLLO L., GRECO R., Misure di umidità in
murature di tufo con la time domain reflectometry in atti del convegno Le Vie Dei Mercanti S.A.V.E. Heritage - Safeguard of Architectural Visual, Environmental, Heritage. La scuola di Pitagora
s.r.l., Napoli, 2011; MOLLO L., GRECO R., Misure dell’umidità in murature con la tecnica TDR, in atti
del convegno “DIACOMAST 2008”, Cuzzolin Editore, Napoli, 2009.
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long as it travels along the probe11. At the edge of the probe, the wave is completely
reflected back to the origin of the transmission line. An example of the waveform displayed by the oscilloscope is given in figure 2. The measurement of the travel time
Tp between the two reflections, indicated by points A and B, allows the calculation
of the propagation velocity c.
1) c =

2L p
Tp

The squared ratio of propagation speed of electromagnetic waves in the void space,
co, with the calculated velocity, c, allows estimation of the relative dielectric permittivity, εr, of the porous material under investigation.
2)
The propagation speed of electromagnetic waves through a wet porous material is
strictly dependent on the fraction of its volume occupied by water. The relationship
between εr and θ has been experimentally studied for soils, and several expressions
can be found in the literature. The polynomial expression proposed by Topp et al12.
is often considered as a “universal” calibration relationship, since it provides satisfactory estimates for various soils without the need for specific calibration:
3)
Other expressions, based upon a semi-analytical approach, have been proposed
11 CAMPBELL JE. Dielectric properties and influence of conductivity in soils at one to fifty megahertz, Soil Sci Soc Am J 1990;54:332-341.
12 TOPP GC, DAVIS JL, ANNAN AP. Electromagnetic determination of soil water content: measurement in coaxial transmission lines, Water Resour Res 1980;16:574- 582.
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such as13
4)
In equation (4), n is soil porosity; εr,soil the relative dielectric permittivity of the mineral
constituting the solid particles of soil skeleton (between 2 and 5 in most cases); εr,air
the relative dielectric permittivity of air (practically equal to unity as for void space);
εr,wat is the relative dielectric permittivity of water (around 80 at the temperature of
20°C); α = 0.5 is an empirically determined geometric factor.
More recently, simplified expressions have been proposed which take into account
the apparent dielectric permittivity of dry soil, εr,ds,14:

5)
Although equations (4) and (5) rely upon a physical basis, all the proposed expressions for the relationship θ(εr) should be considered as empirical expressions whose
parameters must be estimated by means of ad hoc experiments.

13 ROTH K, SCHULIN R, FLUHLER H, ATTINGER W. Calibration of time domain reflectometry for
water content measurement using a composite dielectric approach, Water Resour Res 1990;
26:2267-2273.
14 WHALLEY WR. Considerations on the use of time domain reflectometry (TDR) for measuring soil
water content, J Soil Sci 1993;44:1-9; Hook WR, Livingston NJ. Errors in converting time domain
Reflectometry measurements of propagation velocity to estimates of soil water content, Soil Sci
Soc. Am J 1996;59:35-41; GONG Y, CAO Q, SUN Z. The effects of soil bulk density, clay content
and temperature on soil water content measurement using time-domain Reflectometry, Hydrol
Process 2003;17:3601-3614.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The suitability of TDR for the measurement of moisture in building material has been
tested. Experiments with yellow volcanic tuff, clay bricks and three different cement
mortars have been carried out. The tested brick is produced by PICA SpA. Table 1
summarizes its characteristics as given in the technical documents by the producer.
The tested tuff is typical yellow Neapolitan tuff, extracted at Quarto, near Naples.
Table 2 summarizes its main technical characteristics as can be found in literature15.
Table 1 - Characteristics of tested clay bricks
units

value

dimensions

cm

12.5x7x5.5

weight

Kg/piece

2.7

water absorption

%

24

UNI 8492

compressive strength

N/mm

9

UNI 8492

2

reference standards

Table 2 - Characteristics of tested volcanic tuff
γd

dry specific weight

11-12 kN/m3

γsat

saturated specific weight

16-17 kN/m3

n

porosity

0.55

k

hydraulic conductivity

10-4,10-5 cm/s

σ

monoaxial compressive strength

3,0 MPa

c

cohesion

0,8-1,0 MPa

φ

friction angle

27°-28°

E

Young’s modulus

1500 MPa

ν’

Poisson’s modulus

0,3

15 COLOMBO G., CAVAGNA B., CASSANI G., MANASSERO V., La tecnica del congelamento
artificiale del terreno per lo scavo delle gallerie di stazione della Metropolitana di Napoli, Gallerie e
grandi opere sotterranee, 2009; 93-129.
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The characteristics of the three tested cement mortars are reported in Table 3. It is
worth noting that one of them is “handmade”, while the other two are industrial
premixed products whose exact composition is protected by copyright.
Table 3 – Characteristics of the tested cement mortars
type of mortar

Binder

Traditional mortar

Pozzolanic
32.5 R

cement

aggregates

additives

pozzolana

None

Air lime
Maltamur (produced
by Premar s.r.l.)

Portland cement
Air lime

Multimalta + REI 240 Portland cement
(produced by Finbond s.r.l.)
Hydraulic lime

Selected silica aggre- unknown additives
gates

Selected silica aggre- unknown additives
gates
fibers

To carry out the measurements, two prisms of 12.5cmx7.0cmx5.5cm were made,
one of clay brick and one of tuff; for the mortars, cylindrical specimens were made
with a diameter of 7.0cm and 13.0cm in height. Each specimen was fitted with threerod metallic TDR probes 10.5cm in length (figure 3). The three rods have a diameter
of 3.0mm and an external interaxis of 32.0mm. The probes were inserted into the
mortar specimens when they were still green, while to install the probes in the brick
and tuff specimens three parallel holes had previously been made with a diameter
slightly larger than the rods. The prepared specimens were submerged in water for
24 hours and then dried at ambient temperature for 10 days. During this period, the
weight of the sample, Wi, was acquired at regular time intervals using a Precisa In127

struments Ltd XB4200C balance accurate to 0.1g. Simultaneously, the experimental
TDR waveforms were acquired with a Tektronics 1502C reflectometer connected to
a PC via an RS232 interface. At the end of the evaporation process, the TDR probes
were removed from the specimens, which were then oven dried for 48 hours at the
temperature of 105°C. Finally, the dry weights of the samples, Wod, were determined.
The volumetric water content, θi, was finally evaluated with the following relationship
6)
In equation (6), V is the volume of the specimen and Wp is the weight of the TDR
probe.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The relationship linking the volumetric water content, determined by means of
equation (6), and the relative dielectric permittivity, obtained with equation (2), was
evaluated for the five tested materials: as is often reported in the literature in the
case of moist soils, a linear relationship between θ and the square root of εr has been
found to be the most suitable for fitting the experimental results:
7)
The estimation of the parameters A and B was carried out by minimizing the root
mean square of the differences between the curve and the experimental data. In
figure 4, for clay brick, tuff, traditional mortar, Maltamur and Multimalta premixed
mortars, the experimental points and the relevant calibration curves are plotted according to equation (7). Table 4 gives the obtained values of A and B for the five
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tested materials, as well as the relevant regression coefficient R2. In all cases, a good
fit between the curves and the experimental data is confirmed.
Table 4 – Values of parameters A and B of equation (7) for the five materials tested
A

B

R2

clay brick

-0.224

0.147

0.984

tuff

-0.317

0.141

0.931

traditional mortar

-0.189

0.104

0.994

Maltamur

-0.240

0.127

0.968

Multimalta

-0.304

0.127

0.977

The slope of the five obtained straight lines is of the same order, although the ranges
of the water contents measured for the various materials are quite different. This
indicates that εr is in all cases rather sensitive to the variations of moisture content.
Furthermore, the shape of the experimentally determined θ(εr) relationships for the
materials tested resembles the classic calibration curves which can be found in the
literature for various porous materials, namely soils, for which TDR represents the
most commonly used technique for the measurement of volumetric water content.
Therefore, the obtained results indicate that TDR is also suitable for the measurement of water content in masonry.
CONCLUSIONS
The laboratory experiments have been carried out with five materials commonly
used for the construction of the building envelope; for all of them, the relationship
between relative dielectric permittivity, measured by means of a TDR device, and
the volumetric water content, measured gravimetrically, has been experimentally
determined. Here we summarize the results of research activities that have alre129

ady been partly presented in scientific conferences or published in international
journals. Substantially, it has been found that TDR technique is suitable for the measurement of moisture of building materials, suggesting that such a technique can
also be successfully applied to measurements in real masonry elements, owing to
its simplicity and low cost accompanied by little disturbance to the tested material.
Indeed, a measurement campaign of capillary rise in masonry elements in real scale
is being carried out. Masonry elements realized with tuff bricks and the three different tested mortars, and equipped with TDR probes at various positions, have been
subjected to controlled hydraulic transients in order to evaluate the effects of the
use of different mortars on the capillary rise phenomenon.

L’ECO-SEUIL DES BÂTIMENTS: UNE PROPOSITION POUR LA MESURE IN SITU PAR
TDR DU COMPORTEMENT HYGROSCOPIQUE DE LA MAÇONNERIE
Le comportement thermique de l’enveloppe du bâtiment est affecté par les caractéristiques thermo-hygrométriques des éléments utilisés pour sa réalisation. La réflectométrie dans le domaine du temps (TDR) a été estimée comme un outil pour la mesure
du contenu d’humidité des matériaux composants la maçonnerie, pour comprendre le
comportement hygroscopique de l’enveloppe. Avec ce but, la relation entre la permittivité diélectrique relative, mesuré par la TDR, et le contenu volumétrique d’eau, mesuré
gravimétriquement, a été évaluée expérimentalement sur cinq échantillons de différents
matériaux de construction. Des relations de calibrage spécifiques ont été déterminées a
cause de l’impossibilité d’utiliser les courbes disponibles en littérature pour d’autres matériaux poreux. Les résultats obtenus montrent que la permittivité diélectrique est fortement sensible aux variations d’humidité, envisageant la TDR comme un outil prometteur
pour la mesure de l’humidité dans des vrais murs de maçonnerie, et aussi pour des appli130

cations dans le domaine du monitorage.

L’ECO-SOGLIA DEGLI EDIFICI: UNA PROPOSTA PER LA MISURA IN SITU DEL
COMPORTAMENTO IGROSCOPICO DELLA MURATURA MEDIANTE REFLETTOMETRIA NEL DOMINIO DEL TEMPO (TDR)
Il comportamento termico dell’involucro dell’edificio è influenzato dalle caratteristiche termo-igrometriche degli elementi impiegati per la sua realizzazione. Uno dei
parametri da controllare è il comportamento igroscopico dei materiali. Si è sperimentato l’uso della reflettometria nel dominio del tempo (TDR) come strumento
per la misurazione del contenuto di umidità dei materiali edili. Con questo obiettivo, la relazione tra la permittività dielettrica relativa, misurata tramite la TDR, e il
contenuto volumetrico d’acqua, misurato gravimetricamente, è stata determinata
sperimentalmente su cinque campioni di diversi materiali da costruzione. Sono
state inoltre determinate delle relazioni di calibrazione specifiche a causa dell’impossibilità di utilizzare le curve disponibili in letteratura per altri materiali porosi. I
risultati ottenuti mostrano che la permittività dielettrica è fortemente sensibile alle
variazioni di umidità, individuando nella TDR uno strumento promettente per la misurazione dell’umidità nelle murature reali, ma anche per applicazioni nell’ambito
del monitoraggio.
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Lightplay project

BIOMIMETICS WITH THE SUN
Adaptability, flexibility and energetic
autonomy in natural light modulation
Carla Langella

DIALIGHT
The Dialight experimental project is part of the “Diatom Design” project which sets
out to transfer scientific knowledge concerning the principles and models relative
to specific photonic, mechanical, morphological, and structural characteristics of
diatoms to productive areas of lighting, electronic and digital device design, and
furniture design. Diatoms are micro unicellular algae which have a very important
ecological role. They contribute, through photosynthesis, to carbon dioxide absorption and oxygen production in all natural and artificial aquatic environments. They
draw silicon from the water and use it to form their external silica shells, called “frustuli”, made up of two valves which enclose the organism. Recent studies carried out
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by the research group coordinated by Mario De Stefano of the Seconda Università
di Napoli, observed that these organisms seem able to concentrate or select light in
the most efficient way possible and thus could represent effective benchmarks to
borrow in the design of new and more efficient systems of capturing solar energy.
Dialight consists of a multifunctional mobile system of sunlight modulation which
accurately filters radiation while avoiding dazzle, caused by direct incidence or reflection, in the work place, in the car, and at home. The device can be positioned rapidly and easily by means of a suction cap which adheres to the internal area of glass
surfaces and can be re-positioned where protection is required according to the
movement of the sun. The project was developed following a biomimetic planning
approach, taking the biduphia antedeluviana diatom as a biological reference, from
which several characteristics were transferred. The punctured pattern of the external
shield, which allows light to be selectively filtered, turns out to be a good way to optimize the quantity of material which nature has fine-tuned over centuries of evolution. The adherence to glass in variable positions, adaptable to the inclination of the
sun in order to capture as much light as possible, was also inspired by diatoms. The
aim of the project was to suggest an alternative system to ordinary screens in common use, avoiding the risk or uncomfortable conditions triggered by the effects of
direct or reflected light in the eyes, without giving up the advantages which natural
light offers in terms of visibility, psycho-physical health and solar thermal gain during the winter time. Prolonged exposure to direct sunlight and easy portability have
led to provide function linked to energy conservation which can be defined as the
production of free energy. The side exposed to radiation is covered with a photovoltaic panel in polycrystalline silicon which produces electrical energy. This is accumulated in a battery which uses a usb system to supply and charge portable devices
such as computers, tablets, telephones and cameras. Its light weight and portability
allow it to be transported and also employed on transparent car surfaces, to shield
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particular areas of the passenger compartment and to have a small energy supply
constantly available. The converted energy may also be used for lighting purposes,
by means of a low energy LED. The device is also a portable safety lamp, which
lights up automatically below a given background light level by means of a light
sensor, emitting a soft light. The porosity of the device’s shell “designs the light” with
a particularly pleasing aesthetic result, both in daytime through the screening effect
filtered through the hole pattern and at night by means of the emission of LEDs
through the same pattern. Thus, the device produces and renders a small dose of
clean and sustainable usable energy, always available and transportable. The project
proposes a product made feasible by means of the assembly of evolved but existing
technologies. The advantage in terms of economical development consists of proposing an innovative and sustainable object which, unlike the big systems based on
the use of alternative energies, is affordable to new and young entrepreneurial activities. Moreover, analyzing climatic data, Italy (above all in the south) produces very
little photovoltaic energy but has many hours of sun, and this should be exploited
by widespread, flexible, economical and lightweight systems. This small domestic
object will help people to learn the advantages of using photovoltaic energy in a
practical and direct way and to develop awareness of environmental sustainability.
Moreover, as it is transportable and easy to handle it is like having a small amount of
clean energy always at your disposal. The panel has a 90° angle and accumulates a
3Wh\day of energy. Over a year it avoids the emission of 440kg of Co2, using a 46 Ah
battery to store energy to use during the evening hours.
LIGHTPLAY
The Lightplay project tackles the idea of selective screening. It can partially and
locally black out solar radiation and visibility access, by means of gestures which resemble the game of quindici and allow the user to manually adjust the ratio betwe-
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en the glass surface and the opaque surface of an opening. A low-tech interactive
system allows interaction with the glass door by means of a system of sliding square
modules, which redefine not only the direct light/shadow ratio but also internal
and external visibility, for example with elements it is preferable to not see, either
from the outside or from the inside to guarantee privacy. The project comprises a
frame composed of a system of tracks on which the modules slide, assembled with
pre-installed frames, and thus adaptable to different sizes and different kinds of windows. An HDL patented system of lodges, flutes and rollaway locks allows the modules to be blocked in various configurations. In particular, the blocking mechanism
presents equidistant spheres on the sides of the modules, which, by means of a connecting spring, allows the pieces to be moved, blocked and unblocked easily by applying light pressure. The modules are made of alveolar polycarbonate coated with
filter film in order to guarantee durability, resistance to solar exposure, ultraviolet
radiation screening and of sufficient light weight to ensure auto transportation and
easy movement. Cellulare membranes are the biomimetic reference of the project,
described by biologists with a model defined as “fluid mosaic”. The molecules that
compose the membrane have an orderly organization but their hydrocarbon chains
are in continuous movement and are thus free to flow fluidly, conferring an everchanging conformation.
LIGHTRANSPORT
The Lightransport system is a modular, flexible and self-powered device, which captures solar light and conveys it along a flexible cable. This is then emitted through
a lightweight portable diffuser into the darker areas of the same room, giving greater uniformity to the degree of luminosity in domestic and work environments. The
light capturing modality is inspired by diatoms, whilst the diffuser emission is inspired by the Aequorea Victori jellyfish, the study of which led to the discovery of “green
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fluorescent protein” and the aequorin photoprotein. The device is characterized by
three gradual levels of illumination. The first level is made up of a direct illumination
system secured by a Fresnel lens, positioned on the surface facing the sun and adhering to the glass by means of special suction pads; adherence increases as surface
heat is generated. An optical fiber is connected to each lens, which then merge into
a flexible cable with a mouldable metal core that connects the capture cell system
to a diffuser, made up of a glass sphere which emits conducted light. The optical
fibres end at the diffuser to which they are connected through anti-dispersals. The
second illumination level is photovoltaic and arises from a ring of small photovoltaic
panels distributed on the perimeter of the capturing disc powering a charger which
supplies energy to an LED system that emits light for several hours after sunset.
The third illumination level is obtained by treating the diffuser with fluorescent pigments in order to release a small fraction of soft light, which dims gradually once
the LEDs are extinguished. In a domestic environment, the descending grade of
illumination favours the physiological process leading to healthy sleep and a more
relaxing atmosphere appropriate to family togetherness.
CONCLUSIONS
Apart from the number of non-renewable resources saved for each single object,
the proposed projects aim to have a strong influence, in terms of user awareness, on
energy saving and on the use of renewable energy, and on the connection between
these issues and people’s well-being, which must be a priority in the innovation process. The aesthetic characteristics of the objects described above, the light effects
and the seductive shades, help focus user attention on their ethical content. In these kinds of experiments the intersection between biology, the evaluation of unresolved needs and the reshaping of habits and gestures may lead to the introduction
of appropriate process and product innovation in areas such as lighting design or
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interior design, in which the demand for new products with bizarre characteristics
that break the boundaries of market standardisation, is very high. Thus a new light
concept is suggested: natural, transportable, soft, and closer to the human dimension and user psychophysical needs, in line with the spreading of a renewed culture
of dim light as an environmental, anthropological, ethical and technical condition.
Except in those cases in which activities carried out need a strong visibility level,
at the end of the day it is necessary to strongly reduce environmental illumination
levels in order to favor natural physiological relaxation processes and preparation
for sleep, as well as to favor concentration and intimacy. The request for reduction
in power consumption sets the conditions for a radical rethinking of indoor light
projects, with fewer light points and a check on light pollution of the habitat and
urban space.

LA BIOMIMÉTIQUE AVEC SUN
Le document décrit une conception des activités d’expérimentation menées dans le cadre
du Hybrid Design Lab, de la Seconde Université de Naples, sur le projet de dispositifs mobiles de protection solaire pour les surfaces orientées emballage transparent pour intégrer
les réponses le bien-être a besoin de vision, de l’adaptabilité et de la production d’énergie
renouvelable. Les projets sont basés sur l’approche qui caractérise le laboratoire, appelée
«science inspirée», selon laquelle la conception peut “manger” tout le temps les progrès et
les développements dans les sciences les plus avancées et, en même temps, pour aider à
interpréter les mêmes résultats scientifiques, résultant en un bénéfice dans les deux sens et
un plus grand respect de la vie quotidienne à l’avancement de la science. L’intersection de
la conception à la biologie, la physique, la science des matériaux peut, par conséquent,
d’offrir de nouveaux scénarios de collaboration et sans précédent dans lequel les rôles
sont inversés, de fusionner et de se renouveler constamment afin d’obtenir des progrès
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communs dans plusieurs domaines, synergique et dynamique. L’application des méthodes, outils et biomimétiques langues multidisciplinaires offre la possibilité d’initier de nouveaux processus de «coopération vertueux» entre les composantes du projet (conception
et ingénierie) et les sciences (biologie et physique), dans le but d’atteindre des résultats
communs et intérêt commun qui peut aboutir à la conception de nouveaux produits destinés aux entreprises dans le scénario développé ou émergent de l’auto-manifacturing.

BIOMIMETIC SHIELDING
La sperimentazione progettuale è stata condotta nell’ambito dell’Hybrid Design
Lab, laboratorio di design biomimetico della Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli, sul tema del progetto di dispositivi mobili di schermatura solare per superfici di involucro trasparenti, orientati a integrare le risposte alle esigenze di benessere visivo,
adattabilità e produzione di energia rinnovabile. I progetti si fondano sull’approccio
che caratterizza il Lab, definito “science inspired”, in base al quale il design può “nutrirsi” continuamente degli avanzamenti e degli sviluppi delle scienze più avanzate
e, allo stesso tempo, contribuire all’interpretazione degli stessi risultati scientifici, ottenendo un vantaggio biunivoco ed una maggiore aderenza del vivere quotidiano
al progresso della scienza. L’intersezione del design con biologia, fisica, scienza dei
materiali può, quindi, proporre nuovi e inediti scenari di collaborazione in cui i ruoli
si invertono, si fondono e si rinnovano di continuo, allo scopo comune di guadagnare avanzamenti nei diversi ambiti, in modo sinergico e proattivo. L’applicazione dei
metodi, strumenti e linguaggi multidisciplinari offre l’opportunità di avviare nuovi
processi di “cooperazione virtuosa” tra componenti progettuali (design e ingegneria) e scientifiche (biologia e fisica), al fine di poter pervenire a risultati condivisi, e
di comune interesse, che possano tradursi nel progetto di nuovi prodotti rivolti ad
aziende evolute o allo scenario emergente del self-manifacturing.
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B. Rudofsky, An abstract hole, Nivola’s House, 1951

THE EXPANDED THRESHOLD
The idea of intermediary space
Francesca La Rocca

In theory, the threshold can be meant as two-dimensional slot, an abstract topological entity, link between an inner and outer space, clearly separated. But, although
incontestable, this definition does not correspond to the various meanings of the
threshold in living; actually, it does not explain the different functional aspects of the
transition spaces. Thank to an endless variety of technical elements, or even to the
smallest detail, the threshold may become a significant passage, can give depth and
meaning to architecture and urban spaces.
In the garden of the Nivola’s House, in 1951, Bernard Rudofsky creates a wall with a
“window”, a simple square hole traversed by the branch of a tree: but is this enough
to qualify the external space, to give poetic expression to the connection between
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artifice and nature. We can certainly say the threshold is an ever-present theme in
the history of living:

The traditional window is rarely a plain hole in the wall. It is nearly always one component in a
spatially layered transitional zone. Curtains, blinds, folding structures, windows sills and flower
box each fulfil a different task and create a ‘gentle’ threshold from the outside to the interior1.

The threshold is the focus of Ettore Sottsass when he writes:

Mi è sempre piaciuto fotografare le porte, gli ingressi, i passaggi stretti, quelli oscuri e umidi
attraverso i quali, con una certa pratica, si arriva poi alla luce del sole, ai larghi paesaggi, forse
al mare, forse all’estasi2.

A watchful eye can experience the many nuances that the idea of transition
embodies in the real world; however, in everyday life we do not even notice
the existence of these spaces:

Le porte, gli ingressi, i passaggi qualche volta sono disegnati facendo finta di niente, come se
passare da un posto all’altro fosse un evento senza senso, un evento casuale, quasi quasi una
perdita di tempo, un pezzo della vita che non sa di niente3.

We understand the significance of the threshold, his nature of “intermediate space”
1 C. SCHITTICH, Shell, Skin, Materials, in C. Schittich (edited by) Building skins. Concepts, layers,
materials, Birkhäuser, Basel 2001, p.11
2 E. SOTTSASS, Fotografie, 1955, in M. Carboni, B. Radice (edited by), Scritti 1946-2001, Neri
Pozza, Vicenza 2002, p.470.
3 E. SOTTSASS, op.cit..
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only if we associate it with an existential dimension. If we deepen our discussion, the
theme of the threshold can be connected to fundamental issues such as birth and
death. If for a moment we turn away from the usual landscapes and environments,
we can experience a different point of view: in Nubas villages in Sudan, for example,
looking at the narrow access to the houses, immediately we are led to think at the
moment of birth. The loss of the intermediate space was specifically associated by
Kisho Kurokawa to the birth of modernity and to the rise of the International Style.

Modern Architecture, with its emphasis on function, has until now had a far simpler meaning,
but in following that course has lost its narrative quality. Interior space completely cut off from
exterior space creates a feeling of alienation. The role that intermediary space can play to supplement this failing of Modern Architecture is a very important one4.

Schematically we can identify different functions of the threshold: it defines a social
space of transition between public and private; in various ways, from simple to complex, is an opportunity of expression: from the basic Rudofsky hole in the Nivola’s
garden, to the exuberance of a baroque access; throughout the preindustrial architecture, the threshold is a space-filter of thermo-physical properties. These three
aspects are not considered in the International Style architecture. The reasons are
mainly the following:
1. The city has lost its places of micro-social living, in the name of a rigid functionalism. Modern architecture ended up exchanging success in achieving a certain type
of industrial and administrative efficiency by isolating the various sectors of society
according to function for a critical loss of organic integrity and humanity.
2. An aesthetic of lightness is opposed to old constructions with their tick walls. New

4 . KUROKAWA, Rediscovering Japanese space, Weatherhill, New York-Tokyo 1988, p. 43
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A “virtual” goal on the wall in a Naples’ street

Stree life in Istanbul

The Nubas’ threshold: a traditional village in Sudan
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buildings are closed in dematerialized and two-dimensional skins; if the wall is in
any case considered as a form protecting from the destructive powers of nature,
new methods help architects to cool and heat the indoor environments.
3. The artificial air-conditioning systems completely replaces the traditional conservative and selective role of the envelope. The process of dissolving the building skin
– its dematerialization – is directly linked to the progressive indipendence from its
load-bearing function.
Kurokawa therefore argues the importance of imagining “a new paradigm for contemporary architecture that can overcome the analytic, dualistic approach – interior
and exterior, architecture and nature, residence and city, technology and humanity,
part and whole, detail and structure, private ownership and public ownership, function and beauty, material and spiritual”5. This symbiotic approach can help restoring the value of intermediate zones, ambiguity and vagueness.
THE TRESHOLD AS MICRO-SPACE FOR SOCIAL LIFE
Very little is needed to create configurations between interior and exterior of the
building, inviting socialization and allowing aggregation. Not only in Mediterranean cities, where the climate is particularly favorable, living tends to extend into the
street. The current urban sociology considers the liveability of the city itself is linked
to the existence of structures, though minimal, linking private life and semi-public
spaces around the building.
FILTER-SPACE OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
It is very important in contemporary sustainable design the configuration of an enevelope, often a proper double skin, able to play the function of thermoregulating
the indoor micro-climate. Bioclimatic architecture is inspired today by traditional
5 K. KUROKAWA, op. cit., p. 43
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Vertical farm system in an office building
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Tezuka Architects, Engawa House, 2007

Haus-Rucker-Co, Oasis nr 7, 1972

methods of preindustrial era, innovated by means of smart technologies and materials. The building skin is today a responsive one, as a component of a sustainable low-energy concept: lighting, ventilation, protection from humidity, insulation
against heat/cold, wind protection, sun protection, glare protection, visual protection, noise protection, energy gain, are the factors considered in designing.
THE THRESHOLD AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPRESSION
Designing the treshold with care also means to attribute new aesthetic values, to
invent unusual atmospheres. The possibilities of “say something” using the technical
elements as a new expressive language are endless. Among the many uses of the
green we can take for instance the functional and expressive possibilities of components designed to host the growing of agricultural products: today little vertical
farm can characterize private or office buildings. Furthermore, we can observe that
this topic has been treated in a unique manner in the history of Japanese architecture, and it is embodied in the traditional constructive element called engawa:

The engawa is multiporpose, serving simultaneously as an external corridor connecting all the
rooms of the house, a sheltering structure against rain, wind, and summer heat, an area for
greetings or entertaining guests, and as the passageway to the garden, among many other miscellaneous functions (…) Perhaps the most important role of the engawa is as an intervening
space between interior and exterior6.

The Tezuka Architects’ Engawa house is a contemporary reworking of the traditional
Japanese space: a long and narrow house that becomes as a porch by opening
16 meters of the glass sliding doors. Finally, we point out a project of the Austrian

6 K. KUROKAWA, op. cit., p. 54
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radical group Haus Rucker-Co, Oasis Nr 7 , installed first time on the occasion of “documenta 5” at the Fridericianum in Kassel in 1972. Rucker-Co creates a provocative
extension of the building through a transparent bubble which contains within it
fragments of nature. The object is to be understood as the dream of an extension of
living to the nature: after forty years, contemporary design has certainly new technical and conceptual tools to achieve it.

LE SEUIL DILATÉ. L’IDÉE DE LA ZONE INTERMÉDIAIRE
Le seuil est un thème presque infini dans l’histoire de l’architecture, avec des épisodes revêtant une importance esthétique particulière, comme le engawa de la tradition japonaise.
Dans l’âge de l’International Style tous les espaces intermédiaires perdent leur importance, en faveur d’une architecture plus rigide et des configurations qui tendent à la dématérialisation ; une architecture insouciante surtout des relations entre naturel et artificiel.
Dans le scénario contemporain du projet nombreuses sont les fonctions qui le seuil entendu comme espace intermédiaire peut être appelé à exercer : il définit l’espace social
de la transition entre public et privé, peut être une opportunité d’expression esthétique,
peut représenter un espace-filtre de propriétés thermo physiques, indispensabile du point
de vue de l’architecture écologique. Le dessin industriel peut apporter une contribution
significative dans la conception des éléments et des composants qui, étendant l’espace
de transition entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, soient capables de rendre plus profonde la dimension existentielle de l’habiter.
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LA SOGLIA DILATATA. L’IDEA DELLO SPAZIO INTERMEDIO
La soglia è una tematica pressocchè infinita nella storia dell’architettura, con episodi di
particolare rilevanza estetica come l’engawa della tradizione giapponese.
Nell’età dell’International Style perdono invece importanza tutti gli spazi intermedi
dell’abitare a favore di un’architettura più rigida nelle sue configurazioni e tendenzialmente smaterializzata, poco attenta soprattutto alla relazione tra naturale ed artificiale.
Nello scenario contemporaneo del progetto sono molte le funzioni che la soglia intesa
come spazio intermedio può essere chiamata a svolgere: essa definisce uno spazio sociale di transizione tra pubblico e privato, può costituire una occasione espressiva e configurarsi come uno spazio filtro di proprietà termo-fisiche, essenziale nell’ottica di un’architettura sostenibile. Il design può dare un rilevante contributo nella ideazione di elementi
e componenti che, nel dilatare lo spazio di transizione tra esterno ed interno, diano una
nuova profondità alla dimensione dell’abitare.
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N. Foster, City Hall, London, 2012

TRANSPARENCY AND THE AMBIGUITY
OF LIMITS IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE
Cettina Lenza

“The future lies beneath the sign of transparency”: with this affirmation, in 1929
Walter Benjamin announced the coming of a “turning point in history” which was
“ringing in the final hour of the old way of living, where intimacy and safety were
the top priorities. Giedion, Mendelsohn and Corbusier transformed the dwellings
of men, above all into a transitional space crossed through by all forces imaginable
and waves of light and air”1. The sign of modernity could therefore be described as
the abolition of limits intended as an opaque, impenetrable diaphragm, relinquishing its place to a house “with glass walls, where the terraces enter deep into the
1 W. BENJAMIN, Il ritorno del flaneur (1929), in ID., Critiche e recensioni. Tra avanguardie e letteratura di consumo, Torino, Einaudi, 1979, p. 128.
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rooms, which are actually no longer rooms at all”2, modifying the true sense of the
threshold that would have marked the boundary between Innen and Aussen. An
evident symptom can already be seen in the purification of facades, eliminating the
“plebs deorum like caryatids and atlases, Pomonas and angels” and all “those figures
that once dominated and have now become like Roman Penates, mild threshold
divinities, […] dusty and anonymous, sitting on landings, in niches of the vestibules that guard rites of passage, that in the past accompanied every step beyond a
wooden or metaphysical threshold”3. As in the architecture of Loos, who was not
conquered by the architecture of glass and instead maintained a clear distinction
between private and public space, contrasting interior walls, articulated and even
precious, with bare facades where no allowances for ornamentation are made: a
kind of purification that cancels out the symbolic role of openings as points of passage from the exterior to the interior, definitively secularized by the elimination of
gables and cornices that once framed them, in villas, but also in the ‘house without
eyebrows’ on Michaelerplatz.
The explicit icon of the new desire for transparency is nevertheless glass, acclaimed
by Benjamin as “cold and sober” and above all “enemy of secrets”4, an expression of
a “new poverty” with the ability to break apart, together with the Stimmung of the
Bourgeois interieur, the socially discriminating value of living; but, in reality, the roots
of the Glasarchitektur are still anchored in a deep sense of the limits of domestic
space. In contrast to the visionary crystalline constructions of Bruno Taut, conceived as grandiose monuments isolated in sublime Alpine scenarios, for Scheerbart
transformation produced by glass architecture would have had to start from the nucleus of the home, or rather from a single area, the veranda, to then extend into the
2 W. BENJAMIN, Karl Kraus (1931), in ID., Avanguardia e rivoluzione. Saggi sulla letteratura, Torino,
Einaudi, 1973, p. 107.
3 ID. , Il ritorno del flaneur, cit., p. 128.
4 ID., Erfahrung und Armut; Italian translation: Esperienza e povertà, “Metaphorein” 3, 1978, pp.
14-15.
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entire house and progressively to the city and the territory. In an article published
in “Ver Sacrum” in 1898 Scheerbart attributed the “rigidity of European residential
architecture” to the presence of windows, which with their cumbersome presence
influence, on the exterior as much as the interior, the definition of space as well as
furnishings. This is how the author illustrates the separation of air and light as a new
and fundamental principle: giving the first over to mechanical aerators, the window is liberated from one of its traditional functions and can take on unexpected
positions, dimensions and shapes; furthermore, it also loses its prerogative of absolute transparency, necessary to provide views to compensate for the “very squalid
and uninteresting” appearance of the interior spaces, to become “the pathway for
light”5. As explicitly reiterated in the 1914 small volume – an authentic ‘treatise’ on
new architecture, set forth with technological detail – glass did not serve to render
diaphragms between ‘the inside’ and ‘the outside’ useless, nor to collect the image of the urban panorama into the domestic space, which is significantly filtered
and deformed by inclined, colored double glass barriers, wrapping the person in a
polychromatic world animated by surprising sparks and precious reverberations. In
fact, Scheerbart places a Jugendstil brand of richness and decorativeness before the
reductive simplification of “so-called objective style, free of ornamentation”6, surpassing Greece – still the reference point for new functionalism – to find its origins
in the medieval and oriental world: as demonstrated by the ‘gothic’ mosaic in the
multi-colored glass panes set into lead, the ‘Moorish’ embroidery in the finely worked fiberglass applications, the ‘Byzantine’ luminescence in the enameled or mosaic
covered surfaces. The glass house, created using “splendid materials that time cannot destroy”7, constitutes the hospitable shelter where the individual can immerse
5 P. SCHEERBART, Licht und Luft, “Ver Sacrum” 1, 1898, pp. 13-14; Italian translation: Luce e aria,
in ID., Architettura di vetro, Milano, Adelphi, 1982, pp. 150-153.
6 ID., Glasarchitektur, Berlin, Verlag der Sturm, 1914; Italian ed. Architettura di vetro, cit., p. 30.
7 Ibidem, p. 96.
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himself as if in a silent aquarium, without “hearing or seeing anything from the external world”8, cut off from the experience of the subject, totally absorbed in its own
spectacular domestic environment. So the new diaphanous diaphragm reinforces,
as opposed to dissolves, the limit of an essentially introverted architecture, where
only a few transparent windows can satisfy nostalgia for the sky.
Nevertheless, the search for an aesthetic respite shields the Scheerbartian dream
from the risk of tipping over into a negative utopia: like for the prefigured city, in
1922, by Evgenij Zamjàtin in the novel My (We), where the absolute transparency of
the dwellings – cubical cells made of glass brick walls furnished with glass furniture
– in an artificial city enclosed by a large transparent dome, allowing for oppressive
control by the centralized power of the Single State over the lives of the inhabitants,
forced to live a synchronous repetitive existence, empty of desire, pity, love and imagination9.
But the complexity of the concept of transparency in modern architecture is also highlighted by the dichotomy proposed by Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, between a
real or literal transparency (determined by a physical quality of the materials, relative
to the use of glass, which permits direct visual communication between the interior
and exterior), and a more complex apparent or phenomenal transparency, understood as an “intrinsic quality” in spatial organization, produced by stratification of the
vertical and horizontal planes: conditions which are represented in an exemplary
manner firstly in the Bauhaus building by Gropius in Dessau, and secondly in the
Villa Stein by Le Corbusier in Garches. It is the concept of limits that differentiates the
two declinations of transparency: the large glass wall of the Bauhaus laboratories
constitutes “a surface free of ambiguity that envelops a space free of ambiguity”10,
8 Ibidem, p. 54.
9 Cfr. E.I. ZAMJÀTIN, My (1922); Italian translation: Noi, Milano, Feltrinelli, 1994.
10 C. ROWE, R. SLUTZKY, Trasparenza: letterale e fenomenica (1963), in C. ROWE, La matematica della villa ideale e altri scritti, edited by P. Berdini, Bologna, Zanichelli, 1990, pp.147-168
(p.158).
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while in the second case, thanks to the overlapping and inferences of the planes
suggested by the facades, “transparency ceases to be what it is perfectly clear to be,
instead becoming something that is clearly ambiguous”11. The threshold – which at
the same juxtaposes and divides the exterior from the interior dominion – thins in
the presence of the large glass walls, but actually dissolves in the fragmented articulation to permit an in-depth interpretation. In fact, in architecture by Le Corbusier,
the passages are multiplied: in the horizontal planes, new limits are defined by the
surfaces that separate/interconnect the building, held up by pilotis and concluding
on the roof garden, in respect to the ground and the sky, while repeating in the
vertical planes thanks to the cuts that perceptibly connect the spaces. This is not
only substituting long slots for the traditional holes that perforate the open cantilevered walls: the slots in turn become the backdrops for open spaces, like the ‘false’
façade of Ville Savoy, or the walls that extend hammer-shaped in Garches to laterally
enclose the terrace, creating an ambiguous sequence of thresholds between the
exterior and interior.
The crisis of the original concept of transparency in postmodern architecture is manifested by the new use of glass, inaugurated by the Bell Laboratories of Eero Saarinen (1962) and culminating, in the 1970s, with the Bonaventure Hotel by John Portman, who, translating the facades into enormous reflective shields (and repellent
like mirrored glasses), revolutionizes the search for depth in superficial reduction,
and replaces the possibility of introspection with the obstacle of a ‘barrier’, which
reaches so far as to negate (or at least confound) the perception of architecture,
replaced by an image, continuously variable and distorted, of all that surrounds the
building: trees and clouds, but also structures, roads, automobiles and passersby.
Transparency leaves space for the disorientation brought on by the spectral suggestions of a reflected world, even rendering the condition of the threshold virtual. In
11 Ibidem, p. 148.
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some cases, glass combines with a telluric opacity, as in the design for the Terrarium
Showroom by SITE (1978), where the network of transparent panels cages the terraces of the covering or overlaps the peat inserted into the narrow space between the
external glass layer and the structure in cement blocks, exhibiting the stratigraphy
and organic life that over time would have developed: almost a desire to ironically
evoke the original and crucial threshold that separates the solar life of man on earth
from the underground life of shadows in the sparse openings that perforate the
thick diaphragm.
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TRANSPARENCE ET AMBIGUITÉ DE LA LIMITE DANS L’ARCHITECTURE MODERNE
Pour Walter Benjamin, l’habitation moderne est caractérisée par la transparence, qui
transmue la limite, non plus diaphragme opaque et impénétrable, mais élément de liaison étroite entre extérieur et intérieur. Ainsi le seuil est-il sécularisé par rapport aux valeurs
symboliques des “rites de passage”, libérant les façades des ornements qui encadraient
les ouvertures (Loos) ou les réduisant à des cloisons de verre (Gropius). En tout cas, dans
la nouvelle recherche de transparence, l’idée de limite reste ambiguë : la Glasarchitektur
de Scheerbart prévoit de doubles écrans en verre coloré pour isoler des lieux introvertis,
tout comme à la “transparence réelle” des surfaces vitrées (Bauhaus) s’accompagne la
“transparence phénoménique” de la stratification spatiale (Villa Garches) qui multiplie les
seuils; jusqu’à l’architecture postmoderne qui bouleverse la signification du verre, lequel
plutôt qu’en marge transparente s’érige en barrière réfléchissante et dissuasive.

TRASPARENZA E AMBIGUITÀ DEL LIMITE NELL’ARCHITETTURA MODERNA
Per Benjamin, l’abitare moderno è caratterizzato dalla trasparenza, che scardina il
limite come diaframma opaco e impenetrabile e pone in stretta relazione esterno e
interno. Di conseguenza, la soglia viene secolarizzata rispetto ai valori simbolici dei
“riti di passaggio”, depurando le facciate dagli ornamenti che inquadravano le aperture (Loos) o riducendole a pareti di vetro (Gropius). Anche nella nuova ricerca di
trasparenza l’idea di limite resta comunque ambigua: la Glasarchitektur di Scheerbart
prevede doppie schermature di vetro colorato per isolare alvei introversi, così come
alla “trasparenza reale” delle superfici vetrate (Bauhaus) si accompagna la “trasparenza fenomenica” della stratificazione spaziale (Villa Garches) che moltiplica le soglie;
fino all’architettura postmoderna che ribalta il significato del vetro, non più margine
trasparente, ma barriera riflettente e respingente.
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Perception of light

Hascher und Jehle, Kunstmuseum, Stuttgart
Lighting designer: P. Andres; ibb Burrer & Ingenieurbüro Deuring GmbH

STRATEGIC DESIGN
FOR A NEW CONCEPT OF THRESHOLD
Roberto Liberti

VISUAL PERCEPTION OF LIGHT
The design of light and color in a living space is a very complex activity as a result
of multiple factors, ranging from the psychological and emotional aspects which
light and color can trigger to purely physico-chemical techniques. The designer
must ensure the light fulfils the function of giving adequate vision with respect to
comfort and energy savings. Instruments currently available have achieved exceptional results. They can calculate and display daylight perfectly, and plan providing
documentation for realistic lighting scenes according to national and international
standards through interactive 3D visualization. Light, which is an essential regulator
of biorhythms, acts favorably on the body via the amount of heterochromatic light,
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the composition of light radiation at different frequencies and variability. “Psychological well-being comes from what could be called a dynamic of opposites “: periods
of exposure to light and dark, according to an alternating daily cycle (circadian),
allow the body to produce certain substances (endocrine hormones) that have the
ability to regulate a complex series of chemical and physical processes, which are
the basis of the most important functions of the human body. All functions of the
human body are, therefore, influenced by the alternation of day and night. Research
has therefore revealed that humans do not have receptors sensitive to the visible
spectrum of light only in the eye but are also equipped with receptors that determine a biological effect: in particular, the production of two hormones, melatonin
that relaxes us and cortisol that makes us active. The sensitivity to brightness and
the perception of light varies from person to person and depends on various factors,
described as follow.
a) Character aspect. According to the great psychotherapist Lüscher, preference, antipathy or indifference towards certain qualities of light may accurately disclose the
individual ‘s personality traits, aspects of their character and emotional tendencies
towards their emotional life and relationships. The distinguished psychologist Angela Wrights argues that:
- The solar personality, friendly and optimistic, prefers delicate and warm light tones,
and lightsources characterized by a warm-white light (2700K). The preference for a
certain quality of light seems to be a powerful key in accessing the subconscious,
both in children and adults.
- Elegant, cool, balanced, relaxed personalities choose cool, not bright, but at the
same time delicate colors.
- Warm, sociable, reliable and down-to-earth personalities choose warm tones, but
much more intense warm lighting (shades of yellow-orange) between 2500K and
20000K;
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- Modern “high-tech” personalities prefer very sharp and strong tones, corresponding to light shades of blue and white (fluorescent sources often with a blue-white
light 4-6000K)
b) Area of belonging. To the north, warm colors are preferred, with color distributions of a soft, muted brilliance, while the Mediterranean countries prefer bright and
lively light.
c) Role of the space around the user:
- hospital light must give serenity without being challenging;
- in schools and reading rooms, the light must foster a creative atmosphere;
- in the workplace to stimulate concentration and activity;
- in museums and exhibitions to promote the viewing and contemplation of objects
on show without strain;
- in premises for recreational activities, to create a comfortable atmosphere and to
encourage optimal use of space;
- in large indoor areas such as airports and stations, a comfortable yet formal setting.
A NEW CONCEPT OF THRESHOLD
The study and design of natural or “daylighting” is certainly the challenge of the
next decade. The natural lighting of the interior is usually due to three components:
direct sunlight, the light from the sky and light reflected by the inner and outer
surfaces. The building envelope is the skin from which light permeates the interior
spaces. The incidence side of the light requires elements such as reflective sills but
at the same time also control and solar selection:
- sunscreens and horizontal slats in different materials (from aluminum reflective
glass);
- overhangs such as balconies or superposition of photovoltaic panels difficult to
integrate, especially in buildings subject to restrictions;
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- blinds, shutters inside or outside the cavity of the glass;
- exterior blinds or fabrics.
Just a gesture, and in the “window” pale dawn rises. It becomes dawn on command
and then sun in the morning and thunderstorms in the afternoon, until sunset, the
evening light and the full moon. If we wake in the night, just call out “water!” and the
bedside carafe is bathed in a fresh light. We can quench our thirst without spilling
a drop. The chamber could also include a light to get out of bed, so calling “Gate”
would cause an elliptical beam to draw a white light in the doorway without forcing
us to grope for a switch. With lights and colors, where reality ends, fiction begins.
And that is how we will experience residential buildings with daylighting experience, a scenario that varies only with the fingers touching the glass of the window to
create a new concept that makes the very threshold “public” and makes a creative
experience outside to light the private housing system, a lighting design and work
of land art combined.

DESIGNS STRATÉGIQUE POUR UN NOUVEAU CONCEPT DE SEUIL
La lumière et la couleur ont été étudiés au cours des siècles comme un élément essentiel
sur le confort fonctionnel, technologique, esthétique et de la vie. La recherche peut porter
que sur la question de tester un nouveau concept de seuil d’un immeuble, peut commencer des études supérieures de concepteur d’éclairage multiples qui ont travaillé avec les architectes et les ingénieurs se concentrent leur attention sur la vérification de la qualité de
l’espace requis sur la base de fonction et l’emplacement, en repensant à la fenêtre comme
une extension de l’environnement extérieur privé sur le bord avec l’environnement public.
Ainsi, il est possible de proposer de nouveaux concepts de la fenêtre, comme le bâtiment
et la couleur des yeux de logements changer la luminosité selon besoins des utilisateurs,
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montrant les changements de l’habitat en dehors d’une maison privée. Une opération
technologique qui utilise le monde de concepteurs d’éclairage et le land art à repenser un
nouveau concept de seuil.

IL DESIGN STRATEGICO PER UN NUOVO CONCETTO DI SOGLIA
La luce e il colore sono stati indagati nel corso dei secoli poiché elemento indispensabile sul piano funzionale, tecnologico, estetico e di confort dell’abitare. La ricerca
che può nascere sul tema della sperimentazione di un nuovo concetto di soglia
per un edificio, può partire degli studi avanzati di molteplici lighting designer che
lavorando con architetti e tecnici focalizzano la loro attenzione sulla qualità dello
spazio accertandone i requisiti in base alla funzione e al luogo, ripensando alla finestra come ad un estensione esterna dell’ambiente privato ai margini con l’ambiente
pubblico. In tal senso è possibile proporre dei nuovi concetti di finestra come occhio dell’edificio e dell’abitazione che cambia colore\luminosità in base all’umore
dell’utente, mostrando all’esterno questi cambiamenti dell’habitat privato di una
casa. Una operazione tecnologica che usa il mondo del lighting designers e della
land art per ripensare ad un nuovo concetto di soglia.
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Front view of building in Via Cocchia, Bagnoli, Naples (Italy), detail, 2012

SOUTHERN URBAN SCENES
Nicolas Stevens

Following his visit to Naples, Walter Benjamin noticed the peculiarity that the city
of Naples pours the private life in public space and vice versa. As in other large cities, and more generally in other European models, social life and private life merge
and blend, using the threshold as a meeting place between two universes. Chairs
are moved outside, the lingerie hanging from the facades, kitchen utensils hanging
from the balconies ... As the private life grows out of the walls, social life fits inside
and it is not uncommon to see the road walking in a living room. More poverty
is great, the more this is the state of things. We are far from private property as it
had declined in the capitalist model. The threshold was then a impervious location,
often with additional elements such as barriers, tall hedges or bushes, reinforced
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doors, locks hopelessly double-locked and sometimes even with signs that warn us
of the presence of dangerous dogs. The particularity of Naples leads to a new interpretation of public space. As passers-by, our prerogative is to move from point A to
point B, and at this juncture, the Neapolitans are transformed into spectators. The
threshold is no longer just a place of transition between private and public space, it
is first and foremost a place of performance, place of theatricality that offers anyone
the opportunity to become a spectator of everyday life. The latter with the staging
of the shift to private functions outside the house. The public space is defined in
general for two peculiarities, it is sometimes a space that does not belong to anyone
and at the same time, a space that belongs to everyone. These two constants are
in a variable balance. In our large cities, public space is designed to be accessible
to all, but in the same way, it is governed by laws and implicit rules of civilization,
based on mutual respect. In this particular condition of public and private space is
interesting to consider the threshold voted to new functions, a space of theater or
performance. There is no need to deny this reality of Naples, but to encourage it
through architectures that include this aspect of porosity in the spaces.
Art in public spaces has always been a means to appropriate them, both to signal
own presence (the signatures of graffiti), or their absence, as the Chinese artist Liu
Bolin beautifully shows us with his work of mimicry . It is also the means to defend
ideologies or political opinion as did for example the movement of the Mexican
muralists. These interventions often forbidden, bring a dose of subversive and dangerous, as in the case of the Belgian Bonom of which no one knows the true Identity.
Naples is different thanks to the support of its community. Often the whole neighborhood accepts this permeability and participates in it. Within this dynamic, it is
natural to think that the architecture can add theatricality to Neapolitan threshold.
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SCÈNES URBAINES DU SUD
Lors de sa visite à Naples, Walter Benjamin aborde cette particularité qu’a la ville de déverser sa vie privée dans l’espace public et inversement. “Il y a une répartition, une porosité et
une interpénétration de la vie privée”. A l’instar d’autres grandes villes et plus généralement
d’autres modèles européen, la vie sociale et la vie privée se mêlent et s’entremêlent, usant
du seuil comme lieu de rencontre entre ces deux univers. Les chaises se déplacent à l’extérieur, les linges pendent entre les façades, les ustensiles de cuisine pendent des balcons...
Et de même que la vie privée s’étale hors des murs, la vie sociale s’insère à l’intérieur et il
n’est pas rare de voir la rue déambuler dans la pièce de séjour. Plus la pauvreté est grande,
plus cet état de fait se développe. On est loin de la propriété privée telle qu’elle se décline
au mode capitaliste. Le seuil est alors un lieu imperméable, souvent doté d’éléments supplémentaires tels que des barrières, de hautes haies ou buissons, des portes renforcées,
des serrures irrémédiablement fermées à double tour, voir même des écriteaux signalant
des chien dangereux. Ici, rien ne se mélange. On vit chez soi, son terrain soigneusement
délimité par rapport à l’espace public. On peut ainsi se promener dans des rues garnies
de somptueuses villas quatre façades et voir s’étaler à loisirs des myriades de dispositifs
défensifs et protecteurs face à l’extérieur, signalant clairement là où commence l’espace
privé. Un espace qu’il est même souvent déconseillé de franchir. La particularité de Naples induit un nouvel état de l’espace public. Alors que nous sommes généralement des
passants nous déplaçant d’un point A à un point B, les Napolitains se transforment en
spectateurs. Le seuil n’est plus seulement un lieu de passage entre l’espace privé et public,
c’est avant tout un lieu de performance, un lieu de théâtralité offrant à tout un chacun
la possibilité de devenir spectateur du quotidien. Ce dernier mis en scène par le déplacement des fonctions privées à l’extérieur de la maison. L’espace public se définit en général
par deux particularités, il est à la fois un espace qui n’appartient à personne et en même
temps, un espace appartenant à tous, ces deux constats s’articulant dans un équilibre
variable. Dans nos grandes villes, l’espace public est pensé comme accessible à tous mais
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de la même manière, il est régi par des lois et des règles implicites de civilité, basées sur
un respect de l’autre. Ainsi il est interdit de jeter des ordures, de détériorer des biens publics
et il est mal vu de s’adonner à des scènes de ménages en public. Ne dit-on pas qu’il est
“préférable de laver son linge sale en famille”, sous entendu, le faire chez soi, bien à l’abri
des regards. Naples se définit par l’appartenance de l’espace public à tous et sans doute
moins par la possibilité qu’il n’appartienne à personne, au risque de gêner ou de ne pas
respecter l’autre. Sans doute, le touriste doit-il se sentir mal à l’aise de cette situation, qui si
elle le fait sourire, lui déplairait certainement au quotidien. Dans cette situation particulière de l’espace privée et public, il est intéressant d’envisager le seuil comme espace voué
à de nouvelles fonctions, comme espace de théâtralité, de performance. Il ne s’agit plus
de nier cette réalité napolitaine, mais de l’encourager par des architectures incluant cet
aspect de porosité des espaces. D’ailleurs, l’art dans l’espace public a toujours été un moyen de se l’approprier, que ce soit pour signaler sa présence (les signatures de graffeurs)
ou son absence, comme l’illustre magnifiquement l’artiste chinois Liu Bolin par son travail
de mimétisme. C’est également le moyen de défendre des idéologies ou opinions politiques comme le fit le mouvement des muralistes mexicains par exemple. Ces interventions
bien souvent interdites apportent une dose de subversivité et de danger, comme le cas de
l’artiste graffeur belge Bonom dont personne ne sait qui il est. Naples se différencie par
le consentement de la collectivité face à cette situation. En effet, tout le quartier accepte
cette perméabilité et l’entretient. Dans cette dynamique, il est tout naturel de penser que
l’architecture et la scénographie puissent mêler leur grain de sel à la théâtralité du seuil
napolitain.

SCENE URBANE DEL SUD
In seguito alla sua visita di Napoli, Walter Benjamin si accorse della particolarità che
la città partenopea ha di riversare la vita privata nello spazio pubblico e viceversa.
Come in altre grandi città e più generalmente in altri modelli europei, la vita sociale
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e la vita privata si fondono e si confondono, usando la soglia come luogo di incontro
tra due universi. Come la vita privata si sviluppa fuori dai muri, la vita sociale s’inserisce all’interno e non è raro vedere la strada passeggiare dentro un soggiorno. Siamo
lontani dalla proprietà privata tale e quale era declinata nel modello capitalista. La
soglia era allora un luogo impermeabile, spesso dotata di elementi aggiuntivi come
barriere, alte siepi o cespugli; porte rinforzate, serrature irrimediabilmente chiuse a
doppia mandata e talvolta, addirittura con cartelli che ci avvertono della presenza
di cani pericolosi. La particolarità di Napoli induce a una nuova lettura dello spazio
pubblico. In qualità di passanti, nostra prerogativa è di spostarci da un punto A ad
un punto B, e in questo frangente, i napoletani si trasformano in spettatori. La soglia
non è più solamente un luogo di passaggio tra lo spazio privato e quello pubblico,
è innanzitutto un luogo di esibizione, un luogo di teatralità che offre a chiunque la
possibilità di diventare spettatore del quotidiano. Lo spazio pubblico si definisce in
generale per due particolarità, è a volte uno spazio che non appartiene a nessuno e
allo stesso tempo, uno spazio appartenente a tutti. Queste due costanti si articolano in un equilibrio variabile. Nelle nostre grandi città, lo spazio pubblico è pensato
come accessibile a tutti ma allo stesso modo, esso è governato da leggi e regole implicite di civiltà, basate sul rispetto reciproco. Napoli si definisce per l’appartenenza
degli spazi pubblici a tutti e meno, senza dubbio, per la possibilità che questi non
appartengano a nessuno, con il rischio di disturbare o di non rispettare l’altro. In
questa condizione particolare dello spazio pubblico e privato è interessante considerare la soglia come uno spazio votato a nuove funzioni, uno spazio di teatralità o
di performance. Non c’é bisogno di negare questa realtà napoletana, ma di incoraggiarla attraverso architetture che includano questo aspetto di porosità negli spazi.
Infatti, l’arte negli spazi pubblici è stata sempre un mezzo per appropriarsene, sia
per segnalare la propria presenza (le firme dei graffitari), o la loro assenza, come ci
mostra magnificamente l’artista cinese Liu Bolin con il suo lavoro di mimetismo. É
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ugualmente il mezzo per difendere delle ideologie od opinioni politiche come fece
ad esempio il movimento dei muralisti messicani. Questi interventi molto spesso
vietati, apportano una dose di sovversività e di pericolo, come nel caso dell’artista
belga Bonom di cui nessuno conosce la vera indentità. Napoli si differenzia grazie
al consenso della collettività quando tutto il quartiere accetta la permeabilità e vi
partecipa. All’interno di questa dinamica, è naturale pensare che l’architettura e la
scenografia aggiungano qualità alla teatralità della soglia napoletana.
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